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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES

There are no related cases.

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

The judgment of the district court is final and was entered on February 18,

2011. A43-44. Appellant, Pei-Herng Hor, timely moved for a new trial on March 18,

2011. A57. The district court denied the motion for new trial on July 13, 2011. A57.

Hor timely filed his notice of appeal on August 9, 2011. A607-609.

The district court had exclusive jurisdiction to hear this case pursuant to 28

U.S.C. § 1338(a) because this case is an action to correct inventorship of a patent

under 35 U.S.C. § 256.

This Court has jurisdiction over this appeal pursuant to 28 U.S.C § 1295(a)(1).

X
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STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

Issue No. 1

The district court erred in holding that Hor's claim to correct

inventorship under 35 U.S.C. § 256 was barred by laches because there

is no express requirement of diligence in §256, and Hor did not have a

claim to correct inventorship of the patents-in-suit under §256 until after

the patent was issued, and he filed suit within three years after the patent
issued.

Issue No. 2

Assuming that the doctrine of laches applied, the district court erred in

finding that Hor unreasonably delayed filing this suit and in finding

evidentiary prejudice to Chu.

Issue No. 3

The district court erred in holding that Hor's claim was barred by the

doctrine of equitable estoppel because Chu never raised that issue and

the elements for equitable estoppel were not met.

xi
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Appellant, Pei-Herng Hor, sued Appellee, Ching-Wu Chu, pursuant to 35

U.S.C. § 256 to correct inventorship of two patents: (1) No. 7,056,866 issued on June

6, 2006 ; and (2) No. 7,709,418 issued on May 4, 2010. Addendum 4 and 5.

Chu moved for summary judgment against Hot. Chu argued that Hor's claims

of inventorship were barred by the doctrine of laches and also failed for lack of

corroboration. A133-193.

The district court granted Chu's motion for summary judgment based on

laches. Consequently, the court did not decide Chu's motion for summary judgment

based on lack of corroboration. The court sua sponte further ruled that Hor's claims

were barred by the doctrine of equitable estoppel. See Hot v. Chu, 765 F. Supp. 2d

903 (S.D. Tex. 2011); A10-44.
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STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT

Appellant believes that oral argument would aid the Court in deciding this

appeal because: (1) the district court applied the doctrine of laches in a manner that

has not previously been approved of by this Court; (2) the underlying facts of the case

are somewhat complicated; and (3) the issue is of importance to the general public.

STATEMENT REGARDING CONFIDENTIALITY

Pursuant to order of the district court, the deposition of Appellee Chu and

certain documents produced during discovery have been designated as confidential.

A1-9. However, none of Appellants' responses to Chu's motions for summary

judgment were filed under seal or designated as confidential. A455-482; 483-522;

529-560. Appellee, Chu has agreed that because the facts presented in Appellants'

briefs do not include any statements that were previously filed in a confidential form

with the district court, that Appellants and Appellee should not be required to file

confidential briefs in this Court and that it would be a waste of time and resources for

the parties and the Court to file confidential briefs. The parties have agreed that the

items designated as confidential in the Confidential Joint Appendix to be filed with

this Court should remain confidential, and that Appellants will also file a non-

confidential Joint Appendix at the appropriate time.

..°
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TO THE HONORABLE COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT:

Appellant, Pei-Herng Hor ("Hor") files his Appellant's Brief as follows:

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

Introduction

This case concerns the correction of inventorship of two patents for a

superconductor known as YBCO-123 and other related magnetic rare earth

superconductors. Hor conceived of the primary innovations leading to the creation

ofYBCO- 123 and the related superconductors. Dr. Chu erroneously obtained patents

for these superconductors listing himself as the sole inventor. After the first of the

patents issued, Hor filed suit to correct inventorship of these patents pursuant to 35

U.S.C. § 256. A58-71. After the second patent issued, Hor amended his complaint

to include that patent. A118-132.

Hor is an associate professor in the Physics Department at the University of

Houston ("UH") who has been engaged in superconductivity research since 1982.

He has authored over 200 published papers) A561.

1 Superconductivity is a phenomenon occurring in certain materials,

characterized by zero electrical resistance and the exclusion of the interior magnetic

field (known as the Meissner Effect). Electrical resistance is a measure of the degree

to which a material opposes an electric current passing through it, and is measured

in ohms. The electrical resistance of a superconductor drops abruptly to zero ohms

when the material is cooled below its superconducting transition temperature ("To").

An electric current flowing in a loop of superconducting wire can persist indefinitely
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In 1986, Hor was a graduate student in the UH Physics Department and a

Research Assistant in Chu's research group. The group focused on researching

materials that would become superconducting at high temperatures. A561. Hor

planned to begin work at Bell Labs as a post-doctoral fellow in the spring of 1987.

However, Chu requested that he remain at UH as the alternate Principal Investigator

of the research group because Chu was beginning a one year term as a Program

Director at the National Science Foundation ("NSF") in Washington D.C. in the Fall

of 1986. A561-562. This full-time position required Chu to be away from UH for

much of the time for a year beginning in September of 1986. A561-562. Hor agreed

to stay at UH. A561; 1045-1049. During Chu' s one year assignment at NSF, Hor had

full authorization to lead the research group, and was responsible for the work of the

group. A562; 2120.

Bednorz and M/iller Discover the La-Ba-Cu-O Superconductor

In November 1986, Ruling Meng ("Meng"), a member of the research group,

obtained a paper published by J. Georg Bednorz and K. Alexander Miiller describing

with no power source. Superconductors with a Tc higher than the boiling point of

liquid nitrogen, approximately 77 ° Kelvin ("77K"), are commercially important

because liquid nitrogen can be produced cheaply and is not prone to problems

exhibited by other cooling agents. The liquid nitrogen could then be used to cool the

superconductor to its To. Superconductors with a T c above 77K are commonly

referred to as High Temperature Superconductors. A561.
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a La-Ba-Cu-O system (Lanthanum, Barium, Copper and Oxygen) displaying a high

superconducting T c. A2243; 1906-1910; 2111. Chu and Hor reviewed the paper and

began work on the La-Ba-Cu-O system. A562; 2243. Bednorz and Miiller did not

identify the specific composition of the La-Ba-Cu-O system, but rather indicated that

it was prepared according to a nominal 555 formula - that is a ratio of Barium to

Lanthanum to Copper of 5:5:5. A1251-1256; 2255.

Meng's background was in material science and she was primarily responsible

for synthesizing samples. She began synthesizing samples of La-Ba-Cu-O based on

the nominal 555 formula. A562; 2111; 2165-2167; 2255-2257; 2260. Early

experiments showed a large increase in Tc occurring in La-Ba-Cu-O samples that

were subjected to high pressure - resulting in a Physical Review Letters paper in

which Hor was listed as the second author after Chu. A562; 1050-1053.

The successful high pressure results prompted the research group to mimic

physical pressure by changing the chemical composition of the La-Ba-Cu-O system

through replacement of the larger Barium (Ba++) ions with smaller Strontium (Sr++)

and Calcium (Ca++) ions. Using "chemical pressure" to mimic physical pressure

is well-known in the field of high pressure material research. A562. A Strontium

substitution increased T_ to about 42K, but a Calcium substitution actually decreased

T_. A562; 1050-1053; 2120-2121; 2250.
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Hor Conceives of Yttrium Substitution

In early January 1987, Hor had a discussion in his office with M. K. Wu, 2

Meng, and Li Gao (a UH graduate student) regarding where their research should go

after Calcium substitution proved to be a dead end. Hor took out a periodic table of

the elements in an attempt to identify new substitutions to La-Ba-Cu-O to enhance

T c. At that point, he conceived of the idea of replacing the element Lanthanum

(La+++) with the iso-valent element Yttrium (Y+++) ion. This idea resulted in the

creation ofa YBCO (Yttrium-Barium-Copper-Oxygen) compound (made initially by

Wu) that exhibited superconductivity above 77°K. A241-242; 562-563; 2122, 2124,

2156-2157.

After this discussion, Meng ordered Yttrium for the research group to begin

Yttrium substitution experiments, but because it was during UH's winter break, the

order was not placed until January 12, 1987. 3 A1270; 2123-2124. Hor asked Wu to

also begin work on Yttrium substitution. A562-563. Meng also suggested that Wu

2 Wu was a former graduate student of Chu who, at the time, was a faculty

member at the University of Alabama at Huntsville. Chu asked Wu to assist the

group primarily in substituting Strontium for Barium in the La-Ba-Cu-O system.

A2247; 2249; 2266.

3 Chu claims that the Yttrium oxide order was placed at his request after he

allegedly instructed Meng to order Yttrium and Lutetium oxides in mid-December

1986. A2263; 2274. Meng disputed this testifying that ifChu had asked her to place

this order then, she would have done so immediately. A2123-2124.

I
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should work on Yttrium substitution; asking that when he went back to Alabama to

get Yttrium oxide from "NASA in Alabama so we can start the work soon." She did

this because it would take her two weeks to get yttrium oxide. A2156-2158. Hor also

asked Meng to record formulas for conducting the Yttrium substitution experiments,

which she did on about January 14, 1987. A563. Chu was not at the meeting in Hor's

office. A1538; 2275. However, he has repeatedly confirmed that this meeting took

place and attempted to use it as evidence of his conception of YBCO to defeat Wu's

claim o f inventorship in a patent interference proceeding filed by Wu.4 A988-1013;

1404; 1439-1440; 2275.

January 29, 1987 - The First YBCO Superconductor

On January 29, 1987, Wu called Chu to report he had observed a reproducible

superconducting T c above 77K. Chu described the events of that day as follows:

I received an exciting call from Maw-Kuen [Wu] from UAH at about 5

p.m., on January 29, 1987. He informed me that he and his students, Jim

Ashburn and C.J. Torng, had just observed a reversible sharp R-drop

[resistivity] starting at 90 °K, and finishing at about 77 °K in two of their

samples. All of us were ecstatic, since stable and reversible

superconductivity might finally have been achieved, provide a Meissner

effect could be detected. Right before he called me, Maw-Kuen had also

phoned Peihemg [Dr.Hor] about their exciting observation. Without

divulging information about the elements of their samples, Maw-Kuen

4 The interference proceeding was styled Maw-Kuen Wu and James R.

Ashburn v. Ching Wu Chu; Patent Interference No. 102,247; Before the Board of

Patent Appeals and Interferences. A930-956.
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told Peiherng, "We just did what we discussed previously (in Houston

in early January)." Peiherng, Ruling and I reviewed all our previous

data and decided to make a few new samples containing the newly
arrived Y and Yb oxides.

A 1950;2253-2254.

After his conversation with Wu, Chu asked Hor to write down the elements that

he and Wu had discussed in Houston. A2275. Hor wrote down formulas which

included the Yttrium and Scandium substitution for Lanthanum in La-Ba-Cu-O and

were based on a nominal 214 composition. A563. Hor' s formulas were then recorded

by Meng in her laboratory notebook dated January 29, 1987. A563; 1271-1281;

2122; 2126; 2161; 2174-2175.

Wu came to Houston on January 30, 1987 with a sample prepared to a nominal

214 formula and with the composition of Y_.zBa0.sCuO4. Measurement of the sample

showed reproducible Tc above 77K. Hor measured the Meissner effect which

indicated the resistivity transition observed by Wu was a genuine superconducting

transition, and that a superconductor with a Tc above liquid nitrogen temperature

existed in Yi.2Ba0.8CuO4 . A563-564; 1988-1989.

In the Physical Review Letter paper published as a result of the discovery of

YBCO, Wu was the first author of the Alabama group and Hor was the first author

of the Houston group. A664-667; 2252-2253. "Typically, the first author in an

6
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article like this is the person who has most directly contributed to the actual technical

information that is contained in the paper." A2199. 5

The Chemical Composition and Structure of YBCO

At the time of the discovery, the chemical composition and structure of the

YBCO superconductor were not known. The precise chemical formula and crystal

structure (or stoichiometry) of the YBCO superconductor was identified by a group

working with Robert Hazen and David Mao at the National Geophysical Laboratory

in Washington, D.C. A2184-2185; 2187-2192; 2266, 2269. To assist Hazen's group,

Chu, Meng and Hor worked together and successfully separated high purity YBCO

samples exhibiting Tc of 90K. A564; 2268-2269. The stoichiometry was determined

to be YlBa2Cu307 which is commonly referred to as the 123 phase. A2193-2194,

2208. The crystal structure was determined through a complicated process of x-ray

single-crystal diffraction analysis and was determined to be a square-planar structure.

A610-627; 2209-2210; 2269. On March 5, 1987, Hazen informed Chu of the

preliminary results of his team's analysis of the crystal structure of YBCO. A2090;

2196-2197. On March 8, 1987, Hazen first wrote up the details of the structure and

phase of YBCO- 123. A2091-2104; 2198-2199.

5 On at least five other patents obtained by Chu, the first author on the related

paper is always named as a co-inventor. A564.

I
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Hor Discovers a Series of Magnetic Rare-Earth Superconductors

After the YBCO 123-phase had been identified, Hor continued to perform

experiments in an attempt to discover why Y-BCO-123 was a superconductor with

such a high T c. A564. At that time, it was well known among superconductor

researchers that substitution of magnetic elements in a superconductor would lower

the To, a phenomenon known as the "pair-breaking effect." Physicists working in the

field of superconductors would not have substituted magnetic elements into a

superconductor expecting to increase T¢. A2267-2268.

On or about March 11 or 12, 1987, Hor asked Meng to completely replace

Yttrium in YBCO-123 with the magnetic rare earth element Gadolinium in order to

study the pair-breaking effect due to the presence of magnetic ions. A564; 1674-

1675; 2125. Gadolinium is the most magnetic of the rare-earth elements and

therefore, it is the element used to begin "pair breaking" or "magnetic doping"

experiments. A2264, 2274. When the Gadolinium compound was tested for

superconductivity on March 15, 1987; it was found to be an HTS with a T_ around 85-

90K, and thus, no "pair breaking" had occurred. A564; 1117. Hor was surprised by

the result because he had expected that if the Gadolinium-123 could form, the T¢

would have been reduced or even completely suppressed by inclusion of the magnetic
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element Gadolinium. Instead, the transition temperature was similar to that of

YBCO-123. A564-565.

As a result of the Gadolinium experiment, Hor conceived the idea that

substitution of the other magnetic rare-earth elements for Yttrium in the 123-phase

would also produce new high temperature superconductors. A564. Hor asked Meng

to perform complete substitution of Yttrium with the magnetic rare-earth elements in

the periodic table, and several new superconductors were discovered. A564. The lab

records clearly show that once the result of the Gadolinium experiment was obtained,

an entire series of new magnetic rare-earth superconductors was created and tested. 6

The History of the Patents-in-Suit

The two patents at issue in this case are U.S. Patent No.7,056,866 ("866

Patent") and No.7,709,418 ("418 Patent"). Addendum 4 and 5. Chu initially filed a

patent application on January 12, 1987 followed by continuations-in-part on January

26, 1987 and February 6, 1987. A634-663. These applications were based, in part,

on Hor's conception of Yttrium substitution for Lanthanum as a means to produce

high temperature superconductors. In these applications, Chu erroneously listed

himself as the sole inventor. A563; 1054-1078. Hor had no actual knowledge that

6 See Docket No. 82 at n. 11 for a complete listing of the magnetic rare-earth

superconductors discovered by Hor. A544-545.
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Chu had filed patent applications at that time. A563. After the previous applications

were abandoned, the actual application for the '866 Patent was filed on March 26,

1987 and was assigned to UH. A610-627. The application for the '418 Patent was

filed on January 23, 1989, and was also assigned to UH. A628-633.

It is undisputed that Hor had no actual knowledge of the filing of an

application for the '418 patent until May 2, 2007, when Chu mentioned it in response

to Hor's internal grievance against Chu at the UH. A566; 1911-1935.

Chu Was Responsible for Communicating Facts to the Patent Attorneys

Charles Cox was the primary patent attorney for UH (the assignee of the

patents-in-suit) in prosecuting the patent applications and in later defending Chu in

an interference proceeding filed by M.K. Wu and the University of Alabama -

Huntsville. A930-956; 2249; 2283. Chu executed a Declaration and Power of

Attorney for the '866 Patent Application and the '418 Patent Application, which

appointed Cox as one of the attorneys to represent Chu during the prosecution of each

application. A566; 1247-1251. Chu was primarily responsible for communicating the

facts and technical information regarding the '866 Patent to Cox. A2251. Chu

claims that Cox made the decision who would be named as an inventor based on the

data provided him. According to Chu, this data was provided by himself and Meng.

Hor did not provide any data to Cox. A2261. In his writings and publications, Chu

10
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credited Hor for much of work in discovering the patented compounds, but never

communicated similar information to Cox. A2039-2041; 2265, 2267.

Chu Assures Hor

In 1987 or early 1988, Hor, Chu and Meng met with Cox to discuss their

respective contributions to the superconductors that are the subject of the

patents-in-suit. A566. 7 Hor did not know at the time of this meeting that Chu had

already filed a patent application. Rather, Hor thought the purpose of the meeting was

to assist in filing a patent application for YBCO-123. A566. In this meeting, Cox

asked who was the first person to propose a substitution of Yttrium. Chu pointed to

Meng and asked her if she remembered that he had called her and told her to do

Yttrium substitution. Meng, not wanting to embarrass Chu, replied that she did not

remember. Hor, also not wanting to embarrass Chu, stated that he did not remember

either. Cox stated that it seemed from the discussion that no one seemed to remember

who was the first to come up with the idea. At that point, Chu stated that Hor and

Meng should be included as inventors. Cox replied that not everyone can be an

7 Although his memory regarding almost all other events at issue in this suit is

reasonably clear, Chu claimed to have a limited recollection of this meeting,

testifying that the "origin of Yttrium" was discussed and that he asked Meng if she
remembered he had called her in mid-December of 1986 about Yttrium. Chu also

remembers that Hor left the meeting possibly because he was upset with Chu claiming

conception of Yttrium substitution and that Chu followed him and told him that he

was going to talk to the lawyer. A2278.

11
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inventor and that a"pair of hands" cannot be considered as an inventor. A221; 2170-

2171.

Hor left the meeting because he was disturbed by Cox's comment. Chu

followed him outside, apologized saying, "I am sorry. This lawyer does not know

anything about our group. I will go back to tell him and straighten things out. A221.

Hor took Chu at his word. A566-567. After the meeting with Cox, Chu never

discussed either patent application with Hor, and never told Hor that he was not listed

as a co-inventor on the patents. A567. s

The Wu Interference

In 1990, M. K. Wu and the University of Alabama at Huntsville initiated an

interference proceeding that was defended by Cox. A930-956. In essence, Wu

claimed that he had independently created YBCO- 123. During the Wu Interference,

Chu signed a declaration that he conceived of the substitution of Yttrium for

Lanthanum in the La-Ba-Cu-O superconductor in mid-December of 1986. In an

earlier draft of this declaration, it is obvious that practically all references to Hor were

8 From this evidence, the district court concluded that Hor must have known

that Cox considered him to be a "pair of hands" and not an inventor. Hor, 965

F.Supp2d at 916. However, there is no indication as to who Cox was referring to as

a "pair of hands" or that Hor even really understood what that term meant at the time.

Hor was completely unfamiliar with the patent process at that time. But Hor

considered a "pair of hands" to be a very insulting term. A566-567.
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eliminated. A2271-2273. Chu never told Hor that he had signed this declaration, or

that he was now claiming sole inventorship of the '866 Patent, or that his declaration

had been edited to almost completely erase Hor from the picture. A567.

Hor's only involvement in the Wu Interference was a meeting with Cox and

John Warren, UH Vice-President for Intellectual Property, in which Hor was asked

to describe what had happened in the meeting with Meng and Wu in late 1986 or

early 1987 where Hor had conceived of the idea of substituting Yttrium for

Lanthanum in La-Ba-Cu-O. Hor signed a declaration stating that at this meeting he

and Meng "discussed the concept that substitution of Y for La in a composition of La-

Ba-Cu-O[.]" A567. To Hor, this statement was consistent with his understanding that

he was at least a co-inventor of YBCO-123. Chu and Cox never told Hor that they

were using his declaration to support Chu's claim that he was the sole inventor of the

'866 Patent. If that information had been communicated to Hor, he would not have

signed the declaration in that form. After this, Hor had no further involvement with

the Wu Interference or Cox. A567.

Meng Comes to Hor in January of 2006

After 1993, Hor had little involvement with Chu. At that time, Hor formed his

own Novel Materials research group focused on the study of materials with unusual
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physical properties. Hor and Chu rarely, if ever, spoke to each other and Chu was

absent from UH for long periods of time while serving at foreign universities. A567.

On January 19, 2006, Meng came to Hor's office to apologize to him for not

speaking the truth about the discovery ofYBCO. Meng told Hor that her conscience

had been bothering her for many years and that she wanted to speak out. A222. She

also told him that neither of them were listed as inventors on the '866 Patent

application. On January 27, 2006, Hor and Meng went to John Warren, UH Vice

Chancellor for Intellectual Property, who confirmed that they were not listed as

inventors on the '866 Patent. This was the first time that Hor had actual knowledge

that he was not named as a co-inventor. A567.

On February 1, 2006, Hor and Meng met with UH's outside counsel, Lester

Hewitt and other members of UH administration to discuss Hor's and Meng's

inventorship claims concerning the '866 Patent Application. A567.

UH Claims It Will Investigate the Issue of Inventorship

On February 21, 2006, an Information Disclosure Statement ("IDS") was filed

during prosecution of the '866 Patent Application. The IDS included communications

from Hewitt to Meng and Hor concerning their inventorship claims discussed during

the meeting on February 1,2006. Hewitt represented that UH would "make a fair and
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complete investigation" of Hor's and Meng's inventorship claims. 9

1197.

A567, 1187-

On February 22, 2006, a Petition to Suspend the Rules Under 37 C.F.R. 1.183

(the "Petition") was filed during prosecution of the '866 Patent Application to hold

the '866 Patent Application in suspension for a period of six months from the grant

of the Petition while UH investigated the inventorship claims. A567-568; 1181-1186.

In the Petition, UH represented that "if there is a need to correct inventorship and, if

a need to correct inventorship is determined, assignee cannot estimate the likelihood

that all parties will agree." A1185.

On March 14, 2006, Hor and Meng each presented an affidavit to UH during

another meeting concerning their inventorship claims in which they described their

respective contributions to creation of YBCO-123 and the related superconductors

and their meetings with Cox. A238-245; 568; 1203-1246.

In her affidavit, Meng recalled the meeting with Cox, Hor and Chu. Meng also

described another meeting with Cox a couple of months later to discuss inventorship

where Cox suggested that if she did not confirm that Chu told her to substitute

9 The district court erroneously concluded that when Hor and Meng

approached UH officials in January of 2006 they inquired about inventorship of both

patents and were advised that they were not inventors on both patents. The evidence

is undisputed that Hor did not leam of the '418 patent until 2007, and the patent did

not issue until May 10, 2010. A566.
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Lanthanum with Yttrium, then UH "would lose the patent to University of Alabama."

A243.

On March 15, 2006, another IDS was filed during prosecution of the '866

Patent Application, which included the Meng Affidavit and the Hor Affidavit. A568,

1203-1246. On March 15, 2006, an IDS was filed during prosecution of the '418

Patent Application, which included information submitted during prosecution of the

'866 Patent Application in the February 21, 2006 IDS and the March 15, 2006 IDS.

A568.

The Patents Issue

On June 6, 2006, the' 866 Patent issued. A610-627. On May 4, 2010, the '418

Patent issued. Chu was the only named inventor for both patents. The range of

superconducting compositions covered by the '866 and '418 Patents include

compositions conceived of by Hor. A610-627.

Hor Attempts to Resolve the Matter Internally at UH

After the '866 Patent issued, Hor attempted to resolve his claims of

inventorship for that patent by filing a grievance pursuant to UH's internal policies

and grievance procedures. A568; 1259-1265. At the time of he submitted his

grievance, Hor was unaware of any facts concerning the '418 Patent. A566.
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Hor was rebuffed in his attempt to resolve this matter internally within UH. On

April 17, 2006, the University Grievance committee held one informal hearing. After

that, the committee recommended that UH form a special grievance committee with

particular expertise to hear Hor' s grievance. Despite repeated requests from Hor, UH

administration refused to form another grievance committee, and as a result, refused

to allow the grievance process to go forward and no decision on Hor's grievance was

reached. A568; 1156-1180. After failing to resolve his claims through UH's internal

grievance procedures, Hor filed his original complaint on December 5, 2008 seeking

to correct inventorship under 35 U.S.C.§ 256. A58-71.

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

Hor sued to correct inventorship under 35 U.S.C. §256. A claim under §256

does not arise and federal courts have no jurisdiction to hear such claims until after

a patent has issued. Section 256 does not expressly limit the time during which

inventorship can be corrected, and there is no requirement of diligence as a matter of

law for claims brought under §256 or the implementing regulations. As such, the

period of delay for purposes of laches cannot begin before a plaintiff's right to sue

accrues, and the existence of other possible methods to correct inventorship cannot

act to bar a clear statutory right to correct inventorship that accrues only after a patent

has issued.
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The district court erred in broadly defining the term "claim" for purposes of

laches, to encompass any possible claim that Hor might have had to correct

inventorship at any time. In reaching this holding, the district court relied on non-

precedential lower-court decisions that failed to adequately analyze this Court's

precedents and which in turn relied on outdated law.

This Court has held that there is no per se requirement that an omitted inventor

diligently bring a lawsuit under §256, but that diligence must be determined on the

facts of the case. Hor acted diligently, because he first attempted to resolve the issue

of inventorship through the internal grievance procedures of UH, his employer and

the licensee of the patent. When UH refused to hear his grievance, he timely sued

within less than three years after issuance of the patent.

Assuming that laches attached such that Hor was required to act diligently to

correct inventorship before his right to sue for correction of inventorship accrued

under §256, the district court erred in finding unreasonable delay and evidentiary

prejudice as a matter of law.

The evidence established that Hor acted diligently and that any delay in filing

suit under §256 was not unreasonable. Hor acted reasonably in trusting Chu to

"straighten things out" with UH's patent attorney regarding invention ofYBCO- 123,

because Hor was a long-time collaborator of Chu, and was the alternate Principle
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Investigator for the research group at the relevant time. Hor could have reasonably

believed he was named as an inventor because he was paid $137,000 by UH for his

contributions to the invention, he was named as the first author on all of the relevant

scientific publications, and Chu consistently credited him in writing for the discovery

of YBCO- 123 and the related magnetic rare earth superconductors.

The evidence also established that there was no evidentiary prejudice. The

discovery of YBCO-123 was well-documented in contemporaneous lab records and

scientific papers. Chu himself wrote several accounts of the history of the discovery

over the course often years. One of Chu's collaborators, Hazen, wrote a book about

the discovery which all parties used in discovery. Hazen' s papers were preserved and

available for all parties to examine. The deposition testimony of the primary

witnesses, Chu, Hor, Meng and Hazen all demonstrate a reasonable ability to

remember the critical facts of the case. Only one possible witness has since died and

he was a graduate student who had no direct involvement in the discovery of the

inventions.

The district court erred in finding that Hor's claims were barred by equitable

estoppel. There is no evidence of any intent by Hor to mislead Chu or UH sufficient

to invoke estoppel, and again Chu failed to establish evidentiary prejudice.
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At a minimum, there were clearly genuine issues of material fact which

precluded granting summary judgment based on laches and equitable estoppel.

ARGUMENT

The Standard of Review for Summary Judgment

This court reviews a district court's grant of a motion for summary judgment

without deference, applying the summary judgment standard anew. See Atmel Corp.

v. lnfo. Storage Devices, Inc., 198 F.3d 1374, 1378 (Fed.Cir.1999). A motion for

summary judgment lies only when there is no genuine issue of material fact. See

Southern Distributing Co. v. Southdown, Inc., 574 F2d 824 (5 thCir. 1974). The court

cannot weigh disputed evidence, decide questions of credibility or draw inferences

about knowledge and intent of parties from conflicting evidence adversely to the

nonmovant because these are the exclusive functions of trier of fact to be discharged

after consideration of testimony and evidence presented in an adversarial trial

environment. See Hanover Ins. Co. v. American Engineering Co., 33 F.3d 727, 730

(6 th Cir. 1994). Courts should not credit evidence offered by the movant that comes

from interested witnesses - such as Chu. See Reeves v. Sanderson Plumbing

Products, Inc., 530 U.S. 133, 150-51 (2000). And cases that turn on witness

credibility should not be resolved on summary judgment. See Bazan v. Hidalgo

County, 246 F.3d 481,492 (5th Cir, 2001). Finally, a court may only reach factual
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conclusions on summary judgment if they are the "the only reasonable

i n"interpretat o oftherecord. Blowy. CityofSanAntonio, 236F.3d293,297 (5thCir.

2001).

§256,

The Patent Statute at Issue

Hor sought to be named as an inventor of the patents-in-suit under 35 U.S.C.

which provides:

Whenever through error a person is named in an issued patent as the

inventor, or through error an inventor is not named in an issued patent

and such error arose without any deceptive intention on his part, the

Director may, on application of all the parties and assignees, with proof

of the facts and such other requirements as may be imposed, issue a

certificate correcting such error.

The error of omitting inventors or naming persons who are not inventors

shall not invalidate the patent in which such error occurred if it can be

corrected as provided in this section. The court before which such

matter is called in question may order correction of the patent on notice

and hearing of all parties concerned and the Director shall issue a

certificate accordingly.

This provision, enacted in 1952, is remedial in nature. Prior to its enactment, if an

inventor was erroneously named or excluded in an issued patent, the only mechanism

to correct the error was to invalidate the patent. See, e.g., Pannu v. lolab Corp., 155

F.3d 1344, 1350 (Fed.Cir. 1998). Section 256 has been characterized by this Court

as a "savings provision"; it allows the correction of the patent instead of automatic

invalidation./d.
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Issue No. 1 Restated

The district court erred in holding that Hor's claim to correct

inventorship under 35 U.S.C. § 256 was barred by laches because there

is no express requirement of diligence in §256, and Hor did not have a

claim to correct inventorship of the patents-in-suit under §256 until after

the patent was issued, and he filed suit within three years after the patent
issued.

The District Court Erred in Ruling That Laches

Barred Hor's Claims Under 35 U.S.C. §256

The district court held that the "laches period of delay may begin when a

plaintiff knew or should have known that the defendant filed a patent application

covering his alleged inventive contributions and failed to name him as an inventor."

Hot, 765 F.Supp.2d at 916. The district court's holding was derived primarily from

two unpublished opinions which the district court admitted were not precedential.

See, Moore v. Broadcom Corp., 2008 WL 425932 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 14, 2008) and

Frugofi v. Fougnies, 74 U.S.P.Q.2d (D. Ariz. Aug. 25, 2004).

The district court relied on Moore and Frugoli to support an expansive

definition of the term "claim." Despite never having pled for any relief beyond

correction of inventorship under §256, the court interpreted the definition of Hor's

claim for purposes of laches to encompass any possible action that he might have

filed to claim inventorship. Rather than confine the term claim to the actual claim

asserted by Hor under §256, the district court held that for determining the relevant
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period of delay, Hor's claim was a general claim ofinventorship. Hor,965 F.Supp.2d

at 916. The district court thus held that the laches period for purposes of Hor's claim

under §256 began when he knew or should have know that a patent application had

been filed, ld. Without this overly broad interpretation of the term claim, the district

court admitted that the laches period could not begin any earlier than the date of

issuance of the patent, ld. at 915.

The district court committed error in this holding because: (1) 35 U.S.C. §256

does not expressly limit the time during which inventorship can be corrected, and

claims under that statute are not ripe until a patent issues; (2) this Court has explicitly

disclaimed the imposition of a per se diligence standard for actions brought under

§256; (3) the summary judgment evidence clearly raised issues of material fact as to

whether Hor acted diligently; and (4) the district court relied on a diligence

requirement formerly found in 37 C.F.R. §1.48, the implementing regulation for

actions brought under 35 U.S.C. §116, which was removed in a 1997 amendment.

In short, the district court erred in barfing Hor's claim because laches generally could

not bar his claim under §256 until at least six years after the patent issued and he

sued well within that time.
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Laches is Measured from the Issuance of the Patent at the Earliest

Section 256 does not expressly limit the time during which inventorship can

be corrected, which serves the public policy of preserving property rights from

avoidable forfeiture. See Starkv. Advanced Magnetics, Inc., 29 F.3d 1570, 5575-1573

(Fed. Cir. 1994). The district court recognized that in a suit to correct inventorship

under 35 U.S.C. §256, the plaintiff's claim applies only to an "issued patent"and

provides a means for correction only after the patent has issued. In fact, a district

court lacks jurisdiction to adjudicate inventorship issues prior to the issuance of a

patent. Sagoma Plastics, Inc. v. Gelardi, 366 F.Supp.2d 585 (D. Me. 2005). Clearly,

a plaintiff can neither know of or even assert a claim under §256 until a patent has

actually issued. Logically, for an action under §256, laches cannot attach until the

issuance of a patent at the earliest.

This Court's decisions do not support the conclusions reached by the district

court. In Advanced Cardiovascular Systems, Inc. v. SciMed Life Systems, Inc., 988

F.2d 1557, 5561 (Fed. Cir. 1993) this Court held that an inventor's claim under 35

U.S.C. §256 claim cannot arise until the patent issues. This Court held that under

§256 inventorship may be corrected at any time and, in that case, the time for

measuring laches runs from the date the alleged inventor knew or should have known

that the patent issued. Id.; see also Studio &Partners v. KI, 2007 WL 3342597 at *5
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(E.D. Wis. 2007) (following Advanced Cardiovascular and finding that a correction

of inventorship claim accrued only when patents were issued. "In other words, the

correction of inventorship claim arises only when there is something in an existing

patent to 'correct'." ).

InAdvanced Cardiovascular, there was no indication that the omitted inventor

knew of the existence of patent applications prior to issuance of the patent. However,

the Court expressly drew an analogy to suits for patent infringement, noting that in

those actions the period of delay is measured from when the patent owner knew or

should have known of the infringement. Id. at 1161, citing A.C. Aukerman v. R.L.

Chaides Construction Co., 960 F.2d 1020, 1032 (Fed. Cir. 1992). This Court in

Aukerman, however, held that the "period of delay.., does not begin prior to

issuance of the patent." Id. citing, Bott v. Four Star Corp., 807 F.2d 1567, 1575

(Fed.Cir. 1986) and Studiengesellschafl Kohle mbH v. Eastman Kodak Co., 616 F.2d

1315, 1326 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 1014 (1980); see also Watkins v.

Northwestern Ohio Tractor Pullers Ass'n, Inc., 630 F.2d 1155, 1161 (6 th Cir. 1980)

("If the patentee has no fight to sue until he has the patent, then waiting until the

patent issues, even with full knowledge of an alleged infringer's activities, cannot be

an unreasonable delay .... [T]he six-year period cannot start running before the issue

date of the patent."). The same rationale should apply to actions to correct
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inventorship §256 because there is no right for the omitted inventor to sue to correct

inventorship and nothing to correct under that statute until the patent issues.

Logically, the period of delay for purposes of laches cannot begin before a person had

the right to sue under the applicable statute. A clear statutory right to sue to correct

a patent after it has issued should not be eviscerated by the existence of other possible

rights to sue prior to issuance of a patent.

The District Court Erred in Relying on Moore and Frugoli
to Define the Term Claim and Find that Laches Barred Hor's Claims

The primary cases cited by the district court, Moore v. Broadcom Corporation,

2008 WL 425932 (N.D.Cal. 2008), and Frugoli v. Fougnies, 74 USPQ2d 1716,

1719-1722 (D. Ariz. 2004), fail to take into account the critical holding from this

Court's decision in Aukerman. In Frugoli, the court cites Aukerman, but only for the

proposition that the time period begins when one reasonably should know of his or

her purported rights. 74 USPQ2d at 1722. In Moore, the court at least acknowledged

that Aukerman holds that the period of delay for a patent infringement action cannot

begin before the patent issues, but then goes on to misread the decision in Advanced

Cardiovascular as supporting a holding that the period of delay can be measured

from a time before the patent issued. 2008 WL 425932 at *3. Advanced

Cardiovascular actually holds that the date of the issuance of the patent does not start
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the period of delay if the omitted inventor does not have actual knowledge that the

patent has been issued. 988 F.2d at 1161. Thus, the primary decisions relied on by

the district court are clearly deficient in their analysis of this Court's precedents.

The district court's reliance on the holdings in Moore, 2008 WL 425932 and

Frugoli, 74 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1716, was further misplaced because those cases are based

on a misunderstanding of the underlying statute and regulations.

In Moore, the district court relied primarily on its interpretation of this CouW s

decision in Advanced Cardiovascular, 988 F.2d 1157 and diligence requirements

found in 35 U.S.C §116 which provides a method to correct inventorship prior to

issuance of a patent.

While not discussed in Advanced Cardiovascular Systems, pursuant to

35 U.S.C. § 116, correction ofinventorship may be accomplished prior

to the issuance of a patent by application to the commissioner. See 35

U.S.C. § 116; 37 C.F.R. § 1.48. In addition, an action to correct

inventorship while the patent application is still pending, under 35

U.S.C. § 116, includes the requirement that such amendment must be

diligently made. See 37 C.F.R. § 1.48; Starkv. Advanced Magnetic, lnc.,

29 F.3d 1570, 1574 (Fed.Cir.1994). The requirement of diligence

supports a finding that delay is discouraged, and laches may apply, even

at these early stages. Thus, the rationale of Advanced Cardiovascular

Systems, that laches may apply at any time that inventorship may be

remedied but should not apply before the omitted inventor has learned

of the claim, applies in equal force to the time during which a patent

application is pending, but before it is issued.

Moore, at *4.
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In broadly defining the term "claim" to encompass more than Hor's claim

brought under §256, the district court relied on the statement in Moore that an action

for correction of inventorship could be pursued under 35 U.S.C. §116 while the

patent application was pending and that such actions required diligence under 37

C.F.R. § 1.48. Hor, 965 F.Supp.2d at 915. The district court in effect held that Hor's

claim under §256 was also a "claim" under § 116, and that, because a lack of diligence

could bar a § 116 claim, the mere issuance of a patent could not revive that same claim

under §256. Hor, 965 F.Supp.2d at 916.

However, the diligence requirement on which the district court and Moore

relied has not existed since 1997. "As of December 1, 1997, however, the requirement

that an amendment of the inventorship under section 1.48 be made 'diligently' has

been removed." Schulze v. Green, 136 F.3d 786, 789, n.3 (Fed. Cir. 1998). This

change in law eviscerates the primary rational cited for laches in Moore and, thus, the

district court's reliance on Moore is questionable at best.

A different regulation governs the correction ofinventorship of issued patents

and it does not contain a diligence requirement:

Whenever a patent is issued and it appears that the correct inventor or

inventors were not named through error without deceptive intention on

the part of the actual inventor or inventors, the Commissioner may, on

petition of all the parties and the assignees and satisfactory proof of the

facts and payment of the fee set forth in § 1.20(b), or on order of a court
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before which such matter is called in question, issue a certificate naming

only the actual inventor or inventors. A request to correct inventorship

of a patent involved in an interference shall comply with the

requirements of this section and shall be accompanied by a motion under

9 1.634.

37 C.F.R. 9 1.324.

The comments to the 1997 rule change make clear that the purpose of

amending 91.48 was to harmonize it with the long-standing provisions of 91.324. See

62 Fed. Reg. 53,132 (October 10, 1997). The Rule publication first provided that:

"Section 1.48 is amended in its title to clarify that the section concerns patent

applications, other than reissue applications, and not patents." Id. at 53,137.

Additionally, the Final Rule expressly states that "[t]he requirement that any

amendment of the inventorship under 91.48(a) be 'diligently' made has been

removed." ld. at 53138. Thus, 91.48 and 91.324 are independent regulations

governing correction ofinventorship in separate contexts. The Final Rules expressly

considered and rejected imposing a "diligence" requirement on 9 256 (91.324):

Section 1.324 is amended by creating paragraphs (a) and (b). The

requirement for factual showings to establish a lack of deceptive intent

is deleted, with a statement to that effect being sufficient, paragraph (a).

Office practice is to require the same type and character of proof of facts

as in petitions under 91.48(a) .... Unlike former § 1.48, former 91.324

contained no diligence requirement. See Stark v. Advanced Magnetics,

Inc., 29 F.3d 1570, 1574 (Fed. Cir. 1994). Section 1.324 (and 9 1.48) as
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adopted contain no diligence requirement, for the reasons set forth in the

discussion of § 1.48.

[aT. at 53171.

As this Court noted in Stark v. Advanced Magnetics, lnc., 119 F.3d 1551,

1553-54 (Fed. Cir. 1997), to the extent that the language of §116 and §256 lead to

different and, arguably, inconsistent results, only Congress has the power to resolve

the conflicts. The district court clearly erred to the extent that it used the rationale put

forth in Moore as a basis to bar Hor's inventorship claims under §256 for any

perceived action or inaction while the patent applications were pending.

In Frugoli, 74 U.S.D.Q. 2d 1716, the court was clearly influenced by the

posture of the case in finding that laches barred Frugoli's claim. The patent in that

case involved software to facilitate sales and service of prepaid wireless cellular

phone airtime to credit-challenged customers. Id. at 1178. The facts established that

Frugoli only brought a claim to correct inventorship under §256 after he was

approached by Verizon Wireless, a direct competitor for the phone services facilitated

by the patented software. Verizon paid Frugoli $200,000 up-front in exchange for

any fights Frugoli might have in the patent and Frugoli agreed to bring the lawsuit for

correction of inventorship. The lawsuit was financed and controlled by Verizon

which agreed to pay Frugoli additional money if the suit was successful. Id. at 1720.
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None of those factors were present here. In fact, if Hor were named as an

inventor he would be required to assign his rights to UH and any payments he

received would be according to UH policy. A568.

In short, Moore and Frugoli are not precedential, do not adequately analyze

this Court's decisions in Advanced Cardiovascular and Aukerman, and mistakenly

rely on outdated law. The district court erred in relying on those decisions to find that

laches barred Hor's claims under §256.

This Court Has Expressly Disclaimed a

Per Se Diligence Requirement for §256 Claims

This Court has found that neither "35 U.S.C. § 256 nor 37 C.F.R. § 1.324 [a

regulation relating to § 256] expressly require that an omitted inventor of an issued

patent must diligently bring a lawsuit to correct inventorship or be forever barred

from doing so." Stark v. Advanced Magnetics, Inc., 29 F.3d 1570, 1574 (Fed. Cir.

1994). This Court noted that "lack of diligence may be an appropriate basis for

barfing legal action when there is an affirmative obligation on the claimant to act

promptly and without significant pause in establishing a legal right." ld. There was

no evidence of an affirmation obligation on Hor to act prior to issuance of the patent.
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This Court in Stark correctly analyzed where other courts had gone wrong in

finding diligence requirements under §256. The defendant in Stark relied on two

district court opinions that had imposed a diligence requirement. Id. at 1574,

referencing, Crainich v. Feinstein, 1991 WL 259448 (N.D.Ill. 1991) and Rival

Manufacturing Co. v. DazeyProducts Co., 358 F.Supp. 91 (W.D. Mo. 1973). 1° This

court noted that although "these district court cases are not ofprecedential value, we

point out that their statements that §256 requires diligence, as a matter of law, go

beyond the statute and implementing regulation." ld. at 1575.

In Crainich the omitted inventor knew that he was omitted from a pending

patent application, communicated with the patentee without raising inventorship

rights, and did not object until five years later when he sued to correct inventorship

under 35 U.S.C. § 256. The court found estoppel, in view of detrimental reliance by

and prejudice to the other party. "Citing Rival v. Dazey, the district court stated that

there was a diligence requirement in § 256, thus continuing the unwarranted reading

of the statute." Stark,29 F.3d at 1575.

Thus, this Court has recognized that there is no per se diligence requirement

inherent in §256, and each case must be judged on its own facts.

10This Court found Rival to be of no guidance because the statute at that time

did not allow for correction of inventorship under the facts of the case.
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Absent any statutory or regulatory requirement of diligence in bringing

legal action to correct inventorship of an issued patent, it was error to

hold that [an] action to correct inventorship was barred for lack of

diligence as a matter of law. Whether diligent action is required in a

particular case must be determined on the facts of that case.

Id. at 1575. The facts surrounding Hor's case clearly established that, at a minimum,

there was a genuine issue of fact regarding whether he acted diligently to pursue a

claim under §256.

The Summary Judgment Evidence Raised Genuine

Issues of Material Fact Regarding Any Diligence Requirement

This court's decision in Stark clearly establishes that the district court erred

because there were genuine issues regarding whether Hor acted diligently. In Stark,

the plaintiff filed suit in 1992 seeking correction of inventorship on six issued

patents. Id. at 1572. The district court granted summary judgment against Stark

because he should have known of the existence of one of the patents at issue in early

1989 but failed to exercise diligence in bringing the suit about three and one-half

years later. Id. The district court measured Stark's diligence from the time he

received an Advanced Magnetics, Inc. ("AMI") annual report disclosing a patent

application. Stark claimed that he made inquiries of AMI soon after he received the

Report, and that he was told that the patent did not concern his work. AMI did not

contradict Stark's claims. This Court found that under the summary judgment
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standard of review, Stark's statements "must be accepted as true" and any

controverting evidence by AMI could only serve to place the fact in dispute, ld. at

1575-1576.

The record describes a scientific collaboration and consulting

relationship between Dr. Stark and the AMI scientists, of several years'

duration. Whether Dr. Stark was deliberately misled by persons he had

reason to trust, and whether he behaved reasonably in failing to seek

prompt verification and diligent correction, are questions of fact. On the

averments before the district court these facts had been placed in issue,
and are material to the result. Since these facts could not be found or

inferred adversely to Dr. Stark on AMI's motion, summary judgment in

favor of AMI was improperly granted.

ld. at 1576.

Similarly, the issue of whether Hor acted diligently was placed in issue in this

case by the summary judgment evidence. As set forth in detail in Issue No. 2, Hor

relied on Chu's assurances that misled him into believing he was to be named as an

inventor. And Hor could have reasonably believed that he was named as an inventor

because he was the alternate Principal Investigator for the group at the critical time,

he was a long-time collaborator of Chu, he was paid $137,000 for his contributions

to YBCO-123, he was named as the first author on all of the published scientific

papers resulting from the discovery ofYBCO- 123 and the related magnetic rare earth

superconductors, Chu consistently credited him with having been instrumental in the

discovery of YBCO-123, and no one ever told him that he was not an inventor.
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Finally, it is undisputed that Hor did not know anything about the '418 patent until

2007 at the earliest. A566. The district court discounted all of this evidence and

construed the evidence and inference to be drawn therefrom in favor of Chu.

Issue No. 2 Restated

Assuming that the doctrine of laches applied, the district court erred in

finding that Hor unreasonably delayed filing this suit and in finding

evidentiary prejudice to Chu.

There Was No Unreasonable Delay or Lack of Diligence by Hor

Under the appropriate standard of review, the district court erred in concluding

that Hor unreasonably delayed filing suit. In this regard, the district court construed

the evidence in the light most favorable to Chu and drew all inferences in his favor.

The primary evidence relied on by the court was Hor's attendance at the meeting

with Chu and Cox in 1987 or 1988. Hor, 965 F.Supp.2d at 916. At that meeting,

Chu suggested to Cox that Hor and Meng should be named as inventors. When Cox

replied that not everyone can be inventor and that a "pair of hands" cannot be

considered an inventor, Hot was admittedly upset and left. When Chu followed him

and told him that the lawyer "did not know anything about our group" and that he

would "go back to tell him and straighten things out", Hor took him at his word.

A566-567. Chu's basic position was that Hor was wrong to trust him and should

have done something more.
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But as a long-time collaborator of Chu, Hor did trust Chu and it appeared that

his trust was well-placed. A561-562. When Chu had to leave for his one-year term

at the NSF, he made Hor the altemate Principle Investigator even though he was a

graduate student at the time. A561-562. In 1988, after the discovery of YCO-123,

Chu made sure that Hor was paid the sum of $137,000 for his contributions to the

discovery of YBCO-123 out of the funds paid by DuPont. A2246. This payment

could' easily have lead a reasonable person to believe that Chu was living up to his

word and Hor could have reasonably relied on the fact that he was paid a sum more

than 3 times his annual salary to believe that he was included in any resulting patent

applications.

In addition, over the years, Chu himself consistently credited Hor as being

instrumental in the discovery ofYBCO-123 and especially the related magnetic rare

earth superconductors. For example, Chu wrote the Chairman of the UH Physics

Department on October 6, 1992, to support Dr. Hor's bid for promotion and tenure:

Over the last five years, Pei's contributions to our research on high

temperature superconducting (HTS) and related materials have been

significant and numerous. I would like to give only a few examples of

advances that he has single-handedly made possible. He and colleagues

working under his direction discovered the whole series of the so-called

123 compounds REBa2CH307 [RE stands for rare-earth] - the most

important HTS compound system to date for both scientific study and

large-current applications above 77K. The results appeared in the May
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1987 issue of [Physical Review Letters] which became the most cited

physics paper in 1987... and 1988.

A2039-2041.

Chu again credited Hor with discovery of the magnetic rare-earth

superconductors in a paper published in 1987:

In an attempt to identify the active elements giving rise to the 90K

superconductivity, Hor, et al. at Houston decided to employ the standard

technique of probing the superconductivity by magnetic rare-earth ions.

To our great surprise, the 90 K superconductivity in YBCO was hardly

affected at all even when Y was completely replaced by strongly

magnetic rare-earth elements such as Gd, Sm, Eu, etc.

A2035.

Finally, Hor was listed as the first author from the Houston group on all of the

relevant scientific publications regarding the creation of YBCO and the magnetic

rare-earth superconductors. A664-667; 2042-2045. This position connotes that person

made the most important technical and scientific contribution to the work. A566;

2199. And the evidence established that on at least five other patents obtained by

Chu, the first author on the related paper was named as a co-inventor. A564.

Clearly, given Hor's position in the research group at the time of the discovery

of YBCO-123, Chu's representations to Hor, his payment of money to Hor, and his

consistent crediting of Hor for the inventions that are the subject of the patents-in-

suit, there was sufficient evidence to raise a genuine issue of fact as to whether Hor
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"behaved reasonably in failing to seek prompt verification and diligent correction"

of inventorship of the patents-in-suit. Stark, 29 F.3d at 1576.

Moreover, Hor's actions in pursuing this action showed reasonable diligence.

Almost immediately upon learning that he was not named as a co-inventor, Hor took

action by notifying UH of his claim. A567. When UH and Chu failed to take any

action to correct inventorship, Hor attempted to resolve this matter within UH's

internal grievance process. A1259-1265. This was met with a strong and detailed

denial from Chu. A 1911-1935. And then despite repeated attempts by Hor to have his

grievance heard, UH administration prevented Hor's grievance from going forward.

A11-58-1180.

Finally, ifHor had attempted to act before the patents-in-suit issued to correct

inventorship, both Chu and UH would have had to effectively consent to Hor's claim

of inventorship under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.48 and 1.63. Given their actions in opposing

Hor both before and after the patents issued, the only reasonable inference that can

be drawn from the evidence is that neither UH nor Chu would have cooperated with

Hor in attempting to resolve this matter through the USPTO. UH has consistently

sided with Chu, has paid his attorney's fees in this suit and in Hor' s internal grievance

at UH, and has supported Chu's belief that Hor is not a co-inventor. A2276-2277;

1911-1935. Essentially, the district court believed that Hor should have engaged in
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a futile course of action and that his failure to do so precludes him from presenting

his case under § 256. However, an unreasonable delay cannot stem from the failure

to take actions that would have been futile and met with opposition from Chu and

UH. There was no unreasonable delay.

Hor Sufficiently Rebutted Any Presumption of Evidentiary Prejudice

The district court further erred in finding that there was evidentiary prejudice

to Chu. _ The court's decision ignored most of the rebuttal evidence offered by Hor

and the fact the discovery of YBCO-123 was one of the best documented scientific

discoveries of the last 25 years. For example, Chu not only prepared scientific papers

documenting the discoveries, but also wrote several accounts concerning the history

of the discovery of YBCO ranging from articles written in 1987 (shortly after the

discovery) until 1997 (approximately ten years after the events in question). The

work of the research group and the scientific and technical aspects of the discoveries

are well documented in these articles written by Chu. A1936-1976; 1977-1979;

2017-2033; 2034-2038; 2042-2045; 2046-2047; 2048-2062; 2063-2089. A1672-

1712, 1733-1737, 1747-1761 and 1779-1778. Chu was also able to capably respond

to Hor's grievance with a great amount of detail. A1911-1935. To the extent that

H The court correctly did not find any evidence of economic prejudice as it did
not address that issue.
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certain dates were in questions, Chu produced a copy of his calendar from the

relevant time period. A 1266-1269. In addition, all of the laboratory notebooks from

the relevant time period have been preserved. A 1456-1905. These notebooks provide

a wealth of detail about the experiments that led to the discovery of YBCO and the

magnetic rare earth superconductors.

The deposition testimony also demonstrated that Hor, Meng and Hazen were

also able to remember many details from the relevant time period. A2107-2181 ;2182-

2212;2213-2235. In addition, Hazen (whose group was responsible for identifying

the chemical composition and stoichiometry of YBCO-123) wrote a book in 1987

about many of the events in question entitled Superconductivity: The Breakthrough

which was used by all parties during discovery. A2184-2185.12 Much of Hazen's

book is based on his interviews with Chu which were shortly after the events in

question as he wrote the book in the summer of 1987. A2184-2186; 2201-2203;

2207; 2211-2212. Finally, Chu's or UH's attorneys have had possession of thousands

12 An example of how the district court construed the evidence in favor of Chu

is the reference in its opinion to one email from Hazen stating that his memory of

details from 1987 was "completely lost." Hot, 765 F.Supp.2d at 919. First, Hazen

had no first hand knowledge of the events leading to the discovery ofYBCO-123 and

the related superconductors. Second, a review of Hazen's deposition testimony

indicates his memory of events possibly relevant to the issues in this lawsuit was

reasonably clear. A2182-2212. While Chu complained Hazen had no memory of the

events in question, his counsel noticed Hazen's deposition and traveled to

Washington, D.C. to take that deposition. A2182.
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of pages Dr. Hazen's notes and other documents utilized in the preparation of his

book since at least 1989 and those documents were made available in this lawsuit.

A2200.

In short, to the extent witnesses' memories have faded (if they have) there were

abundant documents from which recollections were refreshed during discovery in this

case. Lawsuits frequently revolve around events that occurred many years ago; and

there was no evidence that the passage of time in this case was so detrimental as to

constitute the evidentiary prejudice found by the district court.

The critical events relevant to Hor's claim of inventorship are concentrated

over an approximately four month time flame from November of 1986 through March

of 1987. Although the witnesses' memories regarding some of the events are not

perfectly clear, their memories regarding the essential events are remarkable. In that

vein, the district court accepted at face value Chu's attempt to paint a picture of lost

recollections. A717-751 (cataloguing answers to deposition questions). However,

looking at that testimony in context, it is clear that whatever facts the witnesses do

not remember do not bear significantly on the essential issues and do not vary

considerably from what might be expected in a case where events occurred more

recently. For example, despite claiming that Ms. Meng suffers from memory lapses,
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Chu's counsel found her memory of events sufficient enough to require more than

seven hours of detailed cross-examination at her deposition. A569.

Other than a brief mention of the lab notebooks, the district failed to consider

any of the considerable amount of documentary evidence that is still available to all

of the parties and witnesses in this lawsuit. The court failed to address the fact that

Chu himself wrote numerous published accounts of the history of the YBCO-123

discovery, that Chu was able to respond to Hor's internal UH grievance in

considerable detail, that Chu has his calendar from the relevant time period, that

Hazen wrote an entire book about the discovery based on interviews with Chu and

others, that all of Hazen's notes have been preserved, and that all parties were able

to recall most events in considerable detail in their deposition and affidavit testimony.

Moreover, the court's conclusion that the lab notebook is "of little help in identifying

the source of the inventive conceptions" is a mere conclusion and the district court

clearly would have benefitted from testimony on the contents of those notebooks in

a full trial on the merits. The court merely assumed that the notebooks were

immaterial to the issues here.

Finally, the court cites the death of Peter Huang. Hor, 965 F.Supp.2d at 919.

Huang was a graduate student at the time of the discoveries whose primary job was

to test samples for superconductivity. Although he was a good student, he was not
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directly involved in the critical events at issue and the results of his superconductivity

tests have been preserved. A569. Chu and the district court never provided any

cogent explanation as to why Huang's testimony would have been important. It is

mere surmise to conclude that Huang's testimony could have had any impact on this

case.

Any possibility of evidentiary prejudice was clearly rebutted by the summary

judgment evidence. At a minimum, there was clearly sufficient rebuttal evidence to

place the issue of evidentiary prejudice genuinely in issue. See Serdarevic v.

Advanced Medical Optics, Inc., 532 F.3d 1352, 1359-1360 (Fed. Cir. 2008).

Issue No. 3 Restated

The district court erred in holding that Hor's claim was barred by the

doctrine of equitable estoppel because Chu never raised that issue and

the elements for equitable estoppel were not met.

Standard of Review for Equitable Estoppel

Equitable estoppel to assert a claim is a defense addressed to the sound

discretion of the trial court. Olympia Werke Aktiengesellschafi v. General Elec. Co.,

712 F.2d 74, 77 (4th Cir.1983). When a defendant asserts equitable estoppel, the

evidence must be viewed in the light most favorable to the plaintiff, and all inferences

must drawn in favor of the plaintiff. Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1043.
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The elements of the defense of equitable estoppel are: (1) an actor, who usually

must have knowledge of the true facts, communicates something in a misleading way,

either by words, conduct or silence; (2) the other relies upon that communication; (3)

the other would be materially prejudiced if the actor is later permitted to assert any

claim inconsistent with his earlier conduct. Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1041 (declining

to hold equitable estoppel barred the plaintiffs inventorship claims). Unlike laches,

no presumption adheres to an equitable estoppel defense. A defendant must prove all

of the factual elements ofestoppel. [d. at 1043. Moreover, even if the three elements

ofestoppel are established, the court must take into consideration any other evidence

and equities of the parties in deciding whether to allow the defense to bar the suit.

Id.

The Evidence did not Support a Finding of Equitable Estoppel

Chu never pleaded equitable estoppel or asserted it as a ground for granting

summary judgment. Nonetheless, the district court found that equitable estoppel

precluded Hor's claims for correction ofinventorship under §256 actions. Hor, 765

F.Supp.2d at 922.

With respect to applying equitable estoppel to bar Hor's claims, only one act

of Hor is cited by the court. When Hor was asked by Cox in the meeting with Hor,

Chu and Meng in 1987 or 1988, which one of them came up with the idea of Yttrium
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substitution, Chu asked Meng if she remembered that he had suggested that in a

telephone call to her. Hor testified that he was "shocked" at Chu's statement, but did

want to embarrass Chu. After Meng had responded that she did not remember, Hor

stated that he too did not remember. A566-567. However, what Hor was stating that

he did not remember was an alleged phone call from Chu to Meng. There was

nothing inherently misleading in stating that he did not remember an alleged phone

call to which he was not a party.

The district court turned Hor's attempt to spare Chu some embarrassment into

admission of "misleading Chu and UH into believing [his] participation in the

discoveries did not rise to the level of inventorship." and act of untruthfulness

sufficient to call the doctrine of equitable estoppel into play. Hor, 965 F.Supp.2d at

922-923. First, there is no evidence that at the time Hor understood what it meant

to be an inventor for purposes of the patent process. Moreover, the district court

completely ignored what happened immediately after Hor's one statement. When

Cox protested that not everyone can be an inventor and stated that a "pair of hands"

cannot be an inventor, Hor abruptly left the room. Chu followed Hor and told him

that Cox did not understand how their group worked and promised to "straighten him

out." A566-567. The district court cited nothing more than this one instance, and it

is hardly sufficient to meet the first element of the test for equitable estoppel.
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"The second element, reliance, is... essential to equitable estoppel." Heckler

v. Community Health Svcs., 467 U.S. 51, 59 (1984). Chu had the burden to establish

that he substantially relied on the misleading conduct of Hor in connection with

taking some action. See Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1042. The reliance element has been

described as requiring a defendant to show that the plaintiff' s conduct lulled them

into a sense of security in going ahead with their own actions. See Stewart &

Stevenson Services, lnc. v. Serv-Tech, lnc., 794 F.Supp. 202, 206 (S.D. Tex. 1992).

The district court cites no evidence to support a finding of reliance or any

actions that Chu or UH undertook in reliance on Hor's action or inaction. Rather, the

evidence establishes that Chu was not misled by Hor's statements and did not rely on

them as evidenced by his promise to take action to correct any misconception that

Cox might have. Chu clearly failed to act as promised to Hor and yet, somehow the

district court painted Hor as being maximally untruthful.

There was no evidence that Cox relied on Hor's one statement and it would

have been unreasonable for him to do so. Chu and Cox had a duty of candor, good

faith, and honesty in their dealings with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. See

MolinsPLCv. Textron, Inc., 48 F.3d 1172, 1178 (Fed.Cir.1995). Both Chu and Cox

were or should have been aware of Hor's involvement. Hor was the alternate

Principal Investigator of the research group during the relevant time period. A562.
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Hor was listed as the first author on the relevant scientific papers relating to the

discovery of YBC- 123 and the magnetic rare-earth superconductors. A566; 664-667;

2042-2045. Hor also received payment of$137,000 from the UH based on his work

on YBCO-123 and the related superconductors. A2246. Despite all of this, Cox

apparently never made further inquiries ofHor. Hor's conduct in the only incident

cited by the court, when taken as a whole and when considered in light of Chu's own

conduct and the other evidence cannot support any finding of equitable estoppel.

Nonetheless, the district court claimed that "Chu and UH's counsel relied on

Hor's alleged lack of recollection and Meng's repeated representations that Chu

conceived of the Yttrium substitution." Hor, 965 F.Supp.2d at 922-923. But the court

did not identify any positive acts that either Chu or UH took in reliance on Hor's

conduct in the meeting with Cox. There is no evidence of any other action by Cox

in the record. Thus, only Chu could establish reliance. But rather than analyze

evidence, the court engaged in mere supposition of what might have transpired; i.e.

that UH might have investigated Hor's claims had they been made known. Id. There

is no evidence to even support an inference of this regard in the summary judgment

record. Because Chu did not raise equitable estoppel as a bar to Hor's claims, he

made no effort to establish that he or UH relied on anything that Hor did or did not

do. The district court supposed that UH (a non-party) could have investigated Hor's
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claims, but there is no evidence that they did not in fact undertake some investigation.

And UH, as licensee and its counsel, were obligated by the duty of candor and good

faith to make sure that the proper inventors were named in the patent regardless of

any action by Hor. Even if UH had investigated Hor's role in the discovery of

YBCO-123 and the magnetic rare earth superconductors and determined that he

should be named as an inventor, it would not have materially altered UH's subsequent

conduct in defending the patents. As a UH employee, Hor was obligated to assign his

patent rights to UH and UH would have had no less incentive to defend the patents

simply because another UH employee was correctly named as an inventor.

Finally, Chu must establish material economic or evidentiary prejudice or harm

to establish a defense of equitable estoppel Aukerman, 960 F.3d at 1043. Chu made

no effort to do so. The court summarily concludes that by "changing [Hor's story]

and bringing claims to inventorship more than twenty years later, Chu has been

greatly prejudiced in defending his position as the sole inventor." Hor, 965

F.Supp.3d at 923. As detailed above, the evidence presented in summary judgment

is clearly insufficient to establish evidentiary prejudice to Chu, and in fact

demonstrates that the documentary evidence needed to try the case is available and

that the witnesses are reasonably capable of recalling the facts surrounding what was

obviously one of the most important events of their lives.
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The district court's sua sponte holding that equitable estoppel bars Hor's

correction of inventorship claims was unsupported by the evidence and should be

reversed.

CONCLUSION

The district court erred in granting summary judgment for Chu based on the

doctrines of laches and equitable estoppel. At a minimum, the summary judgement

evidence raised genuine issues of material fact as to whether those doctrines apply to

the facts of this case.

For the reasons stated herein, Appellant Pei-Herng Hor respectfully requests

that the Court reverse the judgment of the district court, and remand this case for

further proceedings.

Respectfully submitted,

William Jensen _j i /

Crain Caton & James _/_/V t.-"
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Case 4:08-cv-03584

Case 4:08-cv-03584

w

Document 107

Document 106-1

Filed in TXSD on 02/18/11

Filed in TXSD on 02/17/11

Page 1 of 2

Page 1 of 2

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

HOUSTON DIVISION

PEI-HRENG HOR, §

§
Plaintiff, §

§
v. §

CHING-WU "PAUL" CHU, §
§

Defendant. §
§
§
§

FINAL JUDGMENT

CASE NO. 4:08-cv-03584

On January 21,2011, the Court issued its Memorandum and Order, GRANTING

Defendant Ching-Wu "Paul" Chu's Motion for Summary Judgment on the Inventorship Claims

of Pei-Hcmg Hot and Ruling Meng Based on Laches (Dkt. #45) and Defendant Chu's Motion to

Dismiss or in the Alternative for Summary Judgment Upon Intervenor Meng and Plaintiff Hor's

Unclean Hands Defenses Under Rule 12(b)(6) or Rules 12(c)/56(b) (Dkt. ##66 & 68). After

consideration of any opposition, the Court hereby grants Defendant Chu's Motion for Entry of

Final Judgment.

THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS that this Judgment be entered in accordance with

the Court's Memorandum and Order entered on January 21,2011 (Dkt. #105).

THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS that Plaintiff Hor's claim of inventorship under 35

U.S.C, § 256 is barred by the doctrines of laches and/or equitable estoppel.

THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS that Intervenor Meng's claim of inventorship under

35 U.S.C. § 256 is barred by the doctrines of laches and/or equitable estoppel.

THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS that Plaintiff Hor's defense of unclean hands is

200387974
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Case 4:08-cv-03584

w
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Document 106-1

Filed in TXSD on 02/18/11

Filed in TXSD on 02/17/11

Page 2 of 2

Page 2 of 2

dismissed.

THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS that Intervenor Meng's defense of unclean hands is

dismissed.

THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS that each party shall bear its own costs and
attorneys fees.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

This is a FINAL JUDGMENT.

Signed at Houston, Texas, on this _._day of _Z-d[a%2011.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE

200387974
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

HOUSTON DIVISION

PEI-HRENG HOR, §

§
Plaintiff, §

§
v. § CIVIL ACTION NO. 4:08-cv-3584

§
CHING-WU "PAUL" CHU, §

§
Defendant. §

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

Pending before the Court is Defendant Ching-Wu "Paul" Chu's Motion for Summary

Judgment on the Inventorship Claims of Pei-Hreng Hor and Ruling Meng Based on Laches

(Doe. No 45), Defendant's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Pei-Hreng Hor's and

Ruling Meng's Claims of Inventorship Based on Lack of Corroboration (Doe. No. 46),

Defendant's Motion to Dismiss or in the Alternative Motion for Summary Judgment Upon

Intervenor Meng's Unclean Hands Defense (Doe. No. 66), and Defendant's Motion to Dismiss

or in the Alternative Motion for Summary Judgment Upon Plaintiff Hor's Unclean Hands

Defense (Doe. No. 68).

Having considered the parties' filings, all responses and replies thereto, and the

applicable law, the Court finds that Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment Based on

Laches should be GRANTED and Defendant's Motions to Dismiss or in the Alternative for

Summary Judgment Upon Intervenor Meng's and PlaintiffHor's Unclean Hand Defenses should

be GRANTED. The Court declines to reach Defendant's remaining motion, as laches is a

complete defense to claims ofinventorship under 35 U.S.C. § 256.

I. BACKGROUND
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This cases arises out of a dispute over rightful inventorship of U.S. Patent Nos. 7,056,866

("the '866 Patent") and 7,709,418 ("the '418 Patent") (collectively "patents-in-suit"). The

patents-in-suit involve superconducting compositions with transition temperatures ("To") higher

than the boiling point of liquid nitrogen (approximately 77 ° Kelvin). 1

Dr. Ching-Wu "Paul" Chu ("Defendant" or "Chu") is listed as the sole inventor on both

of the patents-in-suit. Dr. Pei-Herng Hor ("Plaintiff" or "Hor") filed the present suit to correct

inventorship in December 2008 pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §256, alleging that he is a joint inventor of

the scientific advancements that underlie the patents-in-suit. (Doc. No. 1.) In March 2010, the

Court granted a Motion to Intervene by Ruling Meng ("Intervenor" or "Meng") who also claims

joint inventorship of the patents-in-suit. (Doe. No. 25-1.)

A. Invention of and Applications for the Patents-in-Suit

The high temperature superconducting compositions that are the subject of the patents-in-

suit were conceived of between November 1986 and March 1987. During this time, Chu, Hor,

and Meng worked together in the physics research laboratory Chu directed at the University of

Houston ("UH") where Chu held an appointment as a Professor of Physics. In September of

1986, Chu left UH to begin service as a Program Director at the National Science Foundation

("NSF"). (Hor. 2006 Aft. at 2; Meng 2006 Aft. at 2.) During Chu's one-year term with NSF,

Chu named Hor, then a UH graduate student in the Physics Department and one of his Research

1 Superconductivity, first discovered in 1911, is a phenomenon occurring in certain materials, characterized by zero

electrical resistance and the exclusion of the interior magnetic field (known as the Meissner Effect). Electrical
resistance is a measure of the degree to which a material opposes an electric current passing through it. Electrical
resistance is measured in ohms. The electrical resistance of a superconductor drops abruptly to zero ohms when the
material is cooled below its superconducting To. An electric current flowing in a loop of superconducting wire can
persist indefinitely with no power source. Superconductivity of a material occurs, however, only at very low
temperatures. Superconductors with a Tc higher than the boiling point of liquid nitrogen, which is approximately
77 ° Kelvin, are commercially valuable because liquid nitrogen can be produced cheaply and is not prone to some of

the problems exhibited by the cooling agents required to achieve lower temperatures. Superconductors with a Tc
above 77°K are commonly referred to as High Temperature Superconductors. (Hor 2010 Decl. at ¶ 3, Doe. No. 77;
U.S. Patent 7,709, 418 at 2.).

i
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Case 4:08-cv-03584 Document 105-1 Filed in TXSD on 01/21/11 Page 3 of 33

Assistants, as the alternate Principal Investigator for his UH research group. (Hor. 2006 Aft. at

2; Hor 2010 Decl. ¶5.) In Chu's absence, Meng continued to serve Chu's research group in her

capacity as an independent materials scientist, synthesizing and characterizing various

compounds for the group's research. (Meng Compl. ¶ 9; Meng 2006 Aft. at 1.) During his year

away, Chu returned regularly to his laboratory at UH on the weekends and stayed in close

contact with the members of his research group, including Hor and Meng, calling the laboratory

as often as every four hours. (Hor 2006 Aft. at 2; Meng 1993 Dep. 47:2-8.)

1. Initial Discoveries

In November 1986, Chu, Hor, and Meng reviewed an article written by J. Georg Bednorz

and K. Alexander Miiller, which related the discovery of relatively high temperature

superconductivity using a Barium-Lanthanum-Copper-Oxygen (Ba-La-Cu-O) chemical

composition. (Meng 2006 Aft. at 2; Hor 2006 Aft. at 2.) The article prompted Chu's research

group to attempt to achieve a superconducting composition with an even higher Tc than that

reported by Bednorz and Miiller. (Id.) The Bednorz and Miiller article indicated that their

superconducting sample was prepared according to a nominal 5:5:5 ratio of Barium to

Lanthanum to Copper. (Hor 2010 Decl. ¶ 8.) Using a solid state reaction protocol, the group at

UH synthesized samples and performed experiments which resulted in observed

superconductivity greater than 40°K To. (Hor 2006 Aft. at 3.) Meng alleges that she advised

Chu that the solid state reaction method, rather that the wet chemistry method, should be used to

repeat Bednorz and Miiller's results. (Meng 2010 Dep. 42:21-43:14; Meng 2006 Aft. at 2.)

Chu, however, denies that it was Meng's idea to use the solid state reaction method. He claims

that Meng was convinced by the conclusion of the Bednorz and Miiller article that the solid state
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reaction method would not work, but that Chu felt the group had nothing to lose by trying the

technique, and so instructed Meng to proceed with it first. (Chu Dep. 399:13-400:23.)

Chu reported the results of the group's successful experiments at an early December 1986

meeting of the Materials Research Society. At the meeting, Chu discussed his group's work with

Dr. M.K. Wu ("Wu"), his former graduate student and then Assistant Professor at the University

of Alabama, Huntsville. (Hor 2006 Aft. at 3.) According to Hor and Meng, during these

conversations, Chu asked Wu to begin experimenting with a Strontium (Sr) substitution for

Barium in Bednorz and Miiller's Ba-La-Cu-O system. (Hor 2006 Aft. at 3; Meng 2006 Aft. at

2.) Chu's UH research group also continued to manipulate the chemical composition of their

samples in an effort to create so-called "chemical pressure" to mimic physical pressure, thereby

raising the T¢. (Hor 2010 Decl. ¶ 10.) Through Wu's experiments, Chu's research group soon

discovered that a Strontium substitution for Barium did indeed increase the system's T¢ to about

42°K.

Aside from the dispute oyer the initial decision to use the solid state reaction method, the

parties more or less agree about the events surrounding these foundational experiments. The

conception of the chemical compositions that ultimately achieved superconductivity at a Tc

higher than 77°K, however, is at the heart of the dispute in this case. Indeed, several subsequent

advancements involving elemental substitutions and the identification of the compounds'

chemical structure are hotly contested. The Court will attempt to summarize the parties'

conflicting claims regarding these discoveries.

2. Invention of the Patents-in-Suit

In late December 1986 or early January 1987, Wu brought a La-Sr-Cu-O compound

sample to UH for magnetic testing. (Meng 2006 Aft. at 2.) During Wu's visit, Hor, Meng, and
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Li Gao, a UH graduate student, had a discussion with Wu and one of his graduate students in

Hor's UH office. (Meng 2006 Aft. at 2; Hor 2006 Aft. at 3; Hor Dep. 50:2-53:5.) According to

Hor, the scientists discussed the direction the UH group's research should go after an attempted

substitution of Calcium for Strontium actually decreased the compound's Tc. (ld.; Hor 2010

Decl. ¶ 11.) Hor claims that, during the meeting, he took out a periodic table in an attempt to

identify new substitutions that could be made to the Ba-La-Cu-O system in order to increase its

To. (ld.) At that point, Hor alleges, he conceived of the idea to replace the element Lanthanum

with the element Yttrium (Y). (ld.) Meng claims that, during this same meeting, she conceived

of and suggested replacing Lanthanum with Lutetium (Lu). (Meng 2010 Dep. 103:15-104:5;

Meng 2006 Aft. at 3.)

Hor's claim to conception of the Yttrium substitution is significant because the group's

subsequent substitution of Yttrium for Lanthanum resulted in the creation of the Yttrium-

Barium-Copper-Oxygen ("Y-Ba-Cu-O" or "Y-B-C-O') compound that first exhibited

superconductivity above 77°K. (Hor 2010 Decl. ¶ 12; Meng Dep. 101-102; 116; 385-389.) Hor

claims that, immediately after the discussion at UH about the Yttrium substitution, Meng ordered

the element for the research group to begin conducting the substitution experiments. (Hor 2006

Aff. at 3.) Meng recalls that, because UH was not in session due to its winter break, she did not

place the order until January 12, 1987. (Meng 2010 Dep. 111-114, 385-386.) Hor claims that he

asked Wu also to begin working on the Yttrium substitution. (Hor 2010 Decl. ¶ 12.)

Additionally, Meng allegedly suggested to Wu that he obtain Yttrium from NASA in Huntsville,

Alabama, and begin working on the substitution immediately because Meng would be unable to

get the element to UH for two weeks. (Meng 2010 Dep. 387:13-388:15; Meng 2006 Aft. at 3.)
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After the meeting, Hor alleges that he asked Meng to record formulas for conducting the Yttrium

substitution experiments, which she did on about January 13, 1987. (Hor 2010 Decl. ¶ 13.)

Chu does not dispute that a conversation took place at UH in late December or early

January between members of his research group and Wu, or that the Yttrium substitution concept

was discussed at that meeting. Chu has long maintained, however, that his colleagues merely

communicated Chu "s Yttrium substitution concept to Wu. Chu allegedly conceived of the idea

in mid-December, and by the 26 th of that month, he concluded that Yttrium and Lutetium would

indeed create high temperature superconductors. (Chu D ep. 150:6-18.) Chu alleges that, prior to

Hor and Meng's meeting with Wu at UH, Chu had a phone conversation with Meng in which he

described to her his idea for the Yttrium substitution. Chu has also testified that it was he who

instructed Meng to order the Yttrium for the UH laboratory. (Chu Dep. 150:19-151:5.)

On January 12, 1987, Chu filed the first patent application related to the Y-B-C-O

superconductor (U.S. Patent Application No. 07/002,089, now abandoned). In addition to the Y-

B-C-O concept, the application also described the substitution of Lanthanum and Lutetium for

Yttrium. On January 26, 1987, Chu filed a continuation-in-part application (U.S. Patent

Application No. 07/006,991, now abandoned), which, according to Hor, did not include

significant changes to the basic inventions described in the January 12, 1987 application.

On January 29, 1987, Wu called Chu claiming that he had observed superconductivity

above 77°K in a compound in which he had substituted Yttrium for Lanthanum. (Hor. 2010

Decl. ¶ 17; Meng 2006 Aft. at 3.) Chu asked Wu to bring the sample to UH for magnetic

measurements to confirm the results. (Meng 2006 Aff. at 3.) Following the phone call, Hor

claims that Chu asked him to write down the formulas that Hor discussed with Wu during the
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December 1986 meeting at UH. (Hor 2010 Decl. ¶ 17.) These formulas included, Hor alleges, a

Y-B-C-O compound using a nominal 2-1-4 formula ("2-1-4 Y-B-C-O"). (Id.) 2

On about January 29 or 30, 1987, Wu brought a 2-1-4 Y-B-C-O sample to UH in which

he had earlier observed superconductivity above 77°K. (Hor 2010 Decl ¶ 18.) The testing at UH

confirmed that the sample was genuinely superconducting with a reproducible 77°K To. The

discovery of superconductivity above 77°K in the 2-1-4 Y-B-C-O sample prompted Chu's

research group to focus on studying the compound's structure and properties. Specifically, the

group wanted to determine which stage of the multi-phase 2-1-4 Y-B-C-O sample actually

contributed to the system's superconducting properties. (Meng 2006 Aft. at 3.)

Hor claims that Chu, Meng, and Hor worked together to successfully separate out high

purity Y-B-C-O samples exhibiting superconductivity at a Tc of 90°K. (Hor 2010 Decl. ¶ 21.)

Meng, on the other hand, alleges that she independently performed the analysis to separate the

black and green crystals from the mixed green phase by studying a group of Y-B-C-O samples of

varying compositions. (Meng Resp. to Chu Interrogs. at 7.) Meng claims that, through her

experiments, she concluded that the black phase was the superconducting portion. (ld.) As a

result, she argues that her experiments contributed to the conception of the high temperature Y-

B-C-O formula and structure identified in the '866 patent, which had a Yttrium-Barium-Copper

ratio of 1:2:3. The parties often refer to this as the "123-phase." Chu, however, argues that it

was actually Drs. Hazen and Mao of Washington's Geophysical Laboratory who first identified

the superconducting black phase and the insulating green phase, as well as the critical 1-2-3

2
In addition to the Yttrium substitution formulas Hor recorded, he alleges that he also recorded formula for a

compound in which Scandium (So) was included. Chu subsequently filed a continuation-in-part application on

February 6, 1987 in which added the elemental substitution of Scandium. Chu alleges that, although included in the

February 6, 1987 application, the Scandium substitution is not claimed in either the '866 or the '418 Patent.
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formula when they were conducting tests on samples at Chu's request. (Def.'s Mot. for Summ.

J. at 17.)

Hor contends that he continued to experiment in order to determine why the Y-B-C-O

compound exhibited superconductivity at such a high To. He claims that he wanted to study the

pair-breaking effect, a phenomenon in which the Te of a compound degrades in the presence of

magnetic elements. (Hor 2010 Decl. ¶ 23.) As part of these experiments, on March 11 or 12,

1987, Hor alleges that he asked Meng to completely replace Yttrium in the Y-B-C-O 123-phase

with the magnetic rare earth element Gadolinium (Gd). (Id.) To Hor's alleged surprise, he did

not observe degradation of the To. (Hor. 2006 Aft. at 4.) The negative result of the magnetic

pair-breaking effect, Hor contends, prompted him to conceive of the idea to substitute other

magnetic ions into the 123-phase to produce new high temperature superconductors. (Hor 2010

Decl. 23.) Hor allegedly asked Meng to perform a complete substitution of Yttrium with

different series of magnetic rare earth elements, and several new superconductors were

discovered. (Hor 2010 Decl. ¶ 24.) Indeed, Hor claims that he conceived of all of the

substitutions Of the rare earth elements Neodymium, Samarium, Europium, Gadolinium,

Dysprosium, Holmium, Erbium, Thulium, Ytterbium and Lutetium, which are claimed in the

patents-in-suit. (Hor Compl. ¶ 62.)

Meng, on the other hand, alleges that she suggested experimenting with all of the claimed

rare earth elements except Gadolinium, which she agrees Hor proposed. (Meng 2010 Dep.

390:4-9.) Additionally, Meng claims that she independently developed the optimal processing

conditions for the individual rare earth compounds and successfully synthesized the whole series

of rare earth compounds using those parameters. (Meng Compl. ¶ 12.) She allegedly used

differential thermal analysis for each of the different rare earth compounds to determine
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decomposition temperature, reaction temperature, and melting temperature by observing the

material's weight change as a function of temperature. These experiments allegedly resulted in

her observation that the rare earth compounds formed at a wide variety of temperatures (800-

1000°C). (Meng Resp. to Chu Interrogs. at 8.)

Chu, for his part, claims that it was he who asked Meng to order rare earth oxides in

January, long before Hor allegedly conceived of the idea to perform rare earth element

substitutions. Chu also contends that he had already been conducting partial rare earth element

substitution experiments beginning in late February before Hor allegedly asked Meg to undertake

the experiments.

The rare earth element substitutions used to produce high temperature superconductors

appeared in the continuation-in-part application Chu filed on March 26, 1987 (U.S. Patent

Application No. 07/032,041). In this application, Chu also revised the composition ranges

included in the previous Y-B-C-O applications to reflect the 123-phase discovery. This was the

final application related to what ultimately issued as the '866 Patent. Another closely related

patent application was filed on January 23, 1989, which resulted in the issuance of the '418

Patent. 3

B. Post-Invention Events

In 1987, Chu submitted two papers that were published the same year based on aspects of

the superconductor discoveries underlying the patents-in-suit. Both Hor and Meng admit to, at

the time, reviewing every paper prepared by Chu. (Hor Dep. 92:4-93:11; Meng Dep. 205:17-

206:20.) The two papers published in 1987 reference the filing of Chu's patent application

3 Meng alleges in her Complaint that the Wu Interference, discussed infra, resulted in the creation of this later-filed
application.
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describing the Y-B-C-O superconductor as "C.W. Chu, U.S. Patent Application (12 January

1987)." (Doe. No. 48-8.)

At some time in 1987 or 1988, Hor, Meng, and Chu met with one of UH's patent

attomeys, Charles Cox, to discuss the scientists' respective contributions to the superconductor

discoveries, apparently in relation to the filing of patent applications. (Hor 2006 Aft. at 6.) At

the meeting, Hor claims that Cox asked the group, "Who was the first person to propose the Y-

substitution? ''4 (Id.) Chu allegedly responded, pointing to Meng, "Ruling, do you remember that

I called you and told you to do the Y-Substitution?" (Id.) Hor claims that both he and Meng

replied that they could not remember who first proposed the Y-Substitution. (Id.) Chu then

allegedly suggested that Hor and Meng should also be included as inventors on the patent

applications. (Id.) In response, Cox stated, "Not everyone can be an inventor. A pair of hands

cannot be considered an inventor." (Id.) According to Hor, he was disturbed by Cox's comment

and so he stood up and walked out of the room. (Id.) Hor claims that Chu then followed him

outside, apologized, and said, "I am sorry. This lawyer does not know anything about our group.

I will go back to tell him and straighten things out." (Id.) Following the meeting, neither Hor

nor Meng followed up with Chu or any UH official regarding their respective inventorship

statuses on either of the patents-in-suit. (Hor Dep. 114:15-115:5; Meng Dep. 298:21-24; Meng

2006 Aft at 5.) Both Hor and Meng have testified that no one ever told them they would be

included as inventors on either of the patents-in-suit. (Hor Dep. 114:15-115:5; Meng Dep.

582:8-18.)

Both of the applications for the patents-in-suit assigned any resulting patents to UH. In

December of 1988, DuPont paid UH a sum of money for the future licensing rights to the

inventions underlying the '866 Patent. (Chu Dep. 25:9-26:6.) Pursuant to an agreement between

4 "Y-substitution" refers to the Yttrium substitution.

10
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Chu and UH, as inventor, Chu was to receive 50% of the net income derived from the

technology, which amounted to approximately $680,000 in the case of the DuPont license. (Doc.

No. 78-9.) In a letter dated December 22, 1988, UH's General Counsel informed UH's President

that Chu intended to "pay some of his colleagues a percentage share of his share of the initial Du

Pont proceeds." (ld.) An appendix attached to the letter indicates that Chu kept approximately

$240,000 for himself and distributed the remainder of his share among twelve different

colleagues, including Hor, Meng, and Wu, who all received $137,000. (Id.)

Although Cox was retained by UH, Chu executed a Declaration and Power of Attomey

authorizing Cox to represent him during the prosecution of the patents-in-suit. (Doe. Nos. 84-5

& 84-6.) In approximately 1990, the University of Alabama initiated an interference proceeding

on behalf of Chu's former student, Wu, ("Wu Interference") to contest priority of invention and

inventorship of the patents-in-suit. In essence, Wu and one of his graduate students claimed that

they had first independently discovered the 123 Y-B-C-O superconductor.

During the Wu Interference in t990, at Cox's request, Meng executed a declaration

describing certain events related to the development of the high temperature superconductors.

Meng's declaration affn'med that Chu was the person who conceived of the critical Yttrium

substitution. Specifically, Meng stated that "[d]uring a phone call in about mid-December 1986,

C.W. Chu described to me his belief that the substitution of Y for La in a composition La-Ba-Cu-

O would produce a composition of Y-Ba-Cu-O which superconducts at a T¢ greater than that of a

La-Ba-Cu-O." (Meng 1990 Decl. ¶ 2.) Meng's declaration also stated that Chu's concept was

described to Wu at the late December 1986 meeting at UH. (Id. at ¶ 3.) In a 1993 declaration,

also prepared for the Wu Interference, Meng stated that she attempted to replicate Bednor'z and

Miiller's results using the solid state reaction technique "as directed by Dr. Chu." (Meng 1993

11
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Decl. ¶ 4.) Additionally, Meng repeated her 1990 affLrmation that Chu conveyed his conception

for the Yttrium and Lutetium substitutions to her via telephone in mid-December 1986. (Id. at ¶

9.)

Meng also gave deposition testimony in 1993 during the Wu Inference in which she

testified that Chu conceived of the Yttrium substitution as well as the substitutions of Lutetium,

Erbium, and other rare earth elements with a smaller atomic ratio than Lanthanum. (Meng 1993

Dep. 25:21-26:9.) In response to whether she had knowledge of whether anyone at UH ever

prepared a patent application covering the discoveries she described in her declaration, Meng

also stated, "I remember I had saw (sic) one patent application, but I'm not sure was end the 86

(sic), but I couldn't remember exactly." (Meng 1993 Dep. 88:13-89:15.) Meng also submitted a

declaration in the 1989 Qadri v. Chu Interference in which she stated, "I have reviewed and am

familiar with the contents of United States Application Serial No. 32,041 filed March 26, 1987

by C.W. Chu (hereafter the "Chu application)." (Meng 1989 Decl. ¶ 5.) The declaration also

refers to her replication of Examples XIII and X1V listed in the body of the same patent

application. The cover page and the first page of the March 26, 1987 patent application identify

Chu as the sole inventor.

In connection with Meng's participation in the interference proceedings, on November

11, 1991, Cox sent Meng a five-page fax containing the abstracts of two patent applications that

ultimately led to the patents-in-suit. (Doe. No. 71-1.) The fax also contained the abstracts of

two other patent applications, one of which listed Hor and Meng as co-inventors along with Chu.

The abstracts of the applications that led to the patents-in-suit, however, listed Chu as the sole

inventor. (ld.)

12
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In 1990, Hor submitted a declaration as part of the Wu Interference in which he

recounted the conception of the Yttrium substitution in a manner consistent with Chu's version

of the events. (Hor 1990 Decl., Doe. No. 49-2.) Specifically, Hor stated that, in a meeting at UH

in late December 1987 in which Wu was in attendance, he "discussed the concept that the

substitution of ¥ for La in a composition of La-Ba-Cu-O would produce a composition which

superconducts at a Tc temperature greater than that ofa La-Ba-Cu-O composition. Ru-Ling and I

initiated the discussion of this concept with M.K. Wu." (ld. at ¶ 2.) Hor's declaration does not

state that Hor was the source of the idea, only that he and Meng discussed it with Wu. (ld.) In

his 2009 deposition, Hor admitted that he understood as of December 1990 that the Wu

Interference resulted from the University of Alabama's challenge to the patent application UH

filed. (Hor Dep. 58:10-59:11.) In addition to the aforementioned 1987 or 1988 meeting with

Cox, Hor also met with Cox and John Warren, Vice Chancellor for Intellectual Property at UH,

during the Wu Interference. Hor knew from these meetings that UH had filed patent applications

on the high temperature superconductors on which he worked. (Hor. 2006 Aft. at 6-7.)

In 1999, Chu ultimately prevailed in the Wu Interference before the USPTO Board of

Patent Appeals and Interferences, which awarded him priority of the patent application. The

University of Alabama appealed that decision to federal district court. The suit was dismissed in

2000.

In January of 2006, nearly twenty years after the filing of the ftrst patent application, Hor

and Meng approached UH officials to inquire about inventorship of the patents-in-suit. Meng

allegedly came to Hor's office with a heavy conscience, disclosing to Hor that she had lied about

the conception of the Yttrium substitution during the Wu Interference. During that meeting,

Meng claims that Hor asked her, "[D]o you know we are also inventors (sic)?" (Meng 2006 Aft.

13
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at 5.) Meng allegedly responded, "I think we should but I do not know, I never asked." (Id.)

Hor supposedly suggested that they find out. (Id.)

Plaintiff and Meng allege that, during a meeting in January 2006 with John Warren, they

learned for the first time that they were not included as inventors on the applications for the

patents-in-suit. On February 1, 2006, while both patents-in-suit were still pending before the

PTO, Plaintiff and Meng met with UI-I outside counsel and other UH officials to discuss their

claims to inventorship.

As a result, on February 21, 2006, counsel for UH and Chu filed an Information

Disclosure Statement ("IDS") with the PTO, which included copies of letters from UH's outside

counsel to Hor and Meng concerning their inventorship claims. The PTO subsequently granted

Defendant's Petition to Suspend the Rules, which postponed the issuance of the '866 patent for a

period of one month while UH investigated Plaintiff and Meng's claims.

On March 14, 2006, during another meeting regarding their inventorship claims, Plaintiff

and Meng presented affidavits to UH officials. The affidavits described each scientist's alleged

contributions to the development of the inventions underlying the patents-in-suit. Meng's 2006

affidavit disavowed her Wu Interference testimony that Chu told her of the Yttrium substitution

idea, but swore that the remainder of her deposition testimony was true. (Meng 2006 Aff. at 5.)

In Meng's 2010 deposition, however, she also recanted her Wu Interference testimony that she

worked under Chu's direction in performing her experiments, thereby contradicting her 2006

affidavit statement that the remainder of her Wu Interference testimony was true. (Meng 2010

Dep. 227:1-229:6.)

II. LEGAL STANDARD FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

14
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A motion for summary judgment under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56 requires the

Court to determine whether the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law based on

the evidence thus far presented. See FED. R. CIr. P. 56(c). Summary judgment is proper "if the

pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the

affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving

party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Kee v. City of Rowlett, 247 F.3d 206, 210 (5th

Cir. 2001) (quotations omitted).

A genuine issue of material fact exists if a reasonable jury could enter a verdict for the

non-moving party. Crawford v. Formosa Plastics Corp., 234 F.3d 899, 902 (5th Cir. 2000).

This Court must view all evidence in the light most favorable to the non-moving party and draw

all reasonable inferences in that party's favor, ld. Hearsay, conclusory allegations,

unsubstantiated assertions, and unsupported speculation are not competent summary judgment

evidence. FED. R. CIV. P. 56(e)(1); see also Little v. LiquidAir Corp., 37 F.3d 1069, 1075 (5th

Cir. 1994) (noting that a non-movant's burden is "not satisfied with 'some metaphysical doubt as

to the material facts'" (citing Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574,

586 (1986))). Indeed, to survive a motion for summary judgment that is properly made and

supported, the opposing party's response cannot rely merely on allegations or denials in the

pleadings, but must point to specific facts showing a genuine issue for trial. See FED. R. CIr. P.

56(e)(2).

IH. LEGAL STANDARD FOR LACHES

Chu moves for summary judgment on Hor and Meng's claims of joint inventorship,

arguing that they are precluded by the doctrine of laches. Indeed, "[1]aches is an equitable

defense that may bar an inventorship claim." Serdarevic v. Advanced Med Optics, Inc., 532 F.3d

15
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1352, 1358 (Fed. Cir. 2008). Its application "is committed to the sound discretion of the district

court." Id. A court must look at all of the particular facts and circumstances of each case and

weigh the equities of the parties. A.C. Aukerman Co. v. R.L. Chaides Const. Co., 960 F.2d 1020,

1032 (Fed. Cir. 1992) (en banc). In general, to properly invoke a laches defense, a defendant

bears the burden of proving two factors: 1) the plaintiff delayed in filing suit for an unreasonable

and inexcusable length of time from the time the plaintiff knew or reasonably should have know

of its claim against the defendant, and 2) the delay operated to the prejudice or injury of the

defendant. Id. "Both of these factual premises must be met, predicate to the weighing of the

facts of delay and prejudice to determine whether justice requires that the claim be barred."

Advanced Cardiovascular Sys_, Inc. v. SciMed Life Sys. Inc., 988 F.2d 1157, 1161 (Fed. Cir.

1993). As the defendant, Chu must establish the laches defense by a preponderance of the

evidence. Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1045.

When applying laches in order to bar a claim, "the period of delay is measured from

when the claimant had actual notice of the claim or would have reasonably been expected to

inquire about the subject matter." Advanced Cardiovascular Sys., 988 F.2d at 1161. Indeed,

"the plaintiff is chargeable with such knowledge as he might have obtained upon inquiry,

provided the facts already known by him were such as to put upon a man of ordinary intelligence

the duty of inquiry." ld. at 1162.

A delay of more than six years after the omitted inventor knew or should have known of

the claim will produce a rebuttable presumption of laches, ld. at 1163. Once the presumption of

laches attaches, a party can remain "utterly mute" on the issue of prejudice and nonetheless

prevail. Serdarevic, 532 F.3d at 1358. Certainly, "[w]here the presumption applies, the two

facts of unreasonable delay and material prejudice 'must be inferred, absent rebuttal evidence.'"

16
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Moore v. Broadcom Corp., No. C06-05647 MJJ, 2008 WL 425932, at *3 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 14,

2008) (quoting Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1037). The plaintiff may "rebut the presumption of laches

by offering evidence to show an excuse for the delay or that the delay was reasonable, or by

offering evidence sufficient to place the matters of evidentiary prejudice genuinely at issue."

Serdarevic, 532 F.3d at 1359-60 (quoting Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1038) (quotations omitted).

With regard to the law of laches, the parties disagree about the time from which the

period of delay may properly be measured. Chu argues that the period begins once the plaintiff

knew or should have known of the claim to inventorship, regardless of whether the patent had

already issued. On the other hand, Hor and Meng, analogizing from the patent infringement

context, argue that the period of delay cannot begin prior to the issuance of the patent.

Hor and Meng are correct that, in infringement actions, "the period does not begin prior

to the issuance of the patent." Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1032. The Federal Circuit, however, has

never had an occasion to pass on the question in the inventorship context and therefore "has not.

• . explicitly ruled on whether the period of delay may begin prior to the issuance of a patent."

Moore, 2008 WL 425932, at *4.

Indeed, the Federal Circuit cases involving laches in the inventorship context have not

concerned plaintiffs who allegedly knew or should have known of their omission as inventors

prior to the issuance of the patent. See, e.g., Advanced Cardiovascular Sys., 988 F.2d 1157;

Serdaveric, 532 F.3d 1352. Although no precedent binds this Court, there is persuasive authority

addressing the question presented. At least two district courts have found that the period of

delay may begin prior to issuance of the patent. In so holding, a Northern District of California

court explained:

[T]he [Federal] Circuit, in Advanced Cardiovascular Systems, clearly held that

unlike infifngement cases, the claimant's knowledge, rather than the date of the

17
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issuance of the patent, controls for establishing the period of delay. In that case,

however, the period of delay at issue occurred after the issuance of the patent.

Moore, 2008 WL 425932, at *4. In Moore, the alleged joint inventor filed a complaint alleging

joint inventorship and seeking correction pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 256 in 2006. The relevant

patent application was filed in 1997 and the patent issued in 2001. Although Moore filed his suit

fewer than six years after the patent's issuance, the court found that Moore knew the provisional

patent application was filed in 1997 and that he was not listed as an inventor, ld. at *5.

Accordingly, the court applied the six-year laches presumption despite the fact that the relevant

period of delay began four years before the patent issued. After applying the presumption, which

the putative inventor could not rebut, the court granted summary judgment for the defendant.

Similarly, in Frugoli v. Fougnies, a District of Arizona court held that the period of delay

began prior to the issuance of the relevant patents. 74 U.S.P.Q.2d 1716 (D. Ariz. Aug. 25,

2004). Frugoli, the alleged joint inventor of the patents, filed suit to correct inventorship in

2002, only two years after the PTO granted the later-issued patent. Notwithstanding this short

delay between the patent issuance and Frugoli's lawsuit, the court found that, although Frugoli

did not have actual knowledge of the patents until 2002, he should have known of his rights as

early as 1995. Id. at 1722. Thus, applying the known or should have known standard articulated

in Advanced Cardiovascular Systems, the court found that the laches period of delay began in

1995 when Frugoli "reasonably should have known, that Defendants had filed an application for

a patent.., and failed to name him." Id. at 1720-1722.

Hor attempts to counter this strong support for Chu's position by citing to Studio &

Partners v. K/, a case fi'om the Eastern District of Wisconsin. No. 06-C-628, 2007 WL 3342597

(E.D. Wis. Nov. 7, 2007). In Studio & Partners, the court held in a footnote that "[t]he Federal

Circuit views the accrual of the inventorship claim.., at the time the putative inventor.., learns

18
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that a patent has been issued." /d. at *5 n.7. Accordingly, the court found that, because the

patent did not issue until 2003, there was no basis for a laches defense. 5 There are several issues

with the court's conclusion that render it of limited persuasive value. First, there are very few

facts and little analysis related to the laches question. Indeed, it is not even possible to ascertain

the date on which the alleged joint inventor knew or should have known about the relevant

patents and his omission from them, in order to determine whether the facts in that case

presented the same issue now before the Court. Second, the court cites Advanced

Cardiovascular Systems to support its characterization of the Federal Circuit's view of an

inventorship claim. The section it cites, however, holds only that, "in the absence of proof that

[the alleged inventor] knew or should have known that the patent had issued and that he was

omitted as a joint inventor" the district court erred in measuring the period of delay from the date

of the issuance of the patent. 988 F.2d at 1162. Indeed, the court addressed the date of the

issuance of the patent in order to reject the defendant's argument that the alleged joint inventor

should be charged with constructive notice of the patent and his lack of inventorship status as of

that date. The Federal Circuit believed it more prudent to measure the period of delay from the

time the alleged inventor actually knew or should have known of the patent and the fact that he

was omitted as a joint inventor. The court explained that this rule ensured that an alleged

inventor would not be barred from remedy before he reasonably could have known of his claim.

Id. at 1162. In short, the court in Advanced Cardiovascular Systems emphasized, without

qualification, the known or should have known standard for measuring the period of delay

5Although the year the plaintiff filed the suit to correct inventorship is not specified, the court's Decision and Order
is dated November 7, 2007, and, therefore, only four years had elapsed between the patent issuance and the
resolution of the dispositive motions in the case. Thus, the plaintiff must have filed the lawsuit within six years of
the patent's 2003 issuance.
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without stating an opinion as to whether an inventorship claim may accrue before the issuance of

the patent.

Certainly, the central question is the proper interpretation of the word "claim" in the

context of the Federal Circuit's laches case law. The laches period of delay begins when the

alleged inventor "had actual notice of the claim or would have reasonably been expected to

inquire about the subject matter." (emphasis added). The existing precedent leaves open the

question of whether "claim" should be limited to a cause of action in federal court under 35

U.S.C. § 256. Indeed, the judicial power to resolve an inventorship contest under 35 U.S.C. §

256 is limited to issued patents. See Eli Lilly & Co. v. Aradigrn Corp., 376 F.3d 1352, 1356 n.1

(Fed. Cir. 2004) ("[S]ection 256 creates a cause of action in the district courts only to modify

inventorship on issued patents.") Thus, if "claim" were defmed to encompass only a lawsuit

under 35 U.S.C. § 256, the laches period arguably could not begin until the patent issued. There

are, however, means available to remedy an alleged joint inventor's omission from a pending

patent. Indeed, the Moore court noted:

While not discussed in Advanced Cardiovascular Systems, pursuant to 35 U.S.C.

§ 116, correction of inventorship may be accomplished prior to the issuance of a

patent by application to the commissioner. See 35 U.S.C. § 116; 37 C.F.R. § 1.48.
In addition, an action to correct inventorship while the patent application is still

pending, under 35 U.S.C. § 116, includes the requirement that such amendment

must be diligently made. See 37 C.F.R. § 1.48; Stark v. Advanced Magnetic, Inc.,
29 F.3d 1570, 1574 (Fed. Cir. 1994). The requirement of diligence supports a

finding that delay is discouraged, and laches may apply, even at these early

stages. Thus, the rationale of Advanced Cardiovascular Systems, that laches may

apply at any time that inventorship may be remedied but should not apply before

the omitted inventor has learned of the claim, applies in equal force to the time

during which a patent application is pending, but before it is issued.

2008 WL 425932 at *4.

The Court also observes that, in addition to petitioning to correct inventorship pursuant to

35 U.S.C. §116, an alleged joint inventor may also file a competing patent application and seek
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to secure inventorship through an interference proceeding. Display Research Laboratories, lnc.

v. Telegen Corp., 133 F.Supp.2d 1170, 1175 (N.D. Cal. 2001). In fact, "[t]he normal procedure

for resolving inventorship contests is through an interference proceeding in the Patent and

Trademark Office ('PTO')." Fordham v. Onesofl Corp., No. CIV. A. 00-1078-A, 2001 WL

641759, *3 (E.D. Va. Jan. 24, 2001); see also Chou v. University of Chicago, 254 F.3d 1347,

1358 n.2 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (recognizing that, while an alleged inventor has standing to sue to

correct inventorship under 35 U.S.C. § 256, "[o]ne other means for a putative inventor to assert

her inventorship right is for her to file her own patent application and seek to have the PTO

declare an interference in order to establish inventorship.") These multiple mechanisms allow

omitted inventors to secure their rights prior to the patent's issuance and without resort to federal

court litigation. The Court believes it would be inequitable to permit a plaintiff to sit on his

rights to those remedies, yet defeat a laches defense by waiting so long to pursue an inventorship

claim that the only remaining remedy is one that does not mature until the patent issues.

Indeed, in light of the availability of remedies during the pendency of the patent

application, the Court does not believe the word "claim" should be read so narrowly as to

encompass only a suit pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 256. Rather, "claim," as it is used for purposes of

determining the relevant period of delay, is more properly viewed as a "claim" of inventorship.

Thus, the laches period of delay may begin when a plaintiff knew or should have known that the

defendant filed a patent application covering his alleged inventive contributions and failed to

name him as an inventor, regardless of whether such notice occurred prior to the patent's

issuance.

A. Period of Delay
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"[T]he period of delay is measured from when the claimant had actual notice of the claim

or would have reasonably been expected to inquire about the subject matter." Thus, the Court

must analyze when Hor and Meng knew or should have known of the existence of the patents-in-

suit and the fact of their omission as inventors.

Hor and Meng both assert that they learned for the first time that they were not included

as inventors on the patents-in-suit in 2006. Chu argues that, although Hot and Meng may

contend they lacked actual notice until their 2006 meeting with UH officials, they possessed

sufficient facts long before that meeting which triggered a duty of inquiry.

The evidence shows that both Hor and Meng knew by 1990, at the latest, that patent

applications were filed coveting inventions which they now claim to have conceived. Thus, the

critical question is when Meng and Hor had actual notice of their omission as inventors or would

have reasonably been expected to inquire about the inventorship of those patent applications.

The evidence suggests that Hor and Meng knew in roughly 1987 or 1988 that patent

applications were being filed that included claims to which they now allege they made inventive

contributions. In the 1987 or 1988 meeting with Cox, he informed Meng and Hor that he

believed they were not inventors, but merely a "pair of hands." During that same time period,

both Hor and Meng admit to reading Chu's 1987 publications, which reference Chu as the sole

inventor of the first of the patent applications that ultimately resulted in the patents-in-suit.

In addition, Meng was involved in at least two of the interference proceedings that took

place in the late 1980s and early 1990s. She executed declarations in the proceedings and had

her deposition taken at least once. As recited in Part I, supra, during the Wu Inference Meng

testified, "I remember I had saw (sic) one patent application, but I'm not sure was end the 86

(sic), but I couldn't remember exactly." Meng also submitted a declaration in the 1989 Qadri v.
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Chu Interference in which she stated, "I have reviewed and am familiar with the contents of

United States Application Serial No. 32,041 filed March 26, 1987 by C.W. Chu (hereafter the

"Chu application)." The cover page and f'Lrst page of the patent applications list Chu as the sole

inventor. In one of Meng's declarations, she also describes experiments she conducted to

replicate two of the patent's Examples contained in the body of the patent application.

Additionally, Cox sent Meng a five-page fax in 1991 containing the abstracts of applications for

the patents-in-suit, which clearly listed Chu as the sole inventor.

Although Meng denies actual knowledge of the information contained in the patent

applications, she never explains how she could have seen them and/or the abstracts Cox sent her

without noticing the absence of her name. Knowledge of Meng's omission from the patent

applications can be imputed to her, notwithstanding her denial. In Expert Microsystems, lnc. v.

University of Chicago, the alleged inventor uncovered the relevant patents during a prior art

search and purchased and printed copies of them. Although he claimed to only have seen the

front page and did not review the patents' content, the court held:

Plaintiff was sufficiently put on notice of his potential inventorship claims by

reading the In'st page of the patents. 'The Supreme Court has consistently

imputed to parties who failed to examine readily available information the

knowledge contained in it and the results of inquiries that the knowledge would
have motivated a reasonable man to conduct.'

No. CIV. 2:09-586 WBS JFM, 2010 WL 1407981, at *4 (E.D. Cal. Apr. 2, 2010). Like the

alleged inventor in Expert Microsystems, Meng, at the very least, reviewed the first page of the

patents. In this case, even the first page of the application was sufficient to put Meng on notice

that she was not an inventor. Thus, notwithstanding her denial of actual knowledge of her

omission as inventor, Meng should have known of her claim by at least the early 1990s when she
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admitted reviewing the relevant patent applications and/or abstracts in which her name was

omitted as an inventor.

Even if Meng had not actually seen the patent applications, she had a duty to inquire

about her status given the other information available to her. Indeed, she received a clear

indication that Cox did not consider her an inventor, and she participated in at least two

intervention proceedings in which she understood the inventorship of the patents-in-suit was at

issue, yet Meng never once asked Cox or Chu, or any other UH official whether she was an

inventor. A reasonable person in Meng's position, especially one who participated in defending

others' claims to inventorship of the patents, should have inquired about her own status. Of

course, Meng "is chargeable with such knowledge as Is]he might have obtained upon inquiry,

provided the facts already known by [her] were such as to put upon a [person] of ordinary

intelligence the duty of inquiry." Advanced Cardiovascular Sys., 988 F.2d at 1162. The facts

known to Meng surely put upon her a duty to inquire about the subject ofinventorship.

Hor was also present at the 1987 meeting where Cox expressed his opinion that Hor and

Meng were not inventors of the patents-in-suit. Cox's judgment was so upsetting to Hor that he

allegedly left the room in anger. Hor claims Chu assured Hor that he would attempt to

"straighten things out" with Cox, yet Hor never followed up with Chu or Cox, or any other UH

official, to discover whether his name was included. Hor had a subsequent meeting with UH's

counsel during the Wu Interference, at a time in which Hor understood that other parties were

contesting inventorship of the patents-in-suit. Despite signing a declaration, which was

submitted in support of UH's claim, Hor never asked whether he was a named inventor on the

patent. Although there is less evidence indicating Hor may had actual knowledge of his

omission as inventor on the applications for the patents-in-suit, like Meng, the "facts already
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known by him were such as to put upon a man of ordinary intelligence the duty of inquiry."

There is no question that given the information Hor possessed, any reasonable person would

have taken the simple step of confirming his inventor status with Cox or Chu.

B. Rebuttal of Laches Presumption

Having found that Meng and Hor should have known of their lack of inventorship status

by the early 1990s at the latest, the six-year presumption applies. Indeed, Hor and Meng waited

nearly twenty years before asking UH officials about the inventorship of the patents-in-suit. Hot

waited two more years before filing this lawsuit, and Meng did not intervene until four years

after she purportedly acquired actual notice of her omission as inventor. Because the

presumption applies, the two facts of unreasonable delay and material are inferred, absent

rebuttal evidence. Hor and Meng, however, can rebut the presumption of laches "by offering

evidence to show an excuse for the delay or that the delay was reasonable" or by offering

evidence "sufficient to place the matters of [evidentiary] prejudice and economic prejudice

genuinely in issue." Serdarevic, 532 F.3d at 1359-1360 (quoting Aukerman, F.2d at 1038)

(internal quotations omitted).

1. Reasonable or Excusable Delay

To excuse her delay, Meng suggests that it was caused, in part, because she was from

China, and as a result, was ignorant of American law and the patent system. She also makes

much of the fact that, at times, Chu referred to the patents-in-suit as "our" patents. Additionally,

she asserts that she reasonably believed she was an inventor because she received a sum of

money from UH shortly after the patent applications were filed. Meng admits, however, that no

one ever told her she was receiving the funds because she was an inventor of the patents-in-suit.

Indeed, at no time did anyone ever tell Meng that she was an inventor. Meng also makes no
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attempt to rebut the evidence indicating that she actually saw the patent applications in which she

was clearly not listed as an inventor.

Although Meng may not have understood the patent law system, she had direct access to

UH in-house and outside counsel, and could have, as she did in 2006, quickly confirmed that she

was not named an inventor. Given the strong indications she received that she was not an

inventor, the fact that, in casual conversation, Chu referred to the patents as "ours," and that she

received a sum of money fi'om UH, is insufficient to rebut the presumption that her

approximately twenty year delay was reasonable. Her "failure to investigate [her] potential

claim after [she] saw information that warranted further inquiry.., is unreasonable and therefore

insufficient to absolve [her] of knowledge.., for the purposes of laches." Expert Microsystems,

2010 WL 1407981, at *4.

Hor argues that his delay was not unreasonable because Chu told him that he would

speak to Cox about his "pair of hands" comment. It was simply not reasonable, however, for

Hor to have relied for twenty years on Chu's assurances that he would try to "straighten things

out" with Cox. Indeed, even if Hor believed that Chu would, as promised, attempt to convince

Cox that Hor deserved to be an inventor, there was absolutely no guarantee Chu would be

successful. There is no doubt that any reasonable person would have followed up on a

conversation of such consequence.

Additionally, Hor argues that it would have been futile to bring his claim to Chu's or

UH's attention earlier, given their negative responses when he raised it in 2006. He claims that

both Chu and UH would have had to effectively consent to his claim of inventorship in order to

secure correction and that, given their resistance to his grievance in 2006, they would not have

agreed. Although consent may be necessary under the provisions Hor cites, as discussed supra,
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there were alternatives available to Hor had he asserted a claim to inventorship when he f'n-st

should have known he was omitted. Thus, UH's and Chu's resistance to Hor's claim in 2006

does not excuse Hor's significant delay taking action to correct inventorship.

2. Prejudice

"Material prejudice.., may be either economic or evidentiary. Evidentiary, or 'defense'

prejudice, may arise by reason of a defendant's inability to present a full and fair defense on the

merits due to the loss of records, the death of a witness, or the unreliability of memories of long

past events, thereby undermining the court's ability to judge the facts .... Economic prejudice

may arise where a defendant and possibly others will suffer the loss of monetary investments or

incur damages which likely would have been prevented by an earlier suit." Serdarevic, 532 F.3d

at 1360 (quoting Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1033) (internal quotations omitted).

In this case, twenty-three years have passed since the events surrounding the relevant

inventions. Since that time, Peter Huang, one of the graduate students who worked in Chu's

laboratory with Chu, Hor, and Meng, has died. Dr. Hazen of the Geophysical Laboratory who

carried out the analysis of the UH research group's Y-B-C-O samples responded to a request for

deposition stating, "any details of what happened during February of 1987---especially the exact

days and times of our work--is completely lost from my memory." (Hazen email to Hewitt, Jun.

11, 2010.) Moreover, the parties themselves suffer from dimming memories. Chu, Hor, and

Meng have all experienced difficulty in recalling the timing and content of important events

surrounding the inventions, which is unsurprising given the significant passage of time.

In Frugoli, the court found that a delay from 1994 to the date the suit was filed in 2002

caused evidentiary prejudice, noting that "[r]ecalling events from the 1994-1995 time-frame

would be difficult for any percipient witness." 74 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1721. Similarly, the Serdarevic
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court found that the alleged inventor failed to meet her burden to rebut the presumption of

evidentiary prejudice, in part, because there was "cumulative and inherent prejudice from the

dimming memories of all the participants, including Serdarevic herself." 532 F.3d at 1360. In

that case, roughly nineteen years had passed between the issuance of the first relevant patent and

the time the plaintiffbrought her lawsuit. Id. at 1356.

Meng argues that, because the parties have given almost 1,300 pages of deposition

testimony and Meng's laboratory notebook remains available as evidence, there has been no

evidentiary prejudice. Meng's focus on the quantity of deposition testimony, however, is

misplaced. As Chu points out, there are several key issues with regard to which the parties'

memories have faded. Moreover, although Meng's lab notebook provides some assistance in

determining the timing of certain events and the identity of the scientists who performed certain

experiments, it is of little help in identifying the source of the inventive conceptions, the ultimate

inquiry in this case. Not only have Hor and Meng failed to rebut the presumption of prejudice,

but the Court is convinced that its ability judge the facts has been significantly undermined by

the passage of more than twenty years.

C. Unclean Hands Claims

Both Meng and Hor have raised the doctrine of unclean hands, which if proven, could

defeat Chu's laches defense. Under the unclean hands doctrine, "[e]ven if unable to overcome

the presumption, a [plaintiff] may be able to preclude application of the laches defense with

proof that the [defendant] was itself guilty of misdeeds towards the [plaintiff]." Aukerman, 960

F.2d at 1038. To succeed in an unclean hands claim, a plaintiff is required to show that the

defendant has "engaged in particularly egregious conduct which would change the equities

significantly in plaintiff's favor." Id. at 1033 (citing Bott v. Four Star Corp., 807 F.2d 1567,
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1576 (Fed. Cir. 1986)). In the inventorship context, "a plaintiff relying on the unclean hands

doctrine to defeat a defense of laches must show not only that the defendant engaged in

misconduct, but moreover that the defendant's misconduct was responsible for the plaintiff's

delay in bringing suit." Sedarevic, 532 F.3d at 1361.

Chu has moved to dismiss Hor and Meng's unclean hands claims under Federal Rule of

Civil Procedure 12(b)(6), or in the alternative, for summary judgment. Chu first argues that Rule

9(b) requires that unclean hands allegations sounding in fraud to be plead with particularity. A

charge of fraud should be stricken from a pleading where "it is clear that, under no

circumstances, could proof, conforming to the strict requirements provided in the fraud charges,

be introduced under the pleadings, which would probably convince the trier of the facts that

fraud had in fact been perpetrated." Massey-Ferguson, lnc. v. Bent Equip. Co., 283 F.2d 12, 15

(5th Cir. 1960). Obviously, the threshold question is whether Hor and Meng's unclean hands

claims, in fact, allege fraudulent conduct on part of the defendant. Chu's motion and reply,

however, fail to adequately explain the basis for his contention that Meng's unclean hands claim

sounds in fraud. Indeed, as discussed below, Meng essentially argues that Chu's counsel

engaged in misconduct by failing to advise her properly during the Wu Interference, but it is

unclear whether Meng alleges that this misconduct amounted to fraud. Thus, the Court declines

to analyze whether Hor and Meng have met Rule 9(b) pleading standards.

Alternatively, Chu argues that Hor and Meng have failed to raise a genuine issue of

material fact as to the required elements for unclean hands. Meng argues that Chu is guilty of

unclean hands because Chu's counsel, Cox, "set up Meng-particularly through her declarations-

for the argument that she was acting as a 'pair of hands' because that argument benefitted Chu

and UH in the interference, possibly at her expense." (Meng Resp. at 33.) Thus, Meng does not
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allege that Chu engaged in misconduct. Rather she claims that UH's counsel, Cox, engaged in

egregious conduct by failing to inform her that she was not an inventor on the patent application

and that Wu argued the patent was invalid for failure to name Wu and, possibly, Meng, as

inventors. Hor, for his part, did not respond to Chu's motion. Thus, the Court is unaware of the

egregious conduct in which Hor alleges Chu engaged.

Although Meng may have raised a genuine issue of material fact as to whether Cox failed

to tell her she was not named as an inventor or that Wu alleged she should have been included,

she has not explained why she believes Cox's omissions can be attributed to Chu. She also fails

to demonstrate that Cox's actions amounted to egregious conduct or that his actions are

responsible for her long delay in bringing suit.

Indeed, Meng fails to cite authority indicating that the conduct of someone other than the

defendant may suffice for purposes of making out a successful unclean hands claim. In arguing

that Cox engaged in misconduct, Meng alleges that he violated Texas Disciplinary Rules of

Professional Conduct 1.06(b)(2), 1.12(e), and 4.03 by not advising Meng that her interests were

potentially at issue in the proceeding. The three sections Meng cites, however, do not actually

stand for the proposition that Cox had a duty to inform Meng, an unrepresented witness, of Wu's

allegations. Indeed, the most applicable of the three rules, 4.03, states:

In dealing on behalf of a client with a person who is not represented by counsel, a

lawyer shall not state or imply that the lawyer is disinterested. When the lawyer

knows or reasonably should know that the unrepresented person misunderstands

the lawyer's role in the matter, the lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to correct

the misunderstanding.

Meng has not alleged that Cox stated or implied that he was disinterested in the matter.

In fact, she admits that she understood at all relevant times that Cox was UH's lawyer, not her

own. As long as Cox advised Meng that he represented UH's interests in the proceeding, it does
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not appear Cox violated the rules she cites. Further, prior to the start of the Wu Interference,

Cox made it clear that, based on the information Meng provided, in his judgment, she was

simply a pair of hands and not an inventor. By the time the Wu Interference began, Meng had

provided Cox with no information inconsistent with his belief. She then attested to facts that

confirmed to Cox that she was indeed not a source of inventive contributions. Under these

circumstances, the Court believes there is no question that Cox's failure to affirmatively advise

Meng of Wu's interference claims does not amount to egregious conduct.

Even if Cox had engaged in misconduct, the Court is not persuaded that his failure to

inform Meng of Wu's allegations led to her delay in correcting inventorship. Of course, the

Court has already determined that Meng should have known that she was not an inventor based

on the information available to her at the time. Thus, Meng's own lack of diligence is

responsible for her delay in filing suit, not Cox's failure to confirm that which she should have

known already. Moreover, it is unclear what Meng claims she would have done differently had

Cox advised her of Wu's allegations. Indeed, the Court is troubled by the implication that she

would not have sworn to what she now claims were lies, had she known they harmed her own

claims to inventorship. In conclusion, Meng's allegations against Cox do not rise to the level of

egregious conduct that would change the equities significantly in her favor.

D. Equitable Estoppel

Relatedly, although not raised by Chu, the Court is convinced that, in addition to laches,

the doctrine of equitable estoppel applies to bar Hor's and Meng's claims of inventorship.

"Equitable estoppel to assert a claim is another defense addressed to the sound discretion of the

trial court." Aukerman, 960 F.2d 1041. Where equitable estoppel is established, all relief on a

claim may be barred." Id. The defense generally has three important elements: 1) the actor, who
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usually must have knowledge of the true facts, communicates something in a misleading way,

either by words, conduct or silence, 2) the other relies upon that communication, and 3) the other

would be harmed materially if the actor is later permitted to assert any claim inconsistent with

his earlier conduct, ld.

The first element of equitable estoppel concerns the statements or conduct of the alleged

co-inventor, which must "'communicate something in a misleading way.'" Id. at 1042. In this

case, Meng and Hor both claim they were untruthful during the 1987 or 1988 meeting with Cox

in which they asserted that they did not remember who ftrst conceived of the Yttrium

substitution. In addition, Meng claims that she was again dishonest during the Wu Interference

when she testified that it was Chu who communicated the Yttrium substitution idea to her. She

also now recants her 1990 and 1993 statements in which she stated that she was working

pursuant to Chu's direction when she made the rare earth superconductor discoveries that now,

in part, form the basis of her inventorship claim.

In naming Chu as the sole inventor, Chu and UH's legal counsel relied on Hor's alleged

lack of recollection and Meng's repeated representations that Chu conceived of the Yttrium

substitution. They also relied on Meng's statements that she worked pursuant to Chu's direction

in conducting the rare earth element substitution experiments. Had Chu and UH's counsel

known at the time that Meng and Hor believed that they actually conceived of multiple

inventions covered by the patents-in-suit, they could have investigated the scientists' claims over

twenty years ago when the parties' memories were fresh. If UH determined their claims had

merit, it could have included them as inventors on the initial applications or petitioned to correct

inventorship while the patents were still pending. Even if UH had deemed them non-inventors,

Hor and Meng could have elected to pursue one of the previously discussed pre-issuance
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remedies. Hor and Meng, however, admit to misleading Chu and UH into believing their

participation in the discoveries did not rise to the level of inventorship. As explained supra, by

changing their stories and bringing claims to inventorship more than twenty years later, Chu is

greatly prejudiced in defending his position as the sole inventor. As such, the Court also finds

Hor's and Meng's claims to inventorship are alternatively barred by the doctrine of equitable

estoppel.

IV. CONCLUSION

Hor and Meng unreasonably delayed in taking action to correct the inventorship of the

patents-in-suit from the time they knew or should have known of their claims. The significant

passage of time has caused Chu prejudice in defending his position as the sole inventor. The

actions of UH's counsel during the Wu Interference do not sufficiently change the equities in

Hor and Meng's favor. As such, Chu's Motion for Summary Judgment on the Inventorship

Claims of Pei-Hreng Hor and Ruling Meng Based on Laches is GRANTED. Additionally,

Defendant's Motions to Dismiss or in the Alternative for Summary Judgment Upon Intervenor

Meng's and PlaintiffHor's Unclean Hand Defenses are GRANTED.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

SIGNED at Houston, Texas, on this the 20th day of January, 2011.

KEITH P. ELLISON

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

HOUSTON DIVISION

PEI-HRENG HOR, §

§
Plaintiff, §

§
v. § CIVIL ACTION NO. 4:08-cv-3584

§
CHING--WU "PAUL" CHU, §

§
Defendant. §

MEMORANDUM & ORDER

Plaintiff Pei-Hreng Hot and Intervenor Ruling Meng seek a new trial. (Doc. No. 108.)

For the following reasons, their Joint Motion must be denied.

Contrary to the arguments in the Joint Motion, the Court did not intend to, and did not,

add to 35 U.S.C. § 256 a diligence requirement. Rather, the Court applied the equitable doctrine

of laches which has long predated § 256. No authority that has been cited purports to strip trial

courts of this long-establisbed, necessary, and directly applicable doctrine.

As to the Court's sua sponte invocation of equitable estoppel as an alternative grounds

for barring Hor and Meng's inventorship claims, Hot and Meng do not controvert the evidence

that they remained silent from 1987-88 to 2006 regarding their claims. Nor do they offer any

reason to doubt that Hor's silence and Meng's support for Defendant Chu was relied on by Chu.

Finally, Hor and Meng's silence and misleading actions have undoubtedly caused material

evidentiary prejudice.

The Joint Motion is DENIED.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

SIGNED at Houston, Texas, on this the/_" _y of July, 2011.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
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Mid_el ct a] _lhe Oxygen De, fec_ Pemvskit¢
BULa4CuSOI3.4 ... ". Mat. Res. BulL. vol. 20. 667-671.
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* cited by e_tmaet

Primary £¢amim,r Mark Kopcc

(74) Attorney..4gem(. or Firm--Mdn Getup SLams 1 lauer &

Fdd LIP: "Charles M- Cox

(57) ABSTRACT

Descn_x'd is n SUlXa'condueting composition comprising an

o_de eomphix oflke formula [I.,_,M,I,,.%O _ wherein L is

land_xaum. Imetium, yttrium, or seandinm: A is copper.

hbmuth, titanium, lungsten, _rc_mlum, tantalum, nk_hinm.
or v, mudlmn; M is banora, swomium, ca_cinm, ma_",,_4um

or mcrcoi'y.: mad On" is I to 2; "b" is I; and "x" is a number

In the rm_ge of 0.0l to 1.0; ned"y" b about 2 t0 aboul 4. Th_

oxide complexes of the hlvmlion are prepared by a solid-

:_utte reaction procedure which pruduccs aa oxide complc'x

having an enhanced _-upe_nducling transition temperature

compared to a13oxide ctnn_k_ of _ e.mphicoJ C0111positiou
prepared by a a_prc¢ipitauon high temp_-atune deta,rnI_,-

slfi_m procedure. 9,'ilh an oxi_ ctvrapk--x prepared by the

solid-slate rea¢lioo of the invcllli_,al a transition teral_raturt

as high as 10(PK "has hccn obk-rved eve_ trader atmosTherk:

p_-,JSU _
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,',;II P I,:R( "ON I } IJCTI VITY IN

SQIIARF, PI,ANAR COMPOUND SYSTEMS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO REI.ATED

.MH'LAC,a/fIONS

This is a condmmtion-ia-part of Set. No 07J012.205. fih:d

Feb. 6. 1987 entitled °lligh q'r, ar._ititm Tt:mpcratur,,: Sut',cr-

conducthxg Composition". nob abandoned_ which in mm is

a coatiattatinn-i,l-part of St:r: No. O7/006.991. filed Jan. 26, t.

1987, entitled "Snperconducting Compositions Aml Method

For Eahaaclng Their Transition Tempcnnurcs By Prcssm'e".

now abandoned, v, hich in turn is a continuation-in-pan of

Set'. No. 07/002.089, filed Jan. 12. 1987. entitled .'Super-

c_mducting ('tlmpt)siti,m ;rod Meflmd:'. n_w, aban&med.

S'I-A.TEMENTS REGARDINCI FEDEIL-_.LLY

SI_ON_)RED RI.'..ql:ARCH OR I)EVFI _)PMhNI

This invention was made with I Jrdted Stoles Go%,crnmenl

support under tJram No. DMR-8204173 awarded by the
National ._cienc¢ Foundatton and (iranl No. NAOW-997

a_,arded by the National Aemrmutics and Space Adminis-

tration` and the United Sterns Govern.taunt has ecru-fin righls
the inventiotL

BACKGROUND OF THE LNVENI]ON

This inveurion relates to superconducting compositions.

i.e.. compositio.tm oRkn'ing no elo::ttical resistance at a tem-

p¢.r'drare below a critit,_l temperature: to processes [;or their

prt_dl_iitm and to in¢tla)ds [_,r their u.'a.: alld [t_ melhixl_ for

increasing file superconducting transition temperature of

superconducting compositions,

Sttperconductivlty ,,t,as discovered in 1911. Higgwi_lly,

the first obse_.od and most distinctive properly of a super-

conductive material is the ntmr total loss of electrical rests-

tarter: by the material v.'he o at or below a crhi_l temperature

thai is a chara_terlstic of the material. This cdtical tempera,

tu_ is re furred m as the supercundu..-ting tr.msilion [¢ml_m-

lure of the tmaterial. T.. The criteria by which a sek'.¢tion of
the critical temperature value is det ermined from a transitiara

in the chattge ha resi.slat_e observed, is often nut obvious

from the lileramre. Man). past aullg_rs have clloserl the

mid-ptsint or s_eh enrvn as the probable critical leml'.erature

Of their idenli,'ed material, while many others lmx'e ehosoql

to reporl as the critical temperature the highest temperature

at which a deviation from the normal state resistivity prop-

erly is observed, t len_, the literature may report differing

tempcraraI_s v,'ithln a ttarrow range _._ the ta'itical or super-
conducting transition I¢_lpel-dture lor the .'_nte raatcrial.

depending on the particular author's method for selc.eting "1].

from the observed data.

"lb.¢ histo_' of research i_ the s¢,pe_ondudNity ',ff

specific materials began with the diSCovery in 1911 that

lrlercury sn_ercondgut$ ala I/'allsitinn [emperdlurc of abont

4_K. In the late 1920"s. NbC was found to ._ttpertamduct at

a higher temperature, namely trp to about 10.5"K. Thereafiur

other eoraptmnds and alloys of Nb were examil_l and

raft.us Nb ¢omposidoos were discovered with progres-

sis.ely, bet only slightly hi#or, supcfoonducting transition

temperatures. In the trariy 1940"s NbN "was ,_bscrved "_lth a

transition tu-mpera rare of ahem 14¢K; Nb._.qn ",',as reported in

the early 1950"S: Nbj (AL--Ge) was reported ia file late

1960"s: and N'b_Gc was reported in the eddy 1970's n, have

a trnnsitiou t_ tr,_rdl u/_ of about 17°K, Carelbl optimization

of NbrG-e thin films led to an increase of the criti_tl

2
tutnperat ure lbr >ut;h material up m 2330K. While this work

led to progress the magimum temperature at which super-

conductivity could _ was raised to only 23.3°K since

n,_-search slartt:d Ihrex-quaru.',rs of a century ago. The existinF,

s niceties explalned the supertmnducdvia', o f filese nmterinls,

hot did not predict sutx'n.'onthlcliv_ly of higher than 40©K.

Signilit'_ tm Im_ga'*-'s.,, in finding materials _hich supcrconduct

at h_gher trxnsilit'm temperart_es than. that of Nb,Ge thin

film_ was nol made until 1986,

hi 1986. slx-'cinlly prepared coprecipimted attd heat

Ircmed mixtures of _um. barium, copper and oxygen,

that have an abrupt decrease in resistivity. "reminiscent of

the onset o fpemolmive supercondttetivily" ",,,ere reported by

J. (./. BedJlorz and R. A. Muller, "Possible IliLzh T SUl'ner-

I t couductivlty h] 'the Ha la (*o O System," Z. Phys.

14. t.'txtde.n_ed Ma_ler. 64. pp. Ig9-19_ (It)g6}. llnder

atmospheric pressure cxmdilitms, file ahmpt change in resis-

tivity thr filc:/g compos itions--i.e., that temperature at which

a portion of the material be'girLsm show properti_ remials-

Zl, Cetlt of pea%aqativt_ supL_ctxmduclivlty--wert_ r_oltwJ to

approach rite 30°K range. The anthers refer tu this phcaxtm-

mxm as a "possible _ case of superconductivi ,ty. The ¢om-

positinns r_.?arted by Bcdnorz et al to have such properties

at a temperature as high as 3(1" K comprise Las__a.,Cu s

2"_ ester.:, where X 0.75 to 1 and Y>0. The Bcdnorz ca nl
composmuns are prepared by coweclpitatioa tti- Ba-, La- and

Cu-nhmte solutions by addition to an oxalic acid solution

tbllov, ed hy decomposition and solid-state reaction of the

coW¢ciDltal¢ at tRl_' C. for 5 bottrs. l'hareafter. the com]x_-

tv siti*ua is pn.'s_ed to pellets at 4. kilobars and the pallets am

sintemd at a temperature: below 950 ° C. in a reduced oxygen

aunosphere of 0.2 x 10 -4 bar, Bedanrz et nl re_rt(xt that this

mcdiod of sample preparation is of coacial imponance to

ohanaing file observed phem>mena.
3¢ SuI',cr_.mductivil'J is a potemialiy very u_ful pheaom-

_.-lton. It l_alce_ heat losses to zero in elcvalricnl power

trmtsndssinn` nka_l_ets, levitated monorail trains and marly

od_ea" mt_lenl de,,ices. However. supemndnctivity of a

n_ilcr'kd t,,e.et]rs o.n]y at very low temperatttres. Origlmtlly,

*, and until the inventions outlined herein, liquid helium was

the required ct)olzutt m provich: the conditions accesser3' for

st)perconducth.ily to OO_tlr,

It wmdd he desirable to prudu_,_e a SUl_)ndtmling com-

position that has a tmnsilion temperature which exceeds

._ those of _per,_nductiag curaposhions previously

described. It would be particularly desirahle to develop a

superctmducting composition that has the potential of hav-

ing aT, ot'77_K or higher. S|I _t2ha ¢(tmpt_itit_l ',a,onld enuble

the use of liquid _fira>gen irL,.'t_md of liquid helinm to cool the

,... super¢o.udta:ting equipment and would dramatieadly

decrease the cost of operating aad insulating super¢o_duct-

lag equipmem and nmtedal.
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Described is a superconductMg comf_shion comprising

an oxide cmnplex of the Ihrmula [I.,_,M,]_%O_. wlierein

_l " is stmndinm. .vllrittm. lanthanum, cerium, praseody-

mium. neodymium, samadum, europium, L_dollrtlu, m. let-

s. bitmt, dysprt_-ium, holmium, erbium, thulium, ytterbium, or

lutetium, and preferably "IY is yttrium, lanthanum tg.o.

d._tium, .._alllarium, ctlrepiuffn, gl;_llhaiunl, erbium or Intc_

tittm: "A" is copper, hismtah, tlta/linm, tungsten, zirconium,

tantalmn, niobium, or vanadium and =A" perfcrably is

,5 copper; "M" is barium, smmliara, calcium, magnesiant or

metcm2," attd "M" is prefi.'rably barium or momiam; and _a"

[_ I to 2: "h" is l; and "y'" is abo_tt 2 to about 4 and "x'" is
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frt)m about 0.01 k) I.O maximum, and when "a" is I "x" is

p_l_'mblx, liom about 0.60 to '_lul 0._0 arid ITa_Slpreli:r-
ably tiom abo,t 0.65 to about 0.80 and whoa "a" is 2 "x" is

pre/_rahly from about 0.01 to about 0.5 and most preferably
from about 0.07 kl alxmt 0.5. The oxide complexes of the

inventitm are prepared by a solid-51ate reaction procedure
which pmdut_'s an oxide complex having an enhanend
SUl_xtmducting transition temperature compared to an
oxide complex of like empirical composition prepared by a
oaprecipttation -high temperature dc_xun_l._ilk,n pn_ce-
dure.

When _L" is lanthanum and"M" is barium, the transition

tempemtu_ cF t_rmcl anti complete s.percondoctivity, T.
and "l'._ (as seen in FIG.._1. res-pcolively, may he laconised
by _tbjc'cting the barium species era lanthanum cou*ialniag

oxide complex to pressure up to 18 kilohars, l.ikev, ise the
.oo-harium s_-eies of_e oxide complexes of the iz-,,emi_,a

oxhlbit an enhancemcm to higher limits of their superct_-
dtn:tiug transition tempemn.kn_ when subjected to high

pi.._ tLrcs.
"111=application mad mainteaznee ufhieh pr_surc on such

oxide complexes is believed to enhance the tran.,dtkm tem-

perature to higher Limils by n.'ducing the imes'etomic spae-
bags between elemmzt,. [, A. M and O oampared to their

respective s'imeln _ when the oxide complex is under atmo-
spheric pr_s._me only.

.._.heraatlvely, an alkalira: earth metal/roving .'m atomic
radiu_anudlerthan barium may bet_ed inwhole orinpart

to tiallill the ul"kaline canh metal constituent requitmm'm to

provide an oxide complex having reduced inlmatumlc spac-
ings he_'eco elemeuts. I. A. M mad O evcm when the nxkle

compk-'x i_ reader only atmospheric pressure, compared 1o a
pure bofiura species, thus _-ing T,_ and Try Applica-
tion of pt_.,suse up to 18 "kUobars will even fmther enhance
the T,, and T.., of such substituted ur mm-hatlum oxide

cmnplex specie..

h luas al_ been found thai oxide complexes having
SUl_n'cnmLi_ivhy in the tJO*K range are pnlduccd _hc'rcln
"1." is yttrium, Lanthanum. neodymium, samarium.
europium, gadolinium, erbium or lutetham and "a" is 1 and
"x" is from about 0.65 to about 0.80. preferably aboul 0.667.

St_.:h oxides may be pmduc_ to have tmique sqtmre planar
"A"-atomg _Jeh surround_l by fate" oxy, gen atoms. The

q_'PK range for supereondaetlvity of such oxi_-s whcrcin
"A" is c_ypper and "M" is barium is believed to be attribut-
able to the qu_btwo-dimeminna] assembly ofCuO_.--Ba --
CuO2.tayers r,andwmhed helwe.m two "L'" layers.

With zn oxlde complex prepared by the solld-stste nmc-
lion of tl_ i_-ention a transition temperature us hish as
l O0*K has hcc, n obcerved even order ammsphedc p&'s_,.

BRIEF DF.qCRIPTION OF TILL: DbLA.WINGS

RG. I illustrates the reduction in electrical 5 i'_-,_i...tanceas s_.
tumperatme is decreased ofa l.a--Ba--Cu--O composhion ""
as prepared ae¢ordin_ to Eatampl_ V

HG. 2 illush'ales the enhaneenient ttrs.ards hisher tem-
pecature_ ofthe uusct tn_itioa temperat_'e (I'._) as applied
pma.,_m'cL,;inc -p.ms_lupon a I.u Ha ('u C) tam_ix'_,itkm

as pzepared according k_ Example V

FIG. 3 illoslrales the mn_lie field afloat on resistivity at"
a l.a-_Ba---O)---O compositionas prepazed acm.n'dlng t(,
Example V

FIG. 4 illustrates the magncLic susceptibiiny as a 15
frog:l/on of tempetanlfe era f.,a_:'u--O compositton
as pr_3hqred according to Is.ample V.

4
F I(i. S illuslrah.'S the res'tgtivity and dimnagndic slfill ;n;

;t fi,r_tkm or I_m!t_mture of e La Ba ('u 0 composi-
lit)It pK'par_d, acet)rdin 8 It) Example Ill.

FIG. 6 ilh_swatcs the n:sistivity as a funclitat u( tempera-
¢, lureunder ctifferenl applh.'d _m'_sof5.7 kilobars. 10.5

kilobtws and 16.8 kiloha_ of u La--Ba-.-.Cu--_ composl-

linn as pp._[_trL'daccording tO F.xarrt_tc ffl.
FIG. 7 i_u$1i'ate_ the effect of applied pressureon onset

temperamr_ (T_). midpoint temperature CI',_) and tcm-
tn p_atmc fi_r _anplete sup_:,,,'unductivit3.." CT,-_) of a

La Ba Cu O composition prepared according to
Example 1[1.

FIG. 8 illustrates thcrcthtctk_n in dcctrical l_-i_tarlce as

Icotperalure i6 dt_-T_.-asc-do['a Y--Ba_Cu_O c(_npt,sition
i _, as prel_tr_-_Jaccordin 8 to h:xample Xl.

FIG. 9 ilhlstreleS the tempt'_ture depend_nco o f m,q_lmin
susceptibility of a Y Ba Cu O composition as prepared
accordiag to Example XI.

FIG. 10 lllu_t..'mes the magnetic field effect ou 'the resis-
.",_ tut_¢eol'uY Bu Cu -O composilion as prepared acoofd-

ing to Example XL
I:IG. 11 illustrates the temperalure dependence of resis-

taace aad magnetic suspectthility era GdBaaCu_O_,_oxJde
ct,t,,plex as pix'pored a_rding to Example XIV

2', FIG. 12 illustrates the te_lperatur_ del_ndeane of resis-
tance and magnetic suspe_ihilily ofa SmBa_(.'u,O_,_ oxide
complex as prepared according to F-xamp]c XI_,:

Fl(i. 13 is a schenmti¢ n..prescntatk)n of the structur_ o["
a (Lo, r-_%., _:uO,_e oxide cumplcx stn_¢ttm: as prcvanal

"_o according to F.xmnple V[11 and era LaBaaCu_Oo, a oxide
complex structure _ prepared uccording to Example XHI.

FKJ. 14 is the X-ray diffractitm paltcn'ns fisr a (l.a P_,_)
(.'u(h. o oxide complex as prepared according to ._le

VIII and tbr 0.n [.al3azCusOe.,_ oxide _znplex a_;prepared
_ ucc,.nding tt) Example XIII.

I)P'['AU.ED I)I'_¢,('R[PTION OF "I_{E
PRI.;FEI_RED EMBOD IMEM"I'S

'_' Supercotlductiag compositions afthls invention coutprise
an oxide c-tm|plex ddhtmt hy the fulhv.'in',d.- Ihrmuh:

IL_.,M,LJt_L_

v,hcn:in "L" is an elc_xcm selected from the _0up
4_ ta'a_isting of seandhurt, yttrium, -lamhamun, cerium.

pras¢(_ymium, aeody_urn, _ em'opkma, gado-
Ihfium, terbimn, dypresium, holmium, erbium, thulium.
yuerbimn, lutetium or a mixture Of t'4te Or l_e of th_o
elements, and pretLn-ably "L" is yttrium, lanthanum nee-

so dyrfium, samaritan, europium, gad,linium, erbium or lule-
titan; v,heteiu "A" is an clenmnt sctcotnd from the group
coasting of copper, bismuth, titmfium, tungsten, zinm-
niam. tantalmn, niobium, vanadium or a rniraur_ of one nr

more of lht_-_ elemcols and "A" is preferably copper;
wherein "M" is an elemem _l_-ted ,rmm the _zoup consist-
hlg of batiuul, slrtmlilm'l, cak,'inn_ rn.agn¢sium _1_ m_'_111_"
¢)ra mixture of one or _ore of these elements alld "_1" is

plefct-ably harlmn or stomtittm: and who'cin "a" is I to 2,
"b" is I. amd "'y_ is about 2 to about 4. "x" is from aboul O.lll

_, to 1.0 maximum.Preferabb.when"a_is I.-x"isfnanaho, I

0.60 to alx_t 0.90 "andmust preferably about 0.65 to about
0.80. v,'hc'r_s v,han _" is 2 "x" is p_fcrably Ihsrn al'x)ul
O.0l It_ ahtml 0.5 and most prelh-ably _ about 0.075 to
_bout 0.5. "lhe amottat of uxy_ma prcscot in the composi-

_.s tious of the pre.sem invemioa dens upon the vale_e
rt"qmreln_tL,_ ot't/_ otht'r dement_ and I/_ defco'ts refilling

li-om the pnrlianlar _t lr_tn'_nl tt_ed to make th_ ct_/lpo-
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_illoO. "[]|e Inoh_r oxl'gen conR.-el "y" i_; about 2 1o 4 tilnL-,_

"h. "+ as used in the pmedieg ,.'qtmdon.

h l_'rt$ IX'eU oh_l'_'l?d that the _"¢_illt+n ttanig:rainm oC

such an oxide c.mph.'x is increased by the application of

pressure to the compt_sitinn, h is believed tll_t *'ubjectin$ the

oxide cx, mplex to high pr,...'s_airc.s decreases the intemtomic

distances or lattio2 $pacillg ill such complcx_ and ihitr this

f1'_y, a_ lea.st in paiL a¢.x:olmt ['orlbc cnhaoccmcnt of

trauiitina temperalxffvs th_ has been observed+ Anoti_c v, ay

to obtain a decrease of the il)tcrdlomi¢ distances of lattice

spacings is during the preparation of the oxide complex.

Thus. [`or example, an alkaline earth mll_l having _,u manic

radius smaller than barium may be reed in v, latie or in pan

to fulfill the alkaline earth inetal requirement to produce an

oxide complex, linvin,& r,.x_c_l iraerat_mic distar, ce.._, ur

lattice spacing compared Io an oxide complex with bariem

alone, with a conscqullnl increase in the transition tempera-

tun: of the nt:,n-hadum ox;Ae con_lex res_lling ct_,'npared to

one preduccd with baduin _o11¢+ "l'he transition lemperaturu

ig incr_setl _ SUCh au oxide Oomplex c'_cn ;J.h m_._lh'nfed

,rider etmosphedc pressure.

"I'aepresent invention also pn_vides a solid-slateK'oction

mcthod for looking such superconductin_ oxidc, cx_mplcxos+

orte embadwaem t_l" wtfid_ is dcscdbod as fotk+v,'_ and for

convetaiettc¢ is relbrrcd Io as the powder r_octioa meqhed

Selected amouins of solid powd<+7<xl compollnds conlaining

L. M. A. and O. pro fcrably sppropriate amounts ,0[` LzO_ or

L(O[I)_, MCO+ and AO are thoroughly- mixed. Preferably

mixing of the mllid pov_d_r annpounds is perthrn'_xl hy all

inlcnsb,.e mix_" such as a jar mill or m_n: preferahbj a hall

mill. "[lie powdered mixlm-_ is thcn heated in _ oxygen-

containing atmosphcre, at an appropriate present, and at a
temperatar_ o f hetv,.t._cts about 6¢0" C, and 800 _ C. for a time

sallk:ient to r_ml the mixlunt illt11¢ m_lid state, lhe tam-

peraturc of the mixture is convcaicnriy inc_-ased to tile

640-800 ° (', talg_ temperate at a rate of }if" C. per

minute. The mixture is kept at this ta_tcl tcinpcratum for a
time sulficient ta allow the solid-state mixture to r_ct.

Pn2lb-rnbb'. the mixture is altowed tt_ _el t'ra"aboul an hour

The rcsuhlng mixture is then heated at n leUlperahtrc

between about 900 ° C. and 1100" C., preferably for at least

twdvc hours. "the tamperaPare i s raised to abot_ 900 to abo_

l It)0" ('.. ctmvenim_tly at a r_te of ablest 30 ° ('. per nthtule.

2hc samples arc kept at she 900 to 1100 ° C. tempemm_ flw

a time sut_ci_mt to c_mplcte the solid slate reaction of the

materials, the oumpletcd solid state reacted pnxi_-t b6ag

that product having the components completdy diffu:a.'d

through d_2 composition. "llm sinnples arc thetl ct_k'd in
room temperam.re. The emotion mixture is then homog-

enized. The .sample is homogenized preferably by pulveH,'-

ing the reacted ntixtur¢ in a jar mill and more preferably in

a ball nfill lbr at I_+st 1 hour. The pulverized, mixture is theft

h_qted rapidly to helv,-t.,cn q4X_-llO0 ° C. ll_e mixture is

a,.aitxtaincd at this tcmpcratme prcf,.-rahly ft+r at lease 6 hm+rs

After this step, the mixture is compressed under a pressure

of at least one kilvbar. TMs conspresses the powdered

mixture iatt_ pcil_s or other goh_cent compa¢.qed lbrm. The

pellets are then sintered into solid cyli.adcs's, ]'his sinterin8

pix'_ss is preferably performed at a pressure bem'een _en_

t_ two kilobars at n temperamm o f bcw,,een abnt_t 900 1100 '+

C. etld for about It,or hours. Finali.',, the sainples are

quolched rapidly fnm, thN tanq'mrainm of betwevn

II00'" C. to rt_m temperaatre, in air or an inert gas

atmosphere such es A.r. This fmai step. aloc_g with thim_ug, h

mixing of lifts mixture, decreaw_s tile range of the super-

ct_lducti/lg tr'dll.',ititnl Of tile ¢ompogii]OIL +lifts _ur, erc_m-

ductiag transitinn range is the range of tcntpe_t,ams

6

hclwe_2n Ih_: point when n portion i_[` the maU..rlat shog+s

superconductive pn_p_dlc'_ (or_,_ct trunsition t_mpam_r_)

atxi _h_ temlu.-r+atur,: at v,'hieh the compo_itiou sht}v,s el,re-

plete superconductive properties.

Y. Compositions made in this process may bc conh'an:sscd to

pressun_s th:n exceed atmospheric presmlre,preferably in the

railer2 oJ" I 1¢I20 kiloha_s. This inerca:g: in prcssare typically

increases the "1,: of the composition.
An alt,.'n_ti',c method for making _mch oxide complex

l,+ supcrconduct:ve con]positions includes the following steps.

slid tbr convenience i_ rel_rmd to ;Is the compressed powder

rea_ioa method. _qeli....:ted remounts o[` _lid Imwdered _,m-

pounds containing L. M. A+ and O are thoroughly mixed.

preferably by selecting appropriate amounts of L+O_ or

t_ I.(.{R-IL. Mr.'O, _md AO. Tne thomuL-_ly mixed pov,'der
mixture is compressed thin pellets ",,,'?rich are there'alter

rea_ed at a tempel_tUl-¢ balWctin about 800 ° C. and aboul

I ira3 ° C'.. preferably abom 900" C. to about ] _00" _'., [or a

Ihu.2 sufficitmt to complelc tlu_ solid state reeetioll.

_u l_ereafier the matted pellets are rupidly quea_ched to

rimm temperature. Agam. mLxing is pre/_-'ably accoin-

plished by an intensive mixer such as a jar mill or more

prc[`crab b" a hall mill. Pelletization of the oxide mixture is

earrie_l tml at all appli_ pregsure of from about 100 to about

2_ 30.000 psi and peetiwabiy at an appli_l prcsstrcc of It'.am

about 100 to ahem 500 psi, mt_t prefi:rahly at about 500 psi.

Reacti_m of the pelletizedmixnn'e may. be conducted in air

lbr about 5 minutes In about 24 hours, alld most preferably

ill a reduced oxygert atmosphere ol'aboin 2000_ Ibr ahi)ut 5

so to ahem 30 miau'cas pret¢_'_bly Ibr about 5 to ahout 15

minutes, lollowiag the completion of the reaction step the

rt-acted pellel composition is rapidly quenched to room

lemperainn2 in air. such as by being placed oa aa ahiiniaum

plalc m. a h_a sink Whereto the tmid_ ,.xtmplex i_ gPc_cd

+_ by n._LClitm under a rcducxx40Xygerl alnsosphcrc the rescind

Ix:tlct amy +b¢ rapidly quenched by passin8 a fit+g+- o rambien I

[eIIipcratofeoxygen thr_u_,h the ovco. (.tw."Cthe sample.

:Mlother method tbr preparing oxide complexes w_cb

exhibit si_lificanfly enhancat transition temperatures

av incl_des the foLlowing steps: thorunghly mixing _k,'clcd

amwunts olgolid powdered compounds comaiaiag L. M. A

and t). p_[erahly by selecting appropriate arnotmts of L:O:

or l _OH)v M('( )x and At ): d_osith¢ d_ oxide mixture on

a copper substrate which has betm cl_tned of its copper

a-_ oxide surt'a_ film. preferably by add cleaning in dilute

h3_-ochlorLa acid. solution: compressing the oxide mixrare

against the copper substrate at an applied pressure of from

ah_ll[ l(IO RI nix,at 1000 psi, p_.'ferably at ab_tll I _) tO 2IX)

ps{, Io Ibrm the oxide mixture iinoa film or layer on the

+t: copper substntte; h_tting the copper substnne and oxide

mixtltre layered the,,eon to a teinperuture of from ebout 900
to ;_bout 1100" C. lit air fox l_m about 5 minute_ t_ about

24 hours. _ntl pret_'ably [`or ahem 5 to abou115 minute_; and

queuchillg the c_)ppt:[ suhatralc and oxid0 uligRtre lay_ed

_s ther_m In _x_m tempera_Lr_ in air. inspecLkm tff the oxide

mixture Layer which results from this method el'preparation

di_ckrst_ that il compris_ IIm:e phases, the lintt of wbidt

edjaccra dm copper subst_te compdst:s a glassy insul.ming

taycr phase: the second phase is the supereoaductiag layer

6,, phase:, and the third pha_ which borders with the second

sup.,-r,:ot_ducdngphase is a fa_mdery o.+mpomzd _+hicb is

ul_,o :at inszikflor layer phase.

Stillanother ehermfive inethod includes ,._ithinany of the

immediately ibrcgoing solid-slmc r¢_:tioo ine_ods tile step

s:' of reduci_z intt_JtomJc distances, either by the application

of pressure to the oxick, complex or by the use of atomic

element_, which pn_vith.'s smaller Lattice spacings. A pre-

I
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ferred oxlth: comph..x v*hich exhibiL¢, it sigmficatuty
enhaneed supm",amchncLing Imnehinn tumpetmure is pi-c,-
pared _' utilizing ._ltrium as the "L" component.

Oxide con,.plexes of the Ihml_a [!.t_,M_l,At,O, pn.v_n.M
by a solid-slate reaction prt_edure as dasc'd.hed exhihit
superconduc.ting pmp_i,...'s at lransitinn temperatnres higher
thim he,._.ofore nzpnrtod. The barium species of the oxide
c,mtplcx, that is wherein "M"is only barium, as prepared by
the described solid-state reaztion prc',cedurcs exhibits supcr-
¢ottdu_ing pmpc_i_-,, beaming at a hi_t_er ¢¢zct tcmpara-
tore (T,_) than the temperature reported by Bedaot"z at al as
dun wherein, for an oxide complex o1' similar empirical
composition bta _epated by a coprzcipitation method, a
phc_omeaon -temlnlscent of the onset ofpea_lative super°

ct mductlvity" v,a:, obs,.-rvcx.L Further. it has bctm surprisintdy, t_
|build thatthe superctmductivily tran,,'ilion temperalum ¢ff
oxide =_mplexes of the formula [LI_,M,I.AhO ,. prepared by
the solid-_ate reaction procedure is I_ttl_er enhanced
Inwards higher limits by the application to aad maintenance
of pressure on the oxlda _mple_ up to a_)uI 18 kiltd_Jm. .:t,

Based upon present helicf, it is though! tluu the t@plica-
lion of and maintenance t)f high pressu_ on such oxide
complexes etth_a_s their sutmtvonducdng Imns'ilinn _m-
permtwe by pnxiuc;.ag a mduzdcm of the iateralom[c dis-
taneeorlarticespacingbetweea the mctal atoms Ihrminglhe ?s
complex. The applieation and maimenmme of high prcssur,.:
on such oxide compl_=c_ may also enhance the h_msition
temperature by supposing inshabiliti_ dettlmculal to a
high temperatur© super_adu_frdl>, and thus ixa-m_tfmg the
existeaw,¢of s'_erconducdng phase specK's R_nccla"within _(,
the body of the oxide ctm_plcx st a higher tempo__ture than

that at which such phase could form at atmospheric pre_.&ure.
Prt.'ssum has been found to enhance the T. ul'l.a--Ba--
('u o and l.a _ Cu (1 oxide cumplexe_ at a rate of
greater than 10""°K-bar- Jand In ra'L_Cthc onset T,o to 57_K.._._

t_¢hi_g a ,_aTt._p_istanoc state "1_.1 at 40_K. It is believed
that V/¢ssure rcduce_ the lattice paramcter and atthanc_s the
Cu*:/Cu ÷2 ratio ia fire t.xm*p_mads. The urn.totally h'uge

pl"ee_ufe eft%el on 1". gUgg_lS th.'ll the hi_ temperature
superconductivity ill La.-Ba---Cu-.-O nnd l.q,---Sr--.t,

Cu---O complexes may be associated with interracial cffccts
raisin 8 from mixed phases: ;nterfaces between the metal and
insulc'aor layer_, or _,m.,:cnt.n_km [luctuatitm_ ",_lthiu the
K_NiF4 phnsc: strong sup.'tmmduating inwractlons due to
the mixed valence slates; or _ yet md&'nfified phase 4'_
Althatlgh the unegpeewd enhancement of transition tem-
ix.'rature thai the application of pres.,mrc to t,uch oxide
complexes prodm'_ ha.sb_n g"p_l _lly ob_rveaL amecha-
u_.m which adequately explains Ihe pn.-_sur¢ effect has nol
yet been fidly determined. .,,.

The tram;itkm lempcratur¢ of such oxsde complexes is
e_dml._ed by the applk.-atkm of prey,sure, and tha! this effect
is at least in parl duo In n regullin8 rednoinn in mteratomic
spacingin Ihc oxide complex is e_ced hy an c_ancc-

merit of transitio_ lcrapty,.aRtre _ may be prLglu_d Withou I
the application of ext_inslc pressure by employin$ in the

fiwmalhm of the oxide _mmplex an alkaline _rth mmal
having _maller atomic radius than "daatof harinm. A similar
eahaneement of transition tumpetamre has been ob/er.,ed

when ylldum is used as the "l ""c'omI_mentrath.crthun _,
bnthanum.

i|_".ne, _:heu p_mrit_,$ un t_xid_ '.:.ompk"x of the ._0
hlvenfton, it is prefen'ed to t_mpk.tcly tw pmlia_y subsaitate

fne the barium atoms, atomic radius of 2.22 at_w.anso
smaller alkaline earth rectal atoms, i.e. stmnfiura, ate,talc ,_s

radius of 2.15 angstroms, calcium, atom/c radi_ of 1.97

at_gsm,nm, t_" m.qgn,..'.;inm, atomic radiu_ ot 1.6 an_tmm;.

8
Similad): complete or partial substilulkm of the |matharaim
atom_, a_-.mic radius of 1.87 angstroms, whh the smaller

inletitun atoms, atomic radius of 135 angstroms, or yttrium,

utoraic radius i.78 angstwms, will provide this same effect.
'|_eapp_cafXOIlOf pre_s_e tO _ 0xide ¢ol:[tplexesthat are

prepared to have &"creased iateratomic spacings will furthcr
e/thane¢ the transition tu_npemtur¢ of such comi_-itk_ns Io

-higl_'r limits.

l_ Altc'nmlivcly. the depositkm ¢ff a Imtthenum. barium.
c,pper, oxide film on a mhstmle v,ith _rnall_rlatlic_ pamm-
ctc"_, gg:h a:;a land_Jmm, calcium, copper oxide substmzc.
will reduce 111eioteratotnic Spacing of the superconducting
compo_tion, and thus will i_e the T_ of ll_soxide
complex _mnlx_it_m. Fu_,her. cl'o.klinlb ut" a lanthanum.

barium, c_per oxkk: ctmq_siticm _,ilh mctab havin'_ Imgcr
the'rural exlmnsh_n coefficients, such as o,_per, v..ill npply
and maintain the pressure _.luir_ _ reduce the interatomie

distances b_tt the t:l_|eltls in the oxide _,mplex com-
paaitkm and hence ,.,,ill inetx'asc the T OILthe ¢onq_silintL

When ynrimn was atillT_.'d as the "I:"compor_rct in

substiv.akm o1"lanthanem Lt) provide an oxide complex 0f
llr_ nominal ¢omt_:dtion Y t 31a o _CuO_. the oxide exanplex
exhibited supe¢condm.-ti_dty ,_taedu8 at 9g_K and u ,,,:m-
resistancestale at 94"K. In s_)ng contrasttu the La l_u
Cu O and La--Sr--Cu----O _mide sy_tmm; with a KzNiF4
like phase st_ctm'e, the Y--Ba--..Cu--O oxide system was
observed to have mdy a dight enhaacemem cff lts u'ansitkm
tg'mp_ture b). the applicafiuu of ?K.'_r¢ up In 19 Khar.
E.xamimtion of the Y.--P,a--Cu-_} oxide rc'vmk, d thin it

was _mpriscd ofmixed phases. "thephases¢,,et_ separated

and ideatif_,'d as _¢tra_ona! YBazCn_Oe,. @lack) and
otthorhombi¢ YzBaCuO_ (gr_--n}.The bla_ and green

phases comprised at I-t_0se9P.6 by volume of die inithl
Y--Ra---Cu---O oxide compk'x. Magn_ic mcasutemcms
on the oxide complex _b_'ed that the black phase was
respons'ihle fcsr file high tcmperaturc _oadnetivi W .

deleted. Singl_ phase YBa_Cu_Ot_q samples (h_._eaflcr
I_l_'t'_l tu as "VIK '0") wen., pr_arcd and exhibited a I (D%
ac dhunaF.nctic .'_i ft. The malar ctx'y_n corneal of din black
phase is greater 1hart twice that of the molar cuntent of

copperby an exaut arr_unt as yctu_ad_a'mined,as indicated
by the _ s3qnMtl in the phaq: fctmluh.

"[he high lelnp4.,r_durestq_21_tw,luclin 8 black ph&_-, on a
single phase ha_is, caxrcspoads to the formula [I.t_,M,L,

:_O,. wherein "I." is yltrium, "M" is Irainm, "A" is copper.
"a" is 1. "b" is 1, "_" is 2 m 4 and "x" ig 0.667. Further

telraguna! tlxld_ b'la.S,'h..'swen: prul_rt..d acctudlng In the
formula as al_we stat_L hut where _l." is lanthanum.

neodymium, smnarium, europMm, gadolinium, erbium or
tuh:tium. Fur convenience the oxide complexes so prepared
are he_alier mfcm:d m as LaEtCO, NeBCO, SaEK.'O.

GaBCO. ErPA"O. and [JIBCO. respe_ively All sudl oxide
spo¢ics were found to he satx.rcnndtcting with an onset

sS tempefalu._ Tee belwe_a 90 and OS_K_ a 7¢R_-/X:_'ISI_ce
state T,, be_een 70 and 94_K. This shows thai diffcteat

trivalem "l 7-at_ms &_ md dramatically affect the supercon-
&a:tivlty pmp,:rty which i.s aa intrinsic property in thisclass

of corupuumis. The h/gh t_para_'_ suI_ixxmdnctivity
observed in this class of eampounds is helic*x:d to ha

associated with the CuO_--Ba_CuO_.-.-Ba CuO_ plane
a._,;cmbly .,,a,.,,d.'&icl_l h_wnen lh: -l"-hffers. 3_e si_nif}-
cance of the intor-phJm- coat, ling wirhln the layer-assembly

is asp¢ciaUy evident from the enhancad _'UlXtConchictlng
Irm]sidou from -30"K in tic KzNiF' _ like structure of a
ia--Ba--Cu---O or L_ St CU O _,pe oxide (of

F_mples I VIII ) to --90'_K in tha LBafl.'u_O,_+o structure as
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m_ prepared. Bigger layer-a:,_'mhly is predicted to y,cld

even higher T. superconducting oxides.

.M[ samples of the I..aBCO. NeP, C('). SaRC('L EBCO.

GaBCO. IErBCO and l.uBCO with an LBa:Cu,t)c,_ struc-

ture were syzlthesiza:d by the solid stale reaclit_ of appro- r

priale amounts of ses_li oxides ofLa. Nd. Sm. Eu. Gdi Er

,-rod l.u. v,-ilh appropriale amo,.mts of Bat..'O_ and CoO in a

t_ashion as described in Examples Xll to XIV Stractoml

analyses were carded out with a Rigaku D-MAX X-ray

power diffractometer. Samples of dinleltsiens I mmxO.5 i.

nlfaX4 mill were cut fl'xlct't file sinlcred cylinders. A _tond,-trd

ftmr-lc-ad (echo[qua was emph_¢d Ihr the resistance R

raeasureRtetlts, and a [.in_-ar Res(rareh ac inductance brtdge

was used tbr the magnetic susceptibility X detcrminatinas

The te_aperature wa,_ lneasuntd using an Al1+O.II,'_,f_ Fe- i_

¢"hrt_mel or chromcl-ainmel Ihermocouple a&_ve 30"K and

a Ge-thennomcter below.

The po'wder Xot-ay difli'actiort pelt.was showed thai all

samples egcepl I uBCO pt;ss_s the single lctragom'_l

YBa_(-'n._O0. # slnlClure, although f,:r a ctmple o1" cases .',_

ot'thohomhic symmct.ry was also detected. "llte lanicc

parameters are given in TaMe I. In addilion to the t ctragoa.al

l.Ba_Cu&')^._, structure. LuftCO exhihils othar phasc-s.

which, it is beheved, cau he diminated by proper heat-

All .samples studied show rather sharp R-drops ".vith an

on.m."l tcmperatore "I._ between 91-95°K, a zeix_-R slate

temperature T..j between 70-9a_K, and a deviation from

liner IL'rfll_'rattlre depend_ence o1" R at Icmpcr'dtare "1".#

hctwc,:n 9a and 160'_K. Whether Tn+ repn.._nts the hegin- m

uing of supereoaducti_+i W is yet to be "dclcnuined. All

rclcvan! data are givm_ in T+._hle I mad the typical lell)pera-

tur+.,_dependenc¢ of R is dig"played in FIGS. 11 and 12 for

UaB('O alul S._BCO, respectively. It ts, filereIi._re, evidure

that she mample starts ;o supereonducl at -90 K con:+isn-'nl 3_.

with the R.-men-_remeols. aad the whole sample becomes

sulpen:oaducting at lower lemperatore_.

The ohser,..atkm of supe.rcoaduclivity v, ith un almost 30

con.;tant 1", o in the LBa_Cu:+O6, a class fiw "I 7-Y, [.a. Nd.

Eu. Sin, Gal. ]-'r and Lu clear b' dc.moP_tralcs dmt supercon- at,

duclivity in th_ class ofcompotmds is IR<.'+Isea:litre Io "1 "L

This is pa_ioularly tr'uc in view of the wide mage of the

n lag.l_t i¢ p n )pt.'l_i_._ ()lthe _| ,'o_litfi'18 ill die t'oal ['x11W_i's. "l'h_"

pr,.,st.-nt results. II_'a'cfore. $_llgl_. S_IbT,_CSI Ihat salpcrcon-

dta:+tlvity in !.Ba_-Cu _On.,.+ class must be asmv.:iate'd ",'dill the a:;

CuO.,--Ba--CuO z Ba COO_, plan= a.,_,_.'mbly sand-
wiched by two layers of L-atoms. as represented iu FIG. 13

fi_r "l-=I.a. These I_t-coupled triple CuO+,-layc'rs of-7.7 &"

thick may be disrupted by the L-layers only ahmg file c-axis

and thus may. retain their quasi-two-dim,,msional character- ._,

istics. In the K,+NiF,, structure of a (La o vl:Ja,_ _1.,CuO_, lype

oxide as sho,,vn also in FTG. 13. only" indrvtdual square-lh)es

o1" Cu-atoms with 6..ta_mlination exi:n with a diflbrera

stacking sequence. Thi,_. are disrupted along the c-axis by

the disordered 1._--P,a l_.ers. The X-ray diffraction patlems _s

for the two slracmral I anCO compounds are also shov, a in

FI(i. 14 fi,r +,a,mparis<m. The difference hatwe_) the two

stracruros i_ belicvtx-I to be responsible tbr tbe 3-lhtd dif-

I'erentx" in I', It is expected tim! hiLzher T. m_" he obtainable

by structures ,rich more then three CuOa-layers cnupled by o_

more Ihan two Ba-layers.

Although the I.M_A_()_._ ck_ of high Ic_lnre

reopen'conducting oxide cem,plexe._ m_y he prepared by either

the powder or compres_:l powder embodiment of the

solid-state reaction method as previously described, it is s_

preferred to use ¢1_ compregsed powder reaction mefl_txl.

Sample prepnralioa I_rarnelers c_n atilt the electronic and

10
magnetic properties of the I .M,A,O^.a clasq of oxide com-

pounds drastically. It has been observed that the/hrmation

conditions for LBa.,Cu¢._ for differenl "l?s" are different.

The reaction-time, the reaction tea_peratufe, the qne.aching

rate. the reactinn atutosphere and the compositions are all

inter-tabled. Far instance, oxide eomplex_ within this class

car, be triode insulating, partially supercoudu_hlg or com-

pletely superconducting by varyin 8 the re-action almt_sphep.-

and the quenchin_ rate while keeping the compositions

unchia,ged, lu spilu of this wide range tff warlatitm _f

electrical prope.rties, samples showed only veey slight dif-

ferences in their X-my diffraction patterns, strongly suggcm-

ing that oxygen-content plays on important role in super-

conductivity o f oxldes.

(ienenlll.,, 'a.'herein the reuctinl{ allnosph¢.n'L- is a ix:dut:ed

oxygen atmosphere of about 2000.u the rtr_lkm may bL"

comlucted at a lower [cmpcrarore t_al where _e reaction iS

carried oat under atmospheric conditions. Undea" a r-educed

ohmgen atmosphere of about 2000g the reaelion temperdrare

required It) pn,thce un oxide ct, mplex having st_ereoaduct-

in 8 prtapu'ah."s is from about 800 to nheut 10000 C. and

preferably from abool 820 to about 950 ° C. Far a reaction

under atmospheric ¢onditinns the temperature required 1o

produce st,petcollducti_xg pr_perties is [-nun aheul 900 tu

nbou! 1100 ° C.. pr¢l_rahly li'om about 950 tel ab_utl 1000O C.

For either type of reaction atmosphere higher tomp,.wararea.

up to the me/ling point el'the h_.ve_-t melting ¢OmlXme'nl u/"

the starting malenals, could be employed: howe_+'_ it is

gelaerally pneferred lrdt to tts, e such higher i'w-,u.'tion tempera-

lures since they. may tend to degrade the superconducting

properlies of the resulting oxide complex corapared to the

oplimum a11ainahle by u_ t)f lower reaclion temperatures.

I'he optimum reaction temperahire is dependent upon the

clculumt:,l ct_mposition of the oxide complex being prepared

and the oFaimum reaction temperature far a particular oxide

complex may bc established _,d.thoul uadtte _xperknentation.

Reaclioas carried out at lemperalures stultify:nelly lower

dtan as discltased above geaerally r_suh in an oxide _xmlplcx

heat has only insulating or semiconducting eleclrical prop-

attics rathcr than superooaduet'm_ propeeties.

'llte r_ction atmo:;phere empinyed aim) inllucnces the

IlUb2 Of reaClinn to conlpletioa. Geuerally. _acfion trader a

redt_¢'ed o_¢ygea atsnusphere ¢ff uhmt 21X_)_ roqulrc_ a

significantly sherler reaction, on the order of aheut 15 to 45
minutes for gram size reacli_ tts, compared to an atmospheric

reaction, which generally requin.-s- frem about 45 minutes to

8 hours lbr gram site reaedore,. A similar trend would be

expected E,r larger scale rt_tclit)ns, ultht)tlgh Ihe optimum

reaction time tbr such larger ,u._le n.'aetkm _nllld have _1 be

de_ermined by ohser','ution. One method for determination

oI'lhe ¢.xunplction of re..,.m:|Jon is to monitor samples by X-ray

diffractiolx for depletion of diffradion peaks that ,a,rn.'s_md

I_ the ,_larhng lal,qterial a_ld g/o_vlh to maximum inter, sity of

di_inctlcm peaks which correspond to Ihe d_irt'd tctragonal

1.Mz._._(')_ phase The optimum reaction time is d¢lx.'nda nl

utxm the ch.-mental composition of the oxide complex being

pn-'l'_trexl and may be established by observalkm ",vithoul

undue experimcomlion. Optimum ,,,'trpereondu_'ting proper-

tle_ ate obtained by timlug the reaction to that po'ml wherein

the maximum amoura of starting materials ha'_e hcen con-

yet'led g_ the desired letragoa,al LMzA_Oe,.,.a_

Whm_ the reacli(m has pr_,_xled It) ll_ [Xdfll ¢d" ffmxi-

mum anainuble LMr&+O,_+,+ phase, cooleat, it is desirable It+

then rapidly qt_ttch the reactkm material to room tempera-

ture. This gcm_rally produces a namtwer temperature tran.-

sitim_ r'aate baleen "1_ and "l'_, for the oxide _umplex so

produced and also [emtinales any side rtmcdon th,qt llhqy
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<)ccurwhich v.',nold otherwise con,,'erl I he I M .,A ,,()¢,.-aphase
ot_lttefit to ;I _n_l_-rt.x_|tK:t_ phn._ stnlctUrU. Ft._ lnule-
rinl produced tmdcr atmosphericeonditioml rapid queuching

is coovefdeatlyobtained by immediately trough-ringthe

reacted material from the inmted reautina vessel to a heat

si_. l:or grain qanntities of raatcrinl _m ahtminum plate
adeqtmtely fiutethms as a sui'lahle heat sink .fer rapid
qucochil_. Wherein the reacted material has been prepared
in a reducnd oxygeri atmosphere, upon _mpledoa of the
reaction the sample am)' be rapidly que_.hed by"pas_ng I,,
ox,¢gen at ambient temlg:r-ature ovcT the n.,"mted rumple.

1he superconthvztiag composifioas of the pn..'_.,at invc.n-
tion have the potential for being used in a wide variety of
applications. For example, wlae_att.%-*d;,i a wire or conductor
llwra, thoy may be n.,w,d in dsetrical lx_wer wansmissiun, v_
energy storage, commlled filslcm function, el¢ctrk:lty gea-
e_timt, mass transportation aod nlagnets.

In a thin film form. they may be n.,k-_lin ultm-san.,:itive
th.'toctors and in ultra-fast computers. In addition. Ihq,- may
be used ht a supertamducllng-rangng-tic-stqc_rt:tmducting _l
multi-layer form for us_ in ultra-sensitive ultra-fast eleatro-
magnetic micro dcvlees.

The following examples ur¢ representative of the oxide

complexes and methmL, i ofprtatm:in_ the oxid_ complexes
ollhe inventlon. The e_tuptex for certain of _e oomlk'_- z>
dons also illustrate the ctthaoes2mem of II-P_shloll trmp_.-_ca-
ture that is pnduced by the applicatiort and maimeuance of
high pressttre on the oxide complexes. Geaerelb: the stan-
d_ 4-proho technique ,,t,m u.,_l to measure r_istivil): and
an inductance bridge was empIc.ycd Ibr ae magnetic sus- ._0
ceptibifity g-determinati,m. The temperature was measured
using the Au+0.07% Fe-chrem_, and ohr0mel.-alumel thcr-

motampl_s in the abscoce of a la_glxeti¢ field, attd a carbon-
gin.,,; thcl'alomeler m the pn.'sera:eol'u Iidd. The haBrr '._'._

calibrated against the Ihrmcr without o IkqtL Ma_Jv..qic fields :t_
up to 61" were gelteratesdby U b'trpez¢ondaetingnlagneL

EXAMPLE l

6.0 grams of] ,azO,,, 0.61 gmm.¢ of SK 'O3 ,and | .63 grotto.
of CuO were mixed in ajar mill for about 12 hours. The
mixture was then heated at a rote ofubcot 10. C. per minute
in air at i atmo_phea_ pmgsure, tmlil it reached a temperature
of about 720" C. 'l'he mixture was then allowed to g-set for

alxmt an hour at about 720* C. At_r this _ion step. the as
temperature was raised to a teml:_'ntm of about 1000* C.
at a rate of alxmt 30* C. p¢¢ minute. O_ce at a 1000. C.
teml_er-atur¢, tl_ samples were maintained at this t_-
titre for about twcttly-one hours. "lllin allowed rite _xmlplc-
tion of a u_lid state reaation. After tx,'oling to nmm h:m- SO,
Pe.rm ure. the _-aeted mixture was pulverized in a jar mill for
alxmt 6 hotws until the .qmple v-as homogenized. The
pnlver'rznd mixture wa_ thun heated rapidly to a temperature
ol'ahout 1(100 ° (', mad kJ.-pt st Ilmt teraperature fie about
suvctt hours. After Ibis i_riod. _ lnixtu_ was coo]od u, :._
room temperature and theft ¢ompr_snd utder a pressatre of

Rix kilob,m's, This compression convtnted the mixed ptw,'der
into Peficts. t_e Pellds were then sihtered hdo st'did eylm-
dars by h_oth_ t]leln at _1IcTnpgwalore of about 1000" C. Ibr
a period of al'_out four hottat m a pl_'$n_tl_'of almosl 7ero _

kllobam. Finally. the rumple was rapidly quenched fmat this
t_mperao£t_ to room tLWlll_."_lltl,_ in air.

The resulting lanthanunt-stmntium-atR_'ter-oxido comtx_-

sidan had an empirical furmula of Lat.,_Sr,_ a('utO,. This
corresponds to all oxide complex of the gctlcral formula _._
[La__tSG/.C_u_,O_ v,'be_in "x" is 0.l. -a" is 2. "b" is 1 and

"y" is 2 to 4. The oxide ta_mplex composition Pagl at, rinser

12

supem_mdttclwlty tranmtinn tempemlure (1__) of 45_'K. with

a tm_ Iransilinn widlh to cra.nplcte stq_2retmdtmtivity of
about 10"K at ambltml pressure.

EXAMPLE II

6.0 grams t,f[ a:O_, 0.61 grants of_O_ and 1.63 grams
of ("tg) ,a.'¢re raised meeheni_dly m a jar mdl fiw appn_xi-
mately 24 bourn. ]'he resuldog mixlure was then compressed
into pellcts by applying a pressure of about 2 Riinbars. The
pellets were heated to about 1000 _ ('. and allowed to react
for about twemy-four hours in air. The reacted pellets were
then quenched rapidly to room temlgn-atere.

"file I,a--Sr--Cu--O comlx_hitm produced fium this
pr_'css had a formula ofLa tSro _CutO_. This corresponds
tt) an ¢)_de complex of the general fonnuta [La,_,Sr.I,
Cth.O . wherein "x" is 0.1. "a" is 2. "b" is I and "y" is 2 to
4. This composition showed superconductive properties a'ca
temperature of about 42"K.. with a mm'ow tnmsitiou width of
about 6"K at ambient p_ssare.

EXAMPI.F, II1

6.0 grat_ of I .%0:. 0.81 grams of BaCOz and l.fiX grams
of ('uO were mixed in.a mortar-pe'ale apparatm for about 3
I_)urs. "1he mixture was then h_atnd at a rate of about 1It" ( ".

minme in oxygen at a pressure of about 2000 miurom

llg. until it n._¢hod a temperature of 720. C. The mixture
',,-'asthen allowed to react for about an hour at about 720" C,
After tlds n._ctiom the temperann¢ was mired to a tempera-

luru nl'aho_ 950 ° C., this raise in teaal_rature was made at
a rate of about 30.C, per minute, Ot_e at this teraperato_.
the sample was n_aitLtained at this temlk-_ature for about
Iweaty-nue hour_. Alter this period, Ihc sample was cooled
It, nXlltt ballperutun.' and then the rmcted mixtm'e v,xts

ptllvt.'ri/_'xl until the Sample was ltonlogedliTl_L l'ne pulver-
ized mixture was then heated mpialy to a temperature of

about 950* C.. and kel_l at that lt.'nlpct-alor¢ for about sewm
h(mrs. Afior this period, ft_ sample was agaia cooled to
nxun k.,.mporahtre and the mixture _,,'ascompressed under a
prc_'_me of six kilobars. "this compression ¢onveaed the
mixed p_der into pellets. The pellets v,-em than sintered
into .solid cylindca_ by heating them at a tempemmra of
about 950 _ C. for a perital uf aboul four hours at ambient
otmospheric pressure. F.irmlly, the .-.maple w_.s rapidly
queaeb.nd from this tempemlure to room lerapcmture in aic
The Imsulti_ag Lauthanunl.badtlm.4mpped-oxid_ comixmifitm

had Ihe formula La_ _,¢,ro._CuzOr The oxide complex so
formed was or'me formula [l at_._,LC%0,, when'm "x" is
0,1, _a" is _ _b _ iS I arid _' _ 2 to 4, '_lis _ll_30_it k_n was
found to he _ut',ercoedueti_g at 3O_K at ambitml pressure.

'Ibis comt_}sition _,_t_ then placed inside a pressure cell and
the COml'_sitiun was c_mpr--_sed to a pressure ot'l 4 kiloburs

at nllllll R.'ntpcrautre. After this oompix'ssion step. the amp
pcrature was gradually rco'uced until the composilitm
almwed supereond_-lin 8 properties. This composition
showed supen.'tmduclivity properties at a tealpemtore of
52.5"K at tho applied pressure of 10 kih>bars.

A sample prepared as &-scribed above exhibits only X-ray
powder diffraatkm lmtlemS characteristic of the ,in_le

KzNiF a p'_ with a resolution ~5%. "lhe resistivity of rids
gample at ambicmt prc,_su_ deen_ases mott,..donlcally with
deeneasit_ tem_c_-dlu_ but ata reduc_-_lrote below 60*g. A

large drop in resisth'ity gets in at _'_9°K, indicative of tim
owlet of u mpero, mduetit_ transition, arni resistivity
becou w2t,tea'o at l',t -20*K as shown ia FIG. 5, Prelinthtary

x.nmasm'emeot showed diamagnetic .,thifl staniz_z at
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-32°K and r_tehing a maximum uf I(Wo of the signal of,/
supeccondnctin_ Pb sample ol'a similar size. Under applied
pressure, the sup_cutidu¢ling transition is broadeiax:l hut

with an overall shiR toward higher temperatures m: sh_m'u in
FIG. a. 1",o has been enhanced from 39" to 52.5nK :rod the ,_

T,i from 20 ° to 25°K by application of a pressure of 12
kilobars as display,.xl in FIG. 7. The en.hanc_mnt rote ofT,.,
and T.q is signiflcantly reduced above 12 "kJlabars. The
pressure e fl_"t on the midpoint temporal tue'l'_., where it has

drop[x.'d by 50°.6 of that at '1" is alst_ gi'a.,at in FIG. 7.1-, .. lo
incrt_ses farm "_I* to 3fi°K under pressure. lhe decrease in
the role of T,. enlumcx:mem at 12 kilabacs is aco._mpatfied hy
an ovt_rall resistivity increase at about T._. ilglicalin,_ the
posslblo gumotcncemem of physical or chemical imtabili-
ties. ,_qeriu_s d_'lLW_lth_O of samph,_ is ulso tlct_ctd tl_lll I¢
removal of pressure, as evidenced by the dramatic increase
in resistivity aad a s_.nnicondueting behavior at low tem-

peratures preceded hy a drop in ix'sistivity starting at "f_ The
exa_ canses and _-tuedy lbr the preesttre ugluced sample
deterioration uhove -12 kiloba_ are curreatly under study. 20

One mdhnd of preparing the compc_ilinn of this t.'xample
in a wire form, while simultancously reducing the in!or-
atomic distances hetwcc_ the atoms in the material may
include performing thc_c reaction steps while LazO J or
La(OH)_, t.laCO., and CuO have been placed ia a copper ._'_
sleeve, or placing the nmation prod_:t of this mixram

directly in the sk.'eve followed by dravdn_ or extrusion.
Because of the relative thermal expansion o._eflicients uf the

_pl_r ¢tl/ap;.tr_ In the supelxamducting ¢tmlposititm. the
r_ulting lantha.atun-barium-ct_pper-oxide would be cam- .¢.
pn.'as_ b.v the walls of the copper sleeve. This compression

will cause the T,. of the material within the copper tie'err- (the
copper sleeve it_df is nat pan of the superconductive
material) tu inca:ate.

3_
b2XAMPI.I" IV

2.0 grams of LaaO._, 0.2 grams of BaCO_ end 0.53 grams

o f fun were mixed racchanieally in a mortar-pestle appa-
mitt,; fiw appmxlmalely 3 hanrs. The l_-:;ulting mixture v.':m ,a,

then ca_mprt.'ssed into pellets by applying a pg'ssnre ofabom
2 kilobars. The pellets were heated to about 1000. C.. and
alkv._cd to react for about t_,en_,--four hoots ia air. The
reaeted pellets were then quenched nffddly It) r_,'tnt tern.
peratare. 4_

The La Ela---Ca_O composition produced from this
prt_esa corresponds to the [onuula [I._,_,Ba.L, Cu_O,
wherein "x" is OAL75, Ha "is 2, "b" is 1 "and"y" is 2 to 4, "1he
oxide complex ,ff this example showed supen.xmtlttcllve
proptnain$ at a tcnnperature of 36°K at atmospheric pressure.._t,

EXAMPLE V

4.9 grams ol'i.a_O,. 1.1 glares of L_aCOa and 7'.g grams

of CuO v,xrc mixed in a mortar--pestl_ K_r 3 hours. the ._s
mixture was then heated in oxyscm at a pressut_ of 15
mierott,_ Hg, until h ram:heal a ternl'_ratur_ ofaheul 720* C

The tennpemture was iaereas,.,d at n mtc ofabout 10""C. per
minute. The mixture was then allowed to react for abom an

hour at about 720* C. After dais ren_ioa, the temperature 6q
was raised to a temperature of aboat 92.5" C.. tiffs raise in

tell_omtu_ _,RS triode al n rote ofahmt 30 ° ('. per minul¢.
()nee at Ihis temperaRlre, the gamph..s were mainatined at
this temperature for about lw_-one hourg. After this
peritgL the taixtu_e _ cooled t, rt,,otn tempa_tture and than t,.i

the re,a_mJ mixtttre was pnlveriza.l mail the sample was
horm_c-nized l'he pul_reri/_xl mixture was flg-n heated rap-

14
idly tx) a tempt.'rature of ahom 923 _ (".. and kept at that
temperature for about seven boars. After this period, the

mixrm-e was c_m_pms..,_d '_,ith a pressure t)f _.ix kik_hars. Thls
compression convertnd the mixed powder into pellets. The
pdlcls wero then si_tered into solid cylinders by heating

them at a t_a'npemture ofaheut 925 ° C. fora period ofahont
four hams at ambient pre+.sure. Finally. the _ample gas
rapidly quenuhed rrora this t_malx-'rature to room temperature
in air. The oxide cumplex so formed eorrcsponde to the

general tbanula ILa:.,Ba_ Io(Xt_O,.whe_in _x'Ls 0.15. "a"
is I. "b" is I a and'ty" is 2 to4

The re_ultin 8 hnthanum-barium.-ta_ppar_xlde cc,mposi-
titre, superconducting at 32"K at *tmhient pressure, was then
placed under a pressure of 9 kiinhars using a Be--Cu high
pressure ¢l_mp asin_ a fluid pressure medlnm. Pressure was
mc_,_tzrod usirt_ a _tpereundomillg Ph-r_tltun_er situated
n&gt to tim r/dlntple at room lnmpemnrre. As this comptesst_l
coml'a_xilitm was cooled, it began "showing $1rpereondu_iv-
ity pmp2rlics at a k.'a"npammreof 40.2°K.

Powder X-my diffraetin_a patterns at nmm temperature
showed tlmt the sample v,as natlfiphesed, consisting pre-

dominantly of K_NiI:_ (--qO_l and anidcntilkxt p .h;zsc_
(<10%1, Under applied prcasnrcs, resistivity at 300*K is
sepprex,._d and the drop in resis_'ity is broadeaed slighdy.
hta with an overall shift towm'd hlgher temperature a _ shown

ia FIG. I, "l'_ it_ rapidly with _sttrc_ as sht_wn in
FIG. 2. At 13 kiltdaars. "l',_ is ...40.2°K. Under pn.'ssure, "1_
increases from ],2* to 402"K at 13 ktkd0ms at a rate
-0.9_10 "_K her "t. Ahave 13 kilobars, the sample was

danxaged due to a _henr strain introduced accidentally by
applying pressure below -20 _ C'. as evitk.'m.'ed by the
appearance of a rapid resistivity incre:x_,2 ftdh_,win8 Ihe
rcsistivi_, drop at "fe,, on coolin_ and the in't.werslbility of
resistivity after the pt_sore was reduced.

FIG. 3 displays the magaetJe field effect an'$ _istivily as
a fimc-tkm o f lemlua-atur¢. It is cl_t_ that the rapid resistivity
drop is snppro.,_,;cdand the zcm resistivity stale at 4*K can
he "destroyed by magn_e fields. Below 18*K. a diamagnetic
shift is clearly evident and _ a maximum of2% oflk¢
signal vfa mperc_mducfiog Pb sample of the same size as
shown in FKI. 4. The insert ef FIG, 4 :;haWS the currc'm-

voltage charactcristleg for the sample at 4.2"K. The taro
resistivity state is rentov=d ascurrent excccth a critical value
wh_h in¢:r_l_;t."_ wida deereasra_ tetRpetature. All these
_tmn_y d¢oamstrate that the r_]sttv,ly dn)p L_t_.,ag,'_ated
with a _edt_tit_ tr,msitkm.

EXAMPI.E VI

6.0 g_t trL_of L_Oz, 0.61 g.t"ams_3f St'CCt_anti 1.63 grams
Cut) v,ta'e mixed nlcehaoically in a mnrlar-la:Slin for
appn,,xima_qy 3 Imam. The resuhing mixlure was then

compr_'d into I_lots by applying a pre_mre of about 3
kilobars, the pellels wer_ heated to about 100& C_ and

allowed to react for abont iwanty-futtr hours in air. The
reacted pclk'ls were then qutn_cb_-drapidly, to room tem-
Ixa'atnre.

The La- St" Cu -O comptrs'itinn produced t_m this

processco_R_thcgcncral formulalLa S¢,[,,Cu_O_
where "x" ts O.I. "a" is & "b" is I, and "y" s'2 to 4. The
oxide ot.npk"x was placed mgler a pre,,sureof 16 kik)ha_

at room tcmperatua'e. Upon c_lln 8 this oxide compl¢_
eomposilina sho_,_ supe_ondu¢llag p_ies at a tem-

pcraterc 0f42 ° K al atmospheric _rcssu_e. The oxide com-
pk:x compositinn under a preum_ of 16 kilobars showed

_/_eoad_ting pmpertk._ at 54 ° K.
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}"XAMPI .b VII

The mag_-tie layer in a supercond ueting-maguetic-sulun'-
conducting multi-layer ,I-vlce amid consist o f a lanlbanum-
barium-coppor-oxlde base composition..¢m ci* act )mptrsit ion
may he prepared as lbllows. 3.0 grams l.n:O,. 3.6 grams
I_C() nlld 2.9 gl'al'd$ CuO Were rnlxocl azld ht_tLg] in it
vzetelm t_bont lO nlic, fon$ l[_ _,t a tttmperdlure Of ilbotn
lOGO° C, for nbottt Iwenly-four hours.

"lbe resultin_ pnxluet fonned a magitctic compound whh
a IO mntmetle ordering temperature below 40°K.

The sulxa'condueting.trtagneti¢..SUl_.,reonductinlt multi-
Layer strt_'ures may thereftm: be li_mted by suhjceting the

ovcrlayer of La Ba--Cu_'). whit:h is separated from the
supercondut._.ing tmderlaytw by an ultra-lhin prt_tec'five cov-
ering of, Ibr example sin a, In a V|lf2tlllm t)f [0 microns H8
at a te_lperarure of between about 900 ° C, and 1100" C. "lhin
film samples of the compositinn of the present invention
may be syaflzesi/ed by altc,mative current or radio frequency
sputtering, ofa _intl.'.flxl I a--Ba--Cu--O largel hi an _o.u
atrrtosplre_ bavin 8 abtml 10% oxygen1 and a pressure of
between 10 -a 'and 2 microns 118,1 lent trea_ent of such tilm
samples at 15-2000 microns Hg pressure in an oxygen
am_._,'phcrc should make the super_tmduclin 8 pta_Ik'rlic8 of
the film samples similar t_t fi'mse For the sintered _nple$.

I.Z.XAMP[ E VIII

A I= His ('u O cx)mpositkm was rm.vared in accx_r-
dmxce with the procedure described in Example II except
that la20.t. Baf.'O_ allcl Cue were used in the amounts
appropriate to pmvicle an o_ide complex of the tbrmuin

[Lat.,R,l,Cu1,O_.wkerein "X" i,s0.1, "n" is 2. "h" is I and
"y" is bet weca-t 3 and 4, "and an inten_ ve mixer ball mill v._d.,_
used vath0r than a jar mill The oxide eompk"x $0 pn)dm-cd
slmwed superconductive properties at a temperaatt_ o(60*g
at an spplied pressure of 12 kilobar's.

EXAMI'LE IX

A La-A(tracel--Cu---4.') composition "_'as prepared in

aoeordaace with the pr,xedure described in F,xample 11
except thai I ._2()_. A('O, and ( .'uS weru u._'d in Ihe uraontus

16
0.4. ";C is 2. "h" is I and "y_ _ less than or equal to 4. The
yttrium oxide complex was p._ by inlen._ively mixing

appn_riate anxxutts of Y:O,. h_CO_ and CuO. The oxide

mixtttre gas thc'n compressed to pallets at tm applied pres-
sure of 100 to_ psi. theresulting pellets were then healed
in air at a temperature between 900 tc) 1100" C. for about 15

minutes then rapidly- quenched to morn temperature in air.

Bar samples of dimensions i mmxO.5 m.mx4 _ were

to cut from the sintercd cylinders. A four-lend t_thniqu¢ was
t:mployed Ibr _c resistance (R) rncasta'¢mc_'rtts nntl 14nac
inductance bridge for the magnetic susceptibility (X) deter-
nlil_nilxt is.

The temperature dependence of resistance for this

l< Y--ga_Cu_'_ oxide compleX was detetmineti in a Simpl_

liquidnhrognn dc_-arwith resultsas shown illFKJ. 8.

Re,sistanee(R) in]tinllyd_pped linenrlywlth tel111w21_Irlii_

(T),A deviationof resistanceli-omthe linearteml_ralure

ck_:ndenee v,.zs evidenced at t)3" g. A zet'o resistivity sl.qte
2. was achieved, at 80*K. (floweret.when the pellets were

quenched on an aluminum plate as n heat sink to room

lerllpea'Tt/ura[Rair,the zero reslsL,_llc_ _,'late was achieved at
90"K,) "Ire vm'iation of magnefic msceptihili W (7/.) with

temlx.'nnurc ",,,'as measured with the resu/ts as shown ia I:IG.
-"_ 9. A diamagnetic shift was obse.._ed to start at 9 I*K and the

size of the shiR increased rapidly with fialhta" _toling, At
4 2*K. the diamagnetic signal c,'nrespotgled to 24% of Ire
superconducting signal afa lead sample with similar dhncrv
sirras. In a magnetic field, the drop in resistivity shifted

_n tov, urd lower tco_perature as shown in FIG', 10, At lhe

nutximum Ih:ld applied, the zert_ reisitivity .,,'late remained at
temperature ,as high ns 40"K. Prelirelnai'y X-t'w/ powder
difl'raetkm patterns showed the existence of muhiple phases

a_ appan.-rttly uncharacteristic of the KzNiF_ sltucture in the
sample.

l'he above results dcm_mstntte urmmbiguously that snper-
¢o,uluctivity occtrs in the Y--.Ba Cu O oxide oomplex
wilh a trart..dtlon bctv.,cen g0 snd t)y'K (and 90 9Y'K when

._, qtteudted t_tz the aluminum pinte), The uppe'r critical field
I I, z (T) was determined reststively, If rite positive curvature
at ".cry low fields is nettlected, a _,uluc ofdH,_dt ucar T is

observed to be the 3"I'zK or 13TtK. clependin 8 on if H.:t (T,.)

appropriate to provide an oxide complex of the formula istakenat the 10O/*dropofthe normal state resistivity, orthe
[Lat__B,,ICu#O,.whereia "x" is about 0.01. "o_is 2. "0_ is ._ 50°/* drop. In the 35 wcnk_._Jupling limit. II.._(O) was

1 and "y" is betweetl 3 and 4, and an intensive mixer hall estimated as between 80 and 18tYl"in the Y Ha f't_ 0

mill was used for mixitlg rather than a jar mill. "A" was
either Imritlm or strtmtium. The oxide complc'_ ,_) pnxtuced
showed s_perc_mduclive propoltle_ at all o_et ttrmpcratm'u
of 100¢K ul I atmo_phc're.

EXAMPLE X

A La Ba--Cu--O comlmsitinn was prepared in accor-

oxide complex. The paramagnetic limiting fietd to O°K for
a sample with a T -.90K is 165T.

12XAM I'I-F. XII

I00 mg of Yzt)_. 349.57 mg of l'hCO., and 211.39 m8 of
Cue were thoronghly mixed by morlar-per,,tlc. Mixing cnn-
tinuccl until roicroseopin examimafienn.wt.'ak_ thai thewhile

dance wilh the procedure of Example I1 except that I .a,O s. :,_ Y ,O_ and BaCO_ powders had tht_roughly mixed with the
BaCO x -and Cue were used in the amutexls appropriate to dark cue powder re produce a mixlm_ of uniform color

provide mt oxide cumplex of tla_ formula II ax_Jk% I.fl'u^O v, itlu)ut nny region._ t)r sarctk_ u f x_hire tn- lighter cuter. The
whta'ein "x" is abottt 0.4. "a" is 1. "h" is I and "y" is hetwc('n pov.der mixture '.vas then prasf.ed to pell_s of about -Yi6inch
2 and 3, mid the heat treatment was done et I(Y_ mtereas I lg diameter and 'A_.inch thickness in a pellet die by applicmion

in air. rather than at atmospheric l_t_sllre. The oxide ctn'n- _ of about 250 psi pelletiration pressure. The pellets wea'e then
plex so pnntueed shov/ed _perennduellve proporfies at an reacted tagler atroospheric conditions at a temperalure of
on.set lemi_n'utur¢of 100OK, llXlO _ ('. fi_r abom 20 m areal .30 minmes and thereafter

removed from the ove.a and placed upon an alttminum hem

EXAMPI.E XI sink plate to rapldb" quench "the rcactcd pelters to amblem
6._tcmperalu.,v. The T_t, T,_. T¢t and X.ray diffmefion lattice

A yr_ma oxide complex was prepared with a mmainal parmneters meastucd Ibr this YBCOenmpk-xarereportedin

txo,ml_rsitkrn n.prasented by i'Yt.,R,l,f'ubO, wherein "x" is Table I.
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I(XAMP|.E Xlll

100 mg ofLa,O_, 242271 m_ ofRaco_ a_d 146.478 mg

of CuO wen thoroughly mixed by _rL_'opc_tl¢ umil n
mixna'c of urdfotm color was ohtalncd a_ dctermil_.'d by

microscopic examination. The Ix_'dcr mzxturt: was then
p_'._scd to pellel5 of ahom ._ inch diameter and % inch

lhickn_ss in a I_l_! die bY upplicatlon of almul 250 psi

pcllelizallon pressure. The pdk.-ts ,_c'rc ffcn reacted in air

for about 8 houn_ fi*llowioa which the pellets werc reacted

for alg,ut 20-30 minutes ut_ler a reducod4_xygen am_,,-

*:pherc (-2000_) at 850" C. the_ quenched by passing

ambie'td lempe_mre oxygen through thu rcttc-tion zone con-

mining the pdicB. "fh¢ T.n.T... T,. atul X-aft diff_fion
lattice parameters delcnnined for this LaBCO complex are ,s

t'¢p,artcd [a Table t.

EXAMPLE XIV

L,Ba_'u_Oe.., oxide complexes v,,he_in "L- is Nd. SOL _

Eu. Gd. Er and l.u were prct_ed with the qualities of

m,atcrials and at the reaction tempcralurcs a3 gwcn below:

!
I
I
I

Rca_io_
L_Ot Ba_U_ CoO Tera¢ C

Ndfl)j fig' mg _I _8 m8 t41.a34 mg _gv ¢
Sm.,t'_'j l"n _m8 2262Y, _g I h_ 79 mg 9Y_*£

Er_ I_'_ mg _.358 alg 124.761 rag _)" (.
Lu,Os I_' mg I;_L'_S9 cog tP_.927 tag _.?a)-C,

In _,_eh instance the powder components wcrc thoB-mghly

mixed by mortar-pestle until microscopic examkmfiot_

r_,caled a powder mixmn: o funl form color. In each ias_ancc

tke rtsuRing, powd_ mixture was pressed imo pellets of

abe)Ill "*/1¢,io_ di_lnLff_-_r _ )As Ihicknes,q in a peUd die by

application of about 250 psi pnilcdzafion pressul-c, la cach

iasmace the resulti_ pellets were dx-n rcacted for abom 20

minutes trader a reduced o _'ge_ atmosphere (-2000p} m the

reactk)n tcm_ratores aa ahwe indi_,'_ed, fidlowing which

each was querched to ambient tomptmlun: by passing

ambi_l tm'ar, cramre oxygta over t!_ renct_xl Pellets. The

"l_q. "1"¢o. T. l and X--_y diffi'_fioa lat_ic_ lXaram_¢rs mea-

sured Ibc ,,inch of the rtstRh_ NeBCO, SaP, CO. EBCO.

G_K'O. F_-R( '0 and J .uPg'O _anpl_,, ar_ _)rt_d in 'lahl¢
1

TARI,E l

Tmxp_amres
,,, Ptope_i_a X-R_,, ]._aice

OXlDh T_o T_t t_ Param_e_

('OMPL-F'_ ('._) I)K] a'g) a(._} _qA; (J'.&)

YIh./.'U _0_,. '_

LaK%C_._e. . 91

NtJB_I-£"n_O_.. 91

10 CnlTta,Ch_a 95 "_2 13"; 389t0.02 3.89= 11.73_
O.t)_ ,,),._

U."_ ".')2
LttBd:Cuj()... _l 85 12"tJ ._l_J z 0.02 3.37 ) 11.73 z

.As is readily apparcm frem the above &_scriptioa, addi-

tkst_| ad'¢mda_s and mtxii|h._atiuns ",,.-ill readily _ga.'_lr In

those skilled hi the art. The invemion in its bnmd_r asps:is

is t|_:rcFor¢ nol limitod to the ._-_cific examples showo and

describctL Acco_xaly. departures may be made from the

dc_aiLs _N)wn in the examples wil}_mt deparliag Ihmt the

spirit Ot scopu I)f Ihc disclosed general trivet.rive coaoupt.

j_, What is claimed is:

I. A ctnnpositioa _hich is sapefcoath_ivc at a tcmpera-

rm-e of 70"K and higher, comprlsi_g:

a IltUtal oxide the folrnlu[a

,%..U.L,_;.o.

wherdm

"IY is yttrium, lanthanum, neodymium, samarium,

e_m,piuux, gadolioium, dypna, lum. holmium, orbimu.

Ibulium, yttorbium, lutetium, or mixlures therctd: "M"

_ is barium, stromitma, or mixtures tb.ec_t f:. -A" is cop-

per. "x" is Ih)m obout 0.65 to 0.8_ "a" is 1; "b" is 1;

aml "y_ is a value: from shout 2 to about 4 that prox, ides

1110 rip-tat uxidc with _'_._l cliental r_u:tam:e m a

Iea_talm'e of 70eK or u_x_vc.
40

2. Thc mlpercond_cth_ composition of claim 1. wherein

"M" is barium,

3 The supexxonducting _anqx_silkm ofclaim I. wherein
"x" is about 0.667.

,_5 4. The supexconducllng composition of claim 3. wherein

"[" is )_ziom. lanthanum neodymium, samarium.
_opiLan. gadolinium, erbium or lutetium.

S. "ll_ _petx,xm'duct;.ng compt_hltm of claim I. wharein
the nh.qal oxide has the formula

and h iS u Ilmn_c_" WdIUC frflm _'_U[ 0.] It) aJ3oU[ 1.0 dial

provide; Ih, oxide complex _.'ith ze_ elec_cal resistaBce at

a temperature of 70"K or above:.

6. The su_'_'on_ti_ c_smposition of claim 5. wherein
_M" is berimn.

7. lhe _penamducting composition 0f cintra 6. wherein

"L" is yt-a'/um, laulhanum neodymium, samarium.

coropium, gadolinium, erbium or latatium.

8. :'*,malarial ctmlaini_ 8 a suff_c[¢nl quaallty of a super-

conductive c .ry_alllt_ phaso to cause Lhc tmttcrial to exhlhlt

sub_0atiully zen) ek'clri_] rcsis_aco at a temperature of

?'/°K or above:. _id crystaUine phase compos-ifion having

6_ Ih: formula LM .('u._O_,... wh.'rein "L" is Y. La, Nd. Sin, Eu.

G& Dy. Ho. Er,'l'm.Yb. Lu. or mintur_ tl_:reof: "M" is Ba.

Sr or mLxtttes _1" and rl is a value fnm_ about 0.1 to
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about 1.0 that pmvid_ Ihu etlmptlsilkln v, ith zcru eh:,=trleal

resi_aac¢ at a temperature of 77°K or above.
9. The material iff clulm 8 wherein L is Y and M is Ba.
I 0. The matcrial o f clalm 8 wherein L is. Sin. Eu. Gd, Er.

or Lu "andM is Fla. 5

II. A mcd_d for rm_king a superconducting metol oxide.
comprising 'the steps of:

mixin_ s_did t:_smpt_lttL,¢ cxmtaining L. M. A and 0 in

amounts appropriate to yield tile firrntula [L._.cM,I,
AhO,, v, herein "1." is yttrium, lanthanunL neodyntium, l_,
._mmiSt_m. europium, gadolinhlm, dyspn_imu, hol-
mium. erbium, thtdaurm ytterbium, lutelium, or a eom-
bilmlkm thereof; "M- is harittm, stromiuim oc a com-
binatiort the.t'o_f: "A" is ecppe, r, "a" is t to 2: "h" is t:

"x" is alx=ut 0.01 to ahtmT I .ft. and "y_ is :1 value from
aboul 2 to about 4 that pmvidt_ the metal oxide with
zero dcctfical resistance at a tempemlure t_f 40"K or
above;

2O
t.'_mpacting the mixture into a solid mas.'s by appIitration

,ffpressure I'rum ahotlt I00 tn ahoul 30,000 psi:

he,lli/tg the _c_tid Ilk]g; in air to a I¢_]lpCmlttr_ t)f fn_m
abo_tgO0toal_ta t000=C.SbtatimesaCaeieatto react
the compacted mixture in the solid slate; and quenching
the solid mass 1o ambient temperature in air.

1L l'he method of claim 11. wli_'¢'m "/dr" is barium.

13. I he method of claim [2, wherein "x- is about 0.¢,5 to
.'ll'Xllll41._I'1and "a _ is I.

14. "lhe method of claim 13, wherein the mixture is

compata_xt to a solid mass by application of lnx'ssttre o f from
about 100 to about 500 psi.

15. The method of claim 14. wl_rei_ the solid mass i_

I; lie.uteri _lder 11I'_tlL'_d oxy_erl alrlllS_, hm_rl_td'ahLmt 2(I(l()lt
aTA tenlpcralllr_ Of fmrri _lhiml 82_ _ C. Io Hbt_ut _¢ _'_.
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1
HIGH TRANSITION TEMPERATURE

SUPERCONDUCTING COMPOSITIONS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This is a file-wrapper continuation of Set. No. 071102,205
filed Feb. 6, 1987 now abandoned, which is a continuation-

in-part of Ser. No. 07/006,991, filed Jan. 26, 1987, entitled
"Supemonducting Compositions and Method for Enhancing to
TheirTransitian Temperatures By Pressure;" nowhbandoned,

which in turn is a continuation-in-part of Set. No. 07/002,089,

filed Jan. 12, 1987, entitled "Superconducting Composition
and Method," now abandoned.

15
STATEMENTS REGARDING" FEDERALLY

SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

This invention was made with Government support under
Grant No. DMR-8204173 awarded by the National Science 20
Foundation and Grant No. NAGW-977 awarded by the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the
Government has certain rights in the invention.

BACKGROUND OFT HE INVENTION 25

This invention relates to superconducting compositions,
i.e., compositions offering no electrical resistance at a tem-
perature below a critical tesutmmture; to pmcasses for their
production and to methods for their use; and to methods for

increasing the superconducting transition temperature of
superconducting compositions.

Superconductivity was discovered in 1911. Historically,
the first observed and most distinctive proper_ of a super-
conductive material is the near total loss of electrical resis-

tance by the material when at or below a critical temperature
that is a characteristic of the material. This critical tempera-
ture is referred to as the superconducting transition tempera-

ture of the material, T o The criteria by which a selection of
the critical temperature value is determined from a transition

in the change in resistance observed is oRen not obvious from
the literature. Many past authors have chosen the mid-point of

such curve as tlm probable critical temperature of their ideal-

ized material, while many others have chosen to report as the
cdtical temperature the highest temperature at which a devia-
tion from the normal state resistivity property is observed.
Hence, the fitemturemay report differing temperatures within
a narrow range as the critical or superconducting transition

temperature for the same material, depending on the particu-
lar author's method for selecting T c from the observed data.

The history of research into the superconductivity of spe-
cific materials began with the discovery in 1911 that mercury
superconducts at a transition temperature of about 4° K. la the
late 1920's, NbC was found to superconduct at a higher
temperature, nsmely up to about 10.5 ° IC Thereafter other
compounds and alloys of Nb were examined and various Nb
compositions were discovered with progressively, but only

slightly higher, superconducting transition temperatures. In
the curly 1940's NbN was observed with a transition tempera-
ture of about 14° K; NbsSn was reported in the early 1950's;

Nb 3 (AI--Ge) was reported in the late 1960's; and Nb3Ge was
reported in the early 1970"s to haven Wansition temperature
of about 17 ° K. Careful optimization of NbaG-e thin films led

to an increase of the critical temperature for such material up
to 23.3 ° K. While this work led to progress the maximum
temperature at which superconductivity could occur was
raised to only 23.3 ° K since research started three-quarters of

2

a century ago. The existing theories explained the supercon-
ductivity of these materials, but did not predict superconduc-

tivity of higher than 40 ° K. Significant progress in finding
materials which supereanduct at higher transition tempera-

5 tares than that of NbaGe thin films was not made until 1986.
In 1986, specially prepared coprecipitated and heat treated

mixtures of lanthanum, barium, copper and oxygen, that have
an abrupt decrease in resistivity at an onset temperature as
high as 30 ° K which exhibited a phenomena "reminiscent of

the onset of porenlative superconductivity" were reported by
J. G. Bednorz and R.A. Muller, "Possible HighTcSupercon-

ductivity in The Ba--La--Cu--O System;" 7. Phys.
B._CondensedMatter, 64, pp. 189-193 (1986). Under atmo-

spheric pressure conditions, the abrupt change in resistivity
for these composition.s---i.e., that temperature at wlfich a
portion of the material begins to show properties reminiscent

ofporcolative superconductivity--were reported to approach
the 30 ° K range. The authors refer to this phenomenon as a
"possible" case of superconductivity. The compositions

reported by Bednorz et ni to have such properties at a tem-

perature as high as 30 ° K comprise Las__Ba_CurO_2 , where
x=0.75 to 1 and Y:>0. The Beduorz et al compositlous are
prepared by coprenipitation of Ba---, La-- and Chr---- nitrate
solutions by addition to an oxalic acid solution followed by

decomposition and solid-state reaction of the coprecipitate at
900" C. for 5 hours. Thereafter, the composition is pressed to

pellets at 4 kilobars and the pellets are sintered at a tempera-
ture below 950 ° C. in a reduced oxygen atmosphere of 0.2x
10 "_ bar. Beduorz et al reported that this method of sample

3o preparatinn is of crucial importance t o obtaining the observed

phenomena.
Superconductivity is a potentially very useful phenom-

enon. It reduces heat losses to zero in electrical power trans-
mission, magnets, levitated monorail Wains and many other

3s modem devices. However, superconductivity of a material
occurs only at very low temperatures. Originally, and until the

inventions outlined herein, liquid helium was the required
coolant to pmvida the conditions necessary for superconduc-
tivity tooccur.

4o It would be desirable to produce a superconducting com-
position that has a transition temperature which exceeds those
of superconducting compositions previously described. It

would be particularly desirable to develop a superconducting
composition that has the potential of having a T c of 77" K or

4s higher. Such a composition would enable the use of liquid

nitrogen instead of liquid helium to cnol the superconducting
equipment and would dramatically decrease the cost of oper-

ating and insulating superconducting equipment and mate-
rial.

5o
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Described is a superconducting composition comprising

an oxide complex of the formula [L__,_._],,AbOy wherein, L
55 is lantheaum, lutetium, yttrium or scandium; A is copper,

bismuth, titanium, tungsten, zirconium, tantalum, niobium,

or vanadium; M is barium, strontium, calcium magnesium or
mercury; and "a" is I to 2; "b" is 1; "x" is about 0.01 to about
0.5 and preferably 0.075 to 0.5; and "'y" is about 2 to about 4.

50 The oxide complexes of the invention are prepared by a

solid-state reaction procedure which produce oxide com-
plexes having enhanced sups, conducting ti-ansition tempera-
tures compared to an oxide complex of like empirical com-

position prepared by a coprecipitation---high temperature
65 decomposition procedure.

When M is barium, the transition temperatures of onset and

complete superconductivity, Tco and Tcl (as seen in HG. 5),
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respectively, may be increased by subjecting the barium spe-
cies of the oxide complex to pressure up to 18 kiloba_.
Likewise the non-barium species 0fthe oxide complexes of
the invention exhibit an enhancement to higher limits of their
superconducting transition temperatures when subjected to
high pressures.

The application and maintenance ofhigh pressure on such
oxide complexes is believed to enhance the transition tem-

perature to higher l/mits by reducing the interatomic spacings
between elemems L,A, M and O compared to their respective
spacings when the oxide complex is under atmospheric pres-
sure enly.

Alternatively, an alkaline earth metal having atomic radius
smaller than barium may be used in whole or in part to fulfill
the alkaline earth metal constituent requirement to provide an

oxide complex having reduced interatomic spacings between
elements, L, A, M, and O even when the oxide complex is

under only atomospheric pressure, compared to a pure barium
species, thus increasing Tee and Tot of such substituted or
non-barium oxide complex species.

With a sulid-state reaction prepared oxide complex of the
invention a transition temperature as high as 100 ° K has been
observed even under atmospheric pressure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 2s

FIG. 1 illustrates the redaction in electrical resistance as

temperature is decreased ofa La---Ba---C-'I_O composition
as prepared according to Example V.

FIG. 2 ilhistmtes the enhancement towards higher tem-

peratures of the onset transition temperature (Tee) as applied
pressure is increased upon a La--Ba--Cu---O composition
as prepared according to Example V.

FIG. 3 illustrates the magnetic tleld effect un resistivity of
a La--Ba--Cu--O composition as prepared according to
Example V.

FIG. 4 illustrates the magnetic susceptibility as a function

of temperature of a La--Ba--Cu_O composition as pre-
pared according to Example V.

FIG. 5 illustrates the resistivity and diamagnetic shift as a
fimction of temperature of a La--Ba--Cu--O composition

prepared according to Example HI.

FIG. 6 illustrates the resistivity as a function of temperature
under different applied pressures 0f5.7 ki/obars, 10.5 kihi-
bars and 16.8 kilobars ofa La Ba--Cu--O composition as

prepared according to Example HI.

FIG. 7 illustrates the effect of applied pre_ure on onset
temperatures (Tee), midpoint temperature (T_) and tem-

perature forcomplete superconductivity (Tct) era La---Ba--
Cu--O composition prepared according to Example HI.

FIG. 8 illustrates the reduction in electrical resistance as

temperatme is decreased of a Y--Ba---Cu--O composition
as prepared according to Example XI.

FIG. 9 illustrates the temperature dependence of magnetic

susceptibility ofa Y--Ba--Cu--O composition as prepared
according to Example XI.

FIG. 10 illustrates the magnetic field effect on the resis-
tance of a Y--Ba---Cu--O composition as prepared accord-
ing to Example XI.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFFALRED
EMBODIMENTS

Superconducting compositions of this invention comprise 65
an oxide complex defined by the following formula:

[Lt.._l..%0,

4

wherein "I," is an element selected flora the group consisting
oflanthanem, lutetium, yttrium and scandium, or a mixture of
one or more of these elements; wherein "A" is an element

selected flora the group consisting of copper, bismuth, tita-
5 alum, tungsten, zirconium, tantalum, niobium, vanadium or a

mixture ofune or more of these elements; wherein "M" is an

element selected from the group consisting of barinm, stron-
tium, calcium, magnesium and mercury or a mixture of one or
more of these elements; and wherein "x" is from about 0.01 to

to about 0.5, and preferably 0.075 to 0.5; "a" is 1 to 2, "b" is 1,
and "y" is about 2 to about 4. The amount of oxygen present

in the compositions of the present invention depends upon the
valence requirements of the other elements and the defects
resulting flora the partienlar heat treatment used to make the

15 composition. The molar oxygen content "y" is about 2 to 4
times "b," as used in the preceding eqantion. Lanthenum is the

preferred "L" component, barium and strontium are the pre-
ferred "/v_' components, end Copper is the preferred "A"
component.

2o It has been observed that the transition temparature of such
an oxide complex is increased by the application of pressure
to the composition. It is believed that subjecting the oxide
complex to high pressures decreases the interatomlc dis-
fauces or lattice spacing in such complexes and that this may,
at least in part, account for the enhencement of transition

temperatures that has been observed. Another way to obtain a

decrease of the inteRomic distances or lattice spacings is
during the preparation of the oxide complex. Thus, for
example., an _ earth metal having an atomic radius

30 smaller than barium may be used in whole or in part to fulfill
the alkaline earth metal requirement to produce an oxide
complex having reduced interatomie distances or 1attic e spac-
ing comparedto an oxide cemplex with barium alone, with a
consequent increase in the transition temperature of the non-

35 barium oxide complex resulting compared to one produced
with barium alone. The transition temperature is increased in

such an oxide complex even as measured under atmospherie
pressure.

The present invention also provides a solid-state reaction

4o method for making such superconducting oxide complexes
which comprises; thorougtdy mixing selected amounts of
solid powdered compounds containing L, M, A, and O, pref-
erably by selecting appropriate amounts ufL20 a or L(OH)3,

MCO s and AO; besting the powdered mixture in an oxygen
45 containing atmosphere, at an appropriate pressure, and at a

temperature of between about 640 ° C. and 800* C. for a time
sufficient to react the mixture in the solid state; heating the
resulting mixture at a temperature betweea about 900 ° C. and
] 1Off' C., preferably for at least twelvehotL_; homogenizing

s0 said resction mixture; beating thehomogenized reaction mix-
tore at a temperature between about 900 ° C. and about 1100 °
C, preferably for at least six hours; compressing said com-
position with a pressure of at least one kilobar to produce

pellets; slntering said pellets; and quenching said simered

55 pellets rapidly from the sintering temperature to room tem-
perature in air or in aa inert gas atmosphere such as At.

Preferably mixing of the solid powder compounds is per-
formed by an intensive mixer such as a ball mill.

An alternative method for making such oxide complex
6o superconductive compositions includes the following steps:

thoroughly mixing selected amounts of solid powdered cem-

pounds coataialng L, M, A, and O, preferably by selecting
appropriate amounts of L203 or L(OH)3, MCO3 and AO;

compressing said mixture iaIo pefiets; reacting said mixture
at a temperature between about 900 ° C. and about 1100 ° C.
for a time sufficient to complete the solid state reaction; and

rapidly quenching said pellets to room temperature. Again,
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mixing is preferably accomplished by an intensive mixer such
as a ball mill. Pelletization of the oxide mixture is carried out

at an applied pressure of from about 100 to about 30,000 psi

and preferably at an applied pressure of from about 100 to
about 500 psi, most preferably at about 500 psi. Reaction of
the pelletized mixture is preferably conducted in air for about
5 minutes to about 24 hours, and most preferably for abeut 5

to about 15 minutes. Following the completion of the reaction
step the reacted pellet composition is preferably quenched to

room temperature in air, most preferably on an aluminum
plate as a heat sink.

Another method for preparing oxide complexes which

exhibit significantly enhanced transition temperatures
includes th6 following steps: thoroughly mixing selected
amounts of solid powdered compounds containing L, M, A
and O, preferably by selecting appropriate amounts ofL203

or L(OH)a, MCO 3 and AO; depositing the oxide mixture on a
copper substrate which has been cleaned of its copper oxide
surface film, preferably by acid cleaning in dilute hydrochlo-

ric acid solution; compressing the oxide mixture against the
copper substrate at an applied pressure of from about 100 to
about 1000 psi, preferably at about 100 to 200 psi, to form the

oxide mixture into a film or layer on the copper substrate;
heating the copper substrate and oxide mixture layered

thereon to a temperature of from about 900 to about 1100 ° C.
in air for from about 5 minutes to about 24 hours, and pref-
erably for about 5 to about 15 minutes; and quenching the

copper substrate and oxide mixture layered thereon to room
temperature in air. Inspection of the oxide mixture layer

whieh results from this method ofpraparation discloses that it
comprises three phases, the first of which adjacent the copper

snbstrate comprises a glassy insulating layer phase; the sec-
ond phase is the superconducting layer phase; and the third
phase which borders with the second superconducting phase
is a powdery compoundwhich is also an insulator layer phase.

Still another alternative method includes the immediately

foregoing steps and the step of reducing intemtomic dis-
tancas, either by the application of pressure to the oxide

complex or by the use of atomic dements which provides
smaller lattice spacings. A preferred oxide complex which

exhibits a significantly enhanced superconducting transition
temperature is prepared by utilizing yttrium as the "L" com-

ponent.
Oxide complexes of the formula t-L,t_,,At, O:, prepared

by a solid-state reaction procedure as described exhibit super-

conducting properties at ttausition temperatures higher than
heretofore reported. The barium species of the oxide com-
plex, that is wherein "M" is only barium, as prepared by the

descn'bod sulid-atate reaction procedure exhibifs supercon-
ducting properties beginning at a higher onset temperature

(T_o) than the temperature reported by Bednorz et al as that
wherein, for an oxide complex of similar empirical compo-
sition but prepared by a coprecipitatiun method, a phenom-
enon "reminiscent of the onset of percolative superconduc-

tivity" was obsea'ved. Further, it has been surprisingly found
that the superconductivity transition temperature of oxide
complexes of the formula [LI__M_].A_Oy prepared by the

solid-state reaction procedme is further enhanced towards
higher limits by the uppfication tu and maintenance of pres-

sure on the oxide complex up to about 18 kihibat,s.
Based upon present belief, it is thought that the application

ofand maintananca of high pressure on such oxide complexes
enhances their superconducting transition temperature by
producing a reduction of the interatomie distance or lattice

spacing between the metal atoms forming the complex. The
application and maintenance of high pressure on such oxide
complexes may also enhance the transition temperature by

6

Supl_ressing instabilities detrimental to a high temperature

superconductivity and thus permitting the existence of super-

conducting phase species to occur within the body of the
oxide complex at a higher temperature than that at which such

5 phase could form at atmospheric pressure. Pressure has been
found to enhance the T c of La---Ba---Cu--O and La_Sr--
Cu--O oxide complexes at a rate of greater than 10 -3°

K-bar -_ and to raise the onset T c to 57 ° K, reaching a zero-
resistance state at 40 ° K. It is believed that pressure reduces

10 the lattico parameter and e_aances the Cu÷3/Cu'_2 ratio in the

compounds. The unusually large pressure effect on T _suggest"
that the high temperature supercoadectivity in La--Ba--

Cu--O and La_Sr_u---O complexes may be associated
with interfecial effects arising from mixed phases; interfaces

z5 betwean the metal and iusulator layers, or concentration fluc-
matious within the K2NiF,_ phase; strong superconducting
interactions due to the mixed valence steles; or a yet uniden-
tiffed phase. Although the unexpected enhancement of tran-
sition temperature that the application of pressure to such

20 oxide complexes produces has bean repeatedly observed, a
mechanism which adequately explains the pressure effect has

not yet been fuliy determined.
The transition temperature of such oxide complexes is

enhanced by the application of pressure, and that this effect is

25 at least in part due to a resulting reduction in interatomic
spacing in the oxide complex is evidenced by aa enhancement
of transition temperature that may be produced without the
application of extrinsic pressure by employing in the forma-
tion of the oxide complex an alkaline earth metal having

3o smaller atomic radius than that ofbarium. A similar enhance-
meat of transition temperature has been observed when

yttrium is used as the "L" component rather than Lanthanum.
Hence, when preparing an oxide complex of the invention,

it is preferred to completely or parfialiy substitute for the
3s barium atoms, atomic radius of 2.22 angstroms, smaller alka-

line earth metal atoms, i.e., strontium, atomic radius of 2.15
angstroms, calcium, atomic radius of 1.97 angstroms, or mag-
nesium, atomic radius of 1.6 angstroms. S'anJlarly, complete

or partial substitution of the lanthanum atoms, atomic radius
4o of 1.87 angstroms, with the smallur lutetium atoms, atomic

radius of 1.75 angstroms, or yttrium, atomic radius 1.78 ang-
stroms, will provide this same effect. The application of pres-

sure to such oxide complexes that are prepared to have
decreased iateratomic spacings will further enhance the tran-

4s sitiontemperatureofsuchcompositioustohigherlimJts.

Alternatively, the deposition of a lanthanum, barium, cop-
per, oxide film on a substrate with smal/er lattice parameters,
such as a lanthanum, calcium, copper oxide substrate, vail
reduce the interatomic spacing of the superconducting corn-

s0 position, and thus will increase the Tc of the oxide complex

composition. Further, cladding of a lanthanum, barium, cop-
per oxide composition with metals having larger thermal
expansion coefficients, such as copper, will apply and main-
tain the pressure required to reduce the interatomic distances

5s between the elements in tha oxide complex composition and
hence will increase the T, of the composition.

The oxide complexes of the present invention may be
made, for example, following eith_ of the following pro-

6o 1. Apprepriate emounts of LaO_ or L(OH)3, MCO_ and AO

are thoroughly mixed. This mixing is preferably done
mechanically, as in a jar mill or more preferably in an inten-
sive mixer such as a ball nail1, for at least 12 hours. The mixing

produces finely ground particles. The mixture is then heated
6s in an oxygen containing atmosphere, at an appropriate pres-

sure, and at a temperature between about 640-800 ° C. The

temperature of the mixture is conveniently increased to the
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640-800 ° C. target temperature at a rate of 10 ° C. peiminute.
The mixture is kept at this target temperature for a time

sufficient to allow the solid-state mixture to react. Preferably,
the mixture is allowed to react for about an hoar. After this
reaction step, the temperature is raised to about 900 to about

1100 ° C., conveniemiy at a rate of about 30 ° C. per minute.
The sumples are kept at the 900 to 1100 ° C. temperature for a

time su_eieut to complete the solid state reaction of the
materials, the completed solid state reacted product being that
product having the components completely diffused through

the composition. The asmples are then cooled to room tem-
perature.

The next step is to homogenize the sample, preferably by
pulverizing the reacted raixture in ajar mill and more prefer-
ably in a ball mill for at least 1 hour. The pulverized mixture

is then heated rapidly to between 900-1100 ° C. The mixture is
maintained at this tempemtare preferably for at least 6 hours.
After this step, the mixture is compressed under a pressure of

at least one kilobar. This compresses the powdered mixture
into pellets or some other coherent compacted form as
desired. The pellets are then sintered into solid cylinders. This

sintering process is preferably perfomaed at a pressure
between zero to two ldlohara at a temperature of between
about 900-1100 ° C. and for about four hours. Finally, the

samples are quenched rapidly from this temperature of
between 900-1100 ° C. to room temperature, in air, or an inert
gas atmosphea'e. This final step, along with thorough mixing

of this mixture, decreases the range of the superconducting
transition of the composition. This superconducting transi-
tion range is the range of tempemtares between the point
when a portion of the material shows superconductive prop-
erties (onset transition temperature) and the temperature at
which the composition shows complete superconductive
properties.

Compositions made in this process may be compressed to
pressures that exceed atmospheric pressure, preferably in the
range of 1 to 20 kilobars. This increase in pressure typically
increases the Tc of the composition.

2. A second process for producing superconducting com-
positions of the present invantioncomprises: thoroughly mix-
ing, preferably for at least about 12 hours, appropriate

amounts of L203 or L(OH)j, MCO3, and AO, by mechanical
means, such as in a jar mill or more preferably in a ball mill,
compressing the mixture into peliets; and reacting the pellets
at about 900-1100* C. This reaction preaeea.ably takes place in
an air atmosphere; after which the reacted pellets are rapidly
quenched to room temperature.

This second method sometimes results in multiphase
samples in a less controllable way.

The superconducting compositions of the present invan-
don have the potential for being used in a wide variety of
applications. For example, when used in a wire or conductor
form, they may be used in elactrical power transmission,

energy storage, controlled fusion reaction, electricity genera-
tion, mass transportation and magnets. In a thin film form,

they may be used in ultra-sensitive detectors and in ndtra-fast

computers. In addition, they .may be used in a superconduet-
ing-magnetic-supercouductlng multi-layer form for use in
ultra-sensitive ultra-faat electromagnetic micro devices.

The following examples am represeutative of the oxide
complexes and methods ofproducing the oxide complexes of
the invention. The examples for eertala of the compositions
also illustrate the enhancement ofmmsition temperature that

is produced by the application and maiatensnee of high pres-
sure on the oxide complexes. Generally, the standard 4-probe

technique was used to measure resistivity, and an inductance
bridge was employed for ac magnetic susceptibility x-deter-

8

miaatiou. The temperator¢ was measured using, the

Au+O.07% Fe-chromel, and ehromel-alumel thermocouples
in the absanco of a magnetic field, and a carbon-glass ther-
mometer in the presence of a field. The latter was calibrated.

5 against the former without a lleld. Magnetic fields up to 6T

were generated by a superconducting magnet.

EXAMPLE ]

tO 6.0 grams of La203, 0.61 grams ofSrCO 3 and 1.63 grams
of CuO were mixed in a jar mill for about 12 hours. The
mixture was then heated at a rate of about 10O C. per minute

in air at 1 atmosphere pressure, until it reached a temperature
of ahout 720 ° C. The mixture was then allowed to react for

Is about an hour at about 720 ° C. After this reaction step, the
temperature was raised to a temperature of about 1000 ° C. at

a rate of about 30 ° C. per minute. Once at a 1000 ° C. tem-
perature, the samples were maintained at this temperature for
about twenty-one hours. This allowed the completion of a

20 solid state reaction. After cooling to room tempemtare, the
reacted mixture was pulverized in a jar mill for about 6 hours

antil the sample was homogenized. The pulverized mixture
was then heated rapidly to a temperature of ahout 1000O C.,

and kept at that temperature for about seven hours. After this
25 perlod, the mixtare was cooled to room temperatare and then

compressed under a pressure of six kilobara. This compres-
sion converted the mixed powder into pellets. The peUets
were than sinterad into solid cylinders by hesting them at a
tempea'atare of about 10000 C. for a period ofahoat four hours

3o at a pressure of almost zero kilobars. Finally, the sample was

.rapi.dly qnenehed from this temperature to room temperature
malt.

The resulting lanthanum-strontium-copper-oxide compo-
sition had an empirical formula of Lal.sSro.2CUlOy. This

35 corresponds to aa oxide complex of the general formula
La Cu O .... " ..... ' ....[ t_xSr_a b Jywherein x Is0.1, a xs2,"b island y

is 2 to 4. The oxide complex composition had an onset super-
coaductivity transition temperature (T_) of 45 ° K, with a
narrow transition width to complete superconductivity of

4o about 10 ° K at ambient pressure.

EXAMPLE II

6.0 grams of La203, 0.61 grams ofStCO 3 and 1.63 grams
of CuO were mixed mechanically in a jar mill far approxi-
mately 24 hours. The resulting mixture was then compressed
into pellets by applying a pressure of about 2 kilohars. The
pellets were heated to about 1000 ° C., and allowed to react for
about twenty-roar hours in air. The reacted pellets were then

5o quenched rapidly to room temperatme.

The La--Sr--Cu--O composition produced from this

process had a formula of Lat.sSro.2CutOy. This corresponds
to an oxide complex oftha general formula [La__=Sr_]=CubOy
whemin"x" is 0.1, "a" is 2, "b" is 1 and"f'is 2 tu 4. This

55 composition showed superconductive properties at a tem-
perature of ahout 42* K, with a narrow transition width of
about 6° K at ambient pressure.

EXAMPLE I]I
6O

6.0 grams of La20_, 0.81 grams of BaCOj and 1.63 grams
of CuO were mixed in a mortar-pestle apparatus for about 3
hours. The mixture was then heated at a rate ofahout 10 ° C.

per minute in oxygan at a pressure of about 2000 microns Hg,
65 uutil it reached a temperatare of 720" C. The mixtere wss than

allowed to react for about an hour at about 720* C. Afle_ this

reaction, the temperature was raisedto a temperature ofaboat
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950 ° C., this raise in temperature was made at a rate of about
30 ° C. per minute. Once at this temperature, the sample was
maintained at this temperature for about twenty-one hours.

After this period, the sample was cooled to room temperature
and then the reacted mixture was pulverized until the sample

was homogenized. The pulverized mixture was then heated
rapidly to a temperature of about 950 ° C., and kept at that

temperature for about seven hours. After this period, the
sample was again cooled to room temperature and the mixture
was compressed under a pressure of six kilobars. This com-
pression converted the mixed powder into pellets. The pellets
were then sintered into solid cylinders by heating them at a

temperature of about 950 ° C. for a period of about four hours
at ambient atmospheric pressu,_.. Finally, the sample was

rapidly quenched from this temperature to room temperature
in air.

The resulting lanthanam-bariam-enpper-oxide composi-

tion had the formula La t .sBao..2Cu LO.v. The oxide complex so
formed was of the formula [Lal__Ba_]oCubOy wherein"x" is
0.1, "a" is 2, "b" is 1 and"y" is 2 to 4. This composition was
found to be superconducting at 39 ° K at ambient pressure.
This composition was then placed inside a pressure cell and

•the composition was compressed to a pressure of 14 kilobars
at room temperature. After this compression step, the tem-
perature was gradually reduced until the composition showed

superconducting properties. This composition showed super-
conductivity properties at a temperature of 52.5 ° K at the
appliod pressure of 10 kilobars.

A sample prepared as described above exhibits only X-ray
powder diffraction patterns characteristic of the single
K2N'_4 phase with a resolution -5%. The resistivity of this

sample at ambient pressure decreases monotonicaldy with
decreasing temperature but at a reduced rote below 60 ° K. A
large drop in resistivity sets in at -39 ° K, indicative of the

onset of a superconducting transition, and resistivity becomes
zero at T,_ -20 ° K as shown in FIG-. 5. Preliminary ac x-mea-
surement showed diamagnetic shift starting at -32 ° K end

reaching a maximum of 10% of the signa_ ofa supetcoaduct-
ing Pb sample of a similar size. Under applied pressure, the
SUperoonducting transition is breadehed but with an overall
shift toward highet temperatures as shown in FIG-. 6. Tc_ has

been enhanced frem 39° to 52.5° K and the T,_ from 20O to 25 °
K by application of a pressure of 12 kilobars as displayed in

FIG. 7. The enhancement rate of T_ and T,_ is significantly
reduced above 12 kilobars. The pressure effect on the mid-
point temperature T_,, where it has dropped by 50% of that at

T_ is also givanin FIG.. 7.
To, increases from 31 ° to 36 ° K under pressure. The

decrease in the rate of T_, enhancement at 12 kilobars is
accompanied by an overall resistivity increase at about T,_,
indicating the poss_le commencement ofphysical or chemi-
ca] instabilities. Serious deterioration of samples is a]so

detected upon removal of pressure, as evidenced by the dra-
matic increase in resistivity and a semicodducting behavior at
low temperatures preceded by a drop in resistivity starting at
T_o. The exact causes and remedy for the pressure induced

sample deterioration above -12 kilobars are currently under
study.

One method of preparing the composition of this example

in a wire form, while simultaneously reducing the interatomic

distances between the atoms in the material, may include

performing these reaction steps while La20 a or La(OH) 3,
BaCO_ and CuO have been placed in a copper sleeve, or
placing the reaction product of this mixture _y in the

sleeve followed by drawing or extrusion. Because of the
relative thermal expansion coefficients of the copper com-

pared to the superconducting composition, the resulting lan-

10

thunum-barium-coppet-oxide would be compressed by the
walls of the copper sleeve. This compression will cause the

Tc of the material within the copper sleeve (the copper slceve
itself is not part of the superconductive material) to increase.

EXAMPLE IV

2.0 grams of LazOa, 0.2 grams of BaCO 3 and 0.53 grams of
CuO were mixed mechanically in a mortar-pestle apparatus

t0 for approximately 3 hours. The resulting mixture was then
compressed into •pellets by applying a pressure of about 2
kilobars. The pellets were heated to about 1000 ° C., and
a]lowed to react for about twenty-four hours in air. The

reacted pelluts were then quenched rapidly to room tempera-
15 ture.

The I.a---Ba---Cu--O composition produced from this

process corresponds to the formula [L_.,,Ba_JoCubOywherein
"x" is 0.075, "a" is 2, "b" is I and "7" is 2 to 4. The oxide
complex of thls example showed superconductive properties

20 at a temperature of 36 o K at atmospheric pressure.

EXAMPLE V

4.9 grams of La20 a, 1.1 gramsofBaCO a and 2.8 grams of
25 CuO were mixed in a mortar-pesflo for 3 hours. The mixture

was then heated in oxygen at a pressure of 15 microns Fig,
until it reached a temperature of about 720 ° C. The tempera-
ture was increased at a rate of about 1o C. per minute. The
mixture was then allowed to react for about an hour at about

3o 720 ° C. After this reaction, the temperature was raised to a
temperature of about 925 ° C., this raise in temperature was
made at a rate of about 30 ° C. pet minute. Once at this
temperature, the samples wese maintained at this tempemturc
for about twenty -one hours. After this period, the mixture was

3s ccoled to room temperature and then the reactnd mixture was

pulverized until the sample was homogenized. The pulvet-
iznd mixture was then heated rapidly to a temperature of
about 925 ° C., and kept at that temperature for about seven

hours. After this period, the mixture was compressed with a
4o pressure of six kilobars. This compression converted the

mixed powder into pellets. The pellets were then sinteredinto
solid cylinders by heating tham at a temperature of about 925 °
C. for a period of about four hours at ambient pressure.
Finally, the sample was rapidly quenched from this tempera-

45 turo to reom temperature in air. The oxide complex so formed
corresponds to the general formula [Lal.,-Ba_]oCu_O:,
whetein"x" is 0.15, "a" is 1, "b" is I and"y" is 2to4.

The resulting lanthanum-barinm-copper-oxide composi-
tion, superconducting at 32 ° K at ambient pressure, was then

50 placed under a pressure of 9 kilobara using a Be--Cu high

pressure clamp using a fluid pressure medium. Pressure was
measured using a supea_onducting Pb---mancmeter situated

next to the sample at ruom temperature. As this compressed
composition was cooled, it began showing superconductivity

55 properties at a temperature of 40.2 ° K.

Powder X-my diffraction patterns at room temperature
showed that the sample was multiphasod, consisting pre-

dominantly of K2NiF 4 (-90%) and unidentified phases
(<10%). Under applied pressures, resistivity at 300 ° K is

6o suppressed and the drop in resistivity is broadened slightly,
but with an overall shift toward higher temperature as shown

in FIG-. 1. T,,o increases rapidly with pressures as shown in
FIG. 2. At 13 kilobars, T_ is -40.2 ° IC Uadet pressure, T_
increases from 32 ° to 40.2 ° K at 13 kilobars at a rate ---0.gx

6s 10 -s° K bar-t. Above 13 kilobars, the sample was damaged
due to a shear strain inIroduced aocideutally by applying

pressure below -20 ° C., as evidenced by the appearance of a
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rapid resistivity increase following the resistivity drop at T,,,
on cooling and the irreversibility of resistivity after the pres-
sure was reduced.

FIG. 3 displays the magnetic field effect on resistivity as a

function of temperature. It is clear that the rapid resistivity
drop is suppressed and the zero resistivity state at 4 ° K can be
destroyed by magnetic fields. Below 18 ° K, a diamagnetic
shift is clearly evident and reaches a maximum of 2% of the
signal of a superconducting Pb sample of the same size as
shown in FIG. 4. The insert of FIG. 4 shows the enrrent-

voltage characteristics for the sample at 4.2 ° K. The zero

resistivity state is removed as current exceeds a critical value
which increases with ducreasing temperature. All these
strongly demonstrate that the resistivity drop is associated

with a superconducting transition.

EXAMPLE VI

6.0 grams of La203, 0.61 grams of SrCO 3 and 1.63 grams
CuO were mixed mechanical ly in a mortar-pestle for approxi-
mately 3 hours. The resulting mixture was then compressed
into pellets by applying a pressure of about 3 kilobars. The
pallets were heated to about 1000 ° C., and allowed to react for

about twenty-four hours in air. The reucted pellets were then
quenched rapidly to rvom tempea'ature.

The La--Sr--Cu--O composition produced from this

process corresponds to the general formula [Lal_xSrx] aCubOy
where"x" is 0.1, -a-is 2, "b" is 1, and "y" is 2 to 4. Tbe oxide
complex was placed under a pressure o f 16 kilobars, at room
temperature. Upon cooling this oxide complex composition

showed superconducting properties at a teanperature of 42 ° K
at atmospheric pressure. The oxide complex composition

undur a pressure of 16 kilobars showed superconducting
properties at 54 ° K.

EXAMPLE VII

The magnetic layer in a superconducting-magnetic-super-
conducting multi-layer device could consist ofa lenthenum-
barium-copper-oxide base composition. Such a composition

may be prepared as follows.
3.0 grams LazO3, 3.6 grams BaCO 3 and 2.9 grams CuO

were mixed and heated in a vacuum about 10_ microns Hg at

a temperature of about 1000 ° C. for about twenty-four hours.
The resulting product formed a magnetic compound with a
magnetic ordering temperature below 40 ° K.

The supcrconducting-magnetic-superennducting multi-
hyer structures may therefore be formed by subjecting the
overlayer of La---Ba--Cu---O, which is separated fi'om the

superconducting undedayer by an ultra-thin protective cov-
eting of, for example SiO2, to a vacuum of 10 "_ microns Hg
at a temperature ofhetween about 900 ° C. end 1100 ° C.

Thin film samples oftbe composition of the present inven-
tion may be synthesized by alternative current or radio fre-
quc_lcy sputtering ofa sintered La---Ba--Cu-:-O target in an
argon atmosphere having about 10% oxygen and a pressure of
between 10 -2 and 2 microns Hg. Heat treatment of such film

samples at 15-2000 microns Hg pressure in an oxygen atmo-
sphere should make the superconducting properties of the

film samples similar to those for the sintered samples.

EXAMPLE VIII

A Lw--_a---_u---o composition was prepared in accor-
dance with the procedure described in Example H except that 6s
La20 s, BaCO s and CuO were used in the amounts appropri-

ate to provide an oxide complex of the formula [Lal__Ba_] o

12

CubOy wherein"x" is 0.1, "a" is 2, "b"is I and"y" is between
3 and 4, and an intensive mixer ball mill was used rather than
ajar mill. The oxide complex so produced showed supercon-

ductive properties at a temperature of 60 ° K at an applied
5 pressure of 12 kilobars.

EXAMPLE IX

A La--A(trace)-Cu_D composition was pt_.-_pared in
10 accordance with the procedure described in Example II

except that La203, ACO 3 and CuO were used in the amounts
appropriate to previde an oxide complex of the formula
[LaL_xBaJCubO_, wherein"x" is about 0.01, %" is 2, "b" is 1
and "3"' is hetwean 3 and 4, end an intensive mixer ball mill

15 was used for mixing rather than ajar mill. "A" was either
barium or strontium. The oxide complex so prtxtuced showed
superconductive properties at an onset temperature of 1Off' K

at 1 atmosphere.

20 EXAMPLE X

A Lw-Ba--Cu---O composition was prepared in accor-
dance with the procedure of Example II except that La20_,
BaCO_ and CuO were used in the amounts appropriate to

25 provide an oxide complex of the formula [Lat_xBazLCUb,Oy

wherein"x" is about 0.4, "a" is 1, "b" is I end "y"is between
2 and 3, and the heat treatment was done at 10 -4 microns Hg

in air, rather than at atmospheric pressure. The oxidu complex
so produced showed superconductive properties at an onset

30 temperature of 100 ° IC

EXAMPLE XI

An yttrium oxide complex was prepared with a nomina/35
compositiou rcl_resanted by (Y l...,Ba_,),Cub,O,,whercin "x" is
0.4, "a" is 2, "b" is 1 and Y is less than or equal to 4. The
yttrium oxide complex was prepared by intensively mixing
appropriate amounts ofY203, BaC% and CuO. The oxide

40 mixture was then compressed to pellets at an applied pressure
of 100 to 500 psi, the resulting pellets were then heated in air
at a temperature betwean 900 to 11 Off' C. for about 15 min-

utes then rapidly quenched to room mmperatum in air.

Bar samples of dimensions I minx0.5 minx4 mm were cut
45 from the sinternd cylinders. A four-lend technique was

employed for the resistance (R) messuremunts end an ac
inductance bridge for the magnetic suscopt_ility (X) dcter-
minatious.

The temperature dependence of resistance for tiffs
50 Y--Ba---Cu--O oxide complex was determined in a simple

liquid nitrogen dewar with results as shown in FIG. 8. Resis-
tance (P,) initially dropped linearly with temperature (T). A

deviation of resistance from the linear temperature depen-
deuce was evidenced at 93 ° K. A zero resistivity state was

55 achieved at 80° K. (However, when the pellets wera quanched
on an aluminum plate as a heat sink to room temperature in
air, the ze_ resistanea state was achieved at 90 ° K.) The
variation ofmagnetlc susceptibility 00 with temlmmture was
measured with the results as shown in FIG. 9. A diamagnetic

c,o shift was observed to start at 91 ° K and the size of the shift

increased rapidly with further cooling. At 4.2 ° K, the diamag-
netic signal corresponded to 24% of the superconducting
signal ofa Iend sample with similar dimensions. In a magnetic

field, the drop in resistivity shifted toward lower temperature

as shown in FIG. 10. At the maximum field applied, the zero
resistivity state remained at temperature as high as 40 ° IC
Preliminary X-ray powder _ction patternsshowed the
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existence of muhiple phases apparently uncharacteristic Of
the K2NiF4-stmcture in the samples.

The above results demonstrate unambiguously that super-

conductivity occurs in the Y--Ba--Cu--O oxide complex
with a _ansifion between 80 and 93 ° K (and 90-93 ° K when 5
quenched on the aluminum plate). The upper critical field

H_(T) was determined resistively. If the positive curvature at
very low fields is neglected, a value of dHJdT near T¢ is

observed to be the 3T/K or 1.3T/K, depending onif H_(T¢) is
taken at the 10% drop of the normal state yesistivity, or the 10
50°/0 drop. In the weak-coupling limit, He2(0 ) was estimated
as between 80 and 180T-in the Y---Ba--Cu-43 oxide com-
plex. The paramagnetic limiting field to 0 ° K for a sample
with a T:-90K is 165T.

As is readily apparent from the above description, addi- 15
tional advantages and modifications will readily occur to
those skilled In the art. The invention in its broader aspects is
therefore not limited to the specific examples shown and
described. Accordingly, departures may be made from the
details shown in the examples without departing from the 20
spirit or scope of the disclosed general inventive concept.

I claim:

1. A composition of matter comprising a Y--Ba--Cu--O
complex of nominal formula:

CYj__Ba_)_CubO _, wherein "x" is about 0.01 to 0.5, "a" is 25
about 1 to 2, "b" is I, and "y" is about 2 to about 4,

containing a superconductive crystalline phase consist-
ing essentiallyof Y, Ba, Ca and 0 which has zeroelec-
tricalresistance at 77 ° K or above, said superconductive

crysmiline phasehavingacrystalstructureuncharacter- 3o
istic of that ofa K_NiF 4 crystal structure, and said supar-
conductive crystalline phase being present in said com-
position of matter in a quantity sufficient to provide the
composition with a diamagnetic signal at 4.2 ° K corre-
sponding to at least 24% of the superconducting signal 35
of a lead sample with similar dimensions.

2. A composition of matter comprising a Y---Ba--Ca--O
complex of nominal formula:

(Y: __Ba_)oCUbOy, wherein "x'is 0.4, "a'is 2, "b" is l,and
"y" is about 2 to about 4, containing a superconductive
crystalline phase consisting essentially of'Y, Ba, Cu and
O which has zero electrical resistance at 77 ° K or above,
said superconductive crystalline phase having a crystal
structure uncharacteristic of that of a KaN'ff,, crystal
stractom,and said supereo_uctive crystalline phase

being present in said composition of matter in a quantity

sutticient to provide the compositionwithadiamagnetic
signal at 4.2 ° K corresponding to about 24% of the
superconducting signal of a lead sample with similar
dimensions.

3. A method for conducting an electrical cmrent without
electrical resistive losses, comprising the steps of."

utilizing as a conductor a composition ofmattar compris-
ing a Y--Ba--Cw--0 complex of nominal formula

(Yl--_ Ba_aCUbOy, whe_in "x" is about 0.01 to 0.5, "a"
is about 1 to 2, "b" is 1, and "y" is about 2 to about 4,

containing a superconductive crystalline phase consist-
ing essentially ofY, Ba, Cu and 0 which has zeroelec-

BI

14
trical resistance at 77 ° K or above, said superconductive

crystalline phase having a crystal structure uncharacter-

istic of that ofa K2NiF 4 crystal structure, and said super-
conductive crystalline phase being present in said com-
position of matter in a quantity sufficient to provide the

composition with a diamagnetic signal at 4.2 ° K corre-
sponding toat least 24% of thesuperconducting signal
of a lead sample with similar dimensions;

cooling said composition of matter to a temperature at or
below that at which said crystallinc phase becomes
supeccenductive; and

initiating a flow of electrical current within said composi-
tion of matter while ma'mta'ming said composition of

matter at or below the temperature at which said crys-
telline phase becomes superconductive.

4. A method for conducting an electrical current without

electrical resistive losses, comprising the steps of:
utilizing as a conductor a composition of matter compris-

ing a Y--Ba--Cu--O complex of nominal formula

CYl-x Ba_3CubOy, whea'ein "x" is 0.4, "a" is 2, "b" is 1,
and "y" is about 2 to abeut 4, containing a superconduc-
tive crystalline phase consisting essentially of_, Ba, Cu
and O which has zero electrical resistance at 77 ° K or

above, said superconductive crystalline phase having a
crystal structure uncharacteristic of that of a K2NiF4
crystals_ctare, and said superconductivecrystalline

phase being present in said composition of matter in a
quantity sufficient to provide the composition with a

diamagnetic signal at 4.2 ° K corresponding to about
24% of the superconducting signal of a lead sample with
similar dimensions;

cooling said composition of matter to a temperature at or
below that at which said erystailino phase becomes
superconductive; and

initiating a flow of electrical current within said composi-
tion of matter while maintaining said composition of
matter at or below the temperature at whieh said crys-
tafiian phase becomes superconductive.

5. A supereonducting composition exhibiting zero electfi-
4o cal resistance at a temperature of40o K or abeve ofhaving the

nominal formula

wherein x is 0.4, a is 2, b is 1, and y is 2 to 4.
45 6. The supercondecting composition of claim 5 wherein

the composition exhibits zero electrical resistance at a tem-

perature of 77 ° K or above.
7. The superconductingcomposition of claim 5 wherein

said composition has a crystal structureuncharacteristic of
50 that ofa K2NiF_ crystal structure.

8. A superconducting composition exhibiting zero electri-
carlresistance at a temperature of 77 ° K or above having the
nominal formula:

Y_abc%o_

5s wherein "a" is about 1.2, "b" is abont 0.8, "c" is abeut 1.0,
and "x" is about 2 to 4.

!
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35 U.S.C.A. § 116

_>

Effective: November 2, 2002

Page 1

United States Code Annotated Currentness

Title 35. Patents (Refs & Annos)

Part II. Patentability of Inventions and Grant of Patents (Refs & Annos)

Chapter 11. Application for Patent (Refs & Annos)

"* § 116. Inventors

When an invention is made by two or more persons jointly, they shall apply for patent jointly and

each make the required oath, except as otherwise provided in this title. Inventors may apply for a

patent jointly even though (1) they did not physically work together or at the same time, (2) each did

not make the same type or amount of contribution, or (3) each did not make a contribution to the

subject matter of every claim of the patent.

If a joint inventor refuses to join in an application for patent or cannot be found or reached after

diligent effort, the application may be made by the other inventor on behalf of himself and the

omitted inventor. The Director, on proof of the pertinent facts and after such notice to the omitted

inventor as he prescribes, may grant a patent to the inventor making the application, subject to the

same rights which the omitted inventor would have had if he had been joined. The omitted inventor

may subsequently join in the application.

Whenever through error a person is named in an application for patent as the inventor, or through

error an inventor is not named in an application, and such error arose without any deceptive intention

on his part, the Director may permit the application to be amended accordingly, under such terms

as he prescribes.

CREDIT(S)

(July 19, 1952, c. 950, 66 Stat. 799; Aug. 27, 1982, Pub.L. 97-247, § 6(a), 96 Stat. 320; Nov. 8,

1984, Pub.L. 98-622, Title I, § 104(a), 98 Stat. 3384; Nov. 29, 1999 Pub.L. 106-113, Div. B, §

1000(a)(9) [Title IV, § 4732(a)(10)(A)], 113 Stat. 1536, 1501A-582; Nov. 2, 2002, Pub.L. 107-273,

Div. C, Title I_, § 13206(b)(1)(B), 116 Stat. 1906.)

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
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HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES

Revision Notes and Legislative Reports

1952 Acts. The first paragraph is implied in the present statutes, and the part of the last paragraph

relating to omission of an erroneously joined inventor is in the Patent Office rules. The remainder

is new and provides for the correction of a mistake in erroneously joining a person as inventor, and

for filing an applicationwhen one of several joint inventors cannot be found. This section is ancillary

to 8 256.

1982 Acts. House Report No. 97-542, see 1982 U.S. Code Cong. and Adm. News, p. 765.

1984 Acts. Section-by-Section Analysis, see 1984 U.S. Code Cong. and Adm. News, p. 5827.

1999 Acts. Statement by President, see 1999 U.S. Code Cong. and Adm. News, p. 290.

2002 Acts. House Conference Report No. 107-685 and Statement by President, see 2002 U.S. Code

Cong. and Adm. News, p. 1120.

Amendments

2002 Amendments. Pub.L. 107-273, 8 13206(19)(1)00), amended directory language of Pub.L.

106-113 [8 4732(a)(10)(A)], requiring no change in text. See 1999 Amendments note under this
section.

1999 Amendments. Pub.L. 106-113 [8 4732(a)(10)(A)], as amended by Pub.L. 107-273, 8

13206Co)(1)(B), struck out "Commissioner" and inserted "Director" throughout the section.

1984 Amendments. Pub.L. 98-622 struck out "and each sign the application" after "patent jointly"

and added the sentence beginning "Inventors may apply" in the first paragraph.

1982 Amendments. Pub.L. 97-247, § 6(a), substiVated "inventors" for "Joint L,',,-entors" _ section

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
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heading, and substituted "through error a person is named in an application for patent as the inventor,

or through error an inventor is not named in an application" for"a person is joined in an application

for patent as joint inventor through error, or a joint inventor is not included in an application through

error".

Effective and Applicability Provisions

1999 Acts. Amendment by Pub.L. 106-113 [§ 4732(a)(10)(A)], effective 4 months after the date of

enactment of this Act [Nov. 29, 1999, which is the date of enactment of Pub.L. 106-113, 113 Star.

1501, which in Div. B, § 1000(a)(9), enacted into law this Act as an Appendix], see Pub.L. 106-113

[§ 4731], set out as a note under section 1 of this title.

1984 Acts. Amendment by Pub.L. 98-622, applicable to all United States patents granted before, on,

or after Nov. 8, 1984 and to all amendments for United States patents pending on or filed after that

date, except as otherwise provided, see section 106 of Pub.L. 98-622, set out as an Effective Date

of 1984 Amendment note under section 103 of this title.

1982 Acts. Amendment by Pub.L. 97-247 effective six months after Aug. 27, 1982, see § 17(c) of

Pub.L. 97-247, set out as an Effective Date note under § 294 of this title.

CROSS REFERENCES

Correction of inventor named in issued patent, see 35 USCA § 256.

Joint owners, see 35 USCA § 262.

CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS

Joint inventors, application by, see 37 CFR § 1.45, set out in the Appendix.

LIBRARY REFERENCES

American Digest System

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
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35 U.S.C.A. § 256

Page 1

D

Effective: November 02, 2002

United States Code Annotated Currentness

Title 35. Patents (Refs & Annos)

Na Part IlL Patents and Protection of Patent Rights

_..Chapter 25. Amendment and Correction of Patents IRefs & Annos)

m§ 256. Correction of named inventor

Whenever through error a person is named in an issued patent as the inventor, or through error an

inventor is not named in an issued patent and such error arose without any deceptive intention on his

part, the Director may, on application of all the parties and assignees, with proof of the facts and such

other requirements as may be imposed, issue a certificate correcting such error.

The error of omitting inventors or naming persons who are not inventors shall not invalidate the

patent in which such error occurred if it can be corrected as provided in this section. The court

before which such matter is called in question may order correction of the patent on notice and

hearing of all parties concerned and the Director shall issue a certificate accordingly.

CREDIT(S)

(July 19, 1952, c. 950, 66 Stat. 810; Aug. 27, 1982, Pub.L. 97-247, § 6(b), 96 Stat. 320; Nov. 29,

1999, Pub.L. 106-113, Div. B, § 1000(a)(9) [Title IV, § 4732(a)(10)(A)], 113 Stat. 1536,

1501A-582; Nov. 2, 2002, Pub.L. 107- 273, Div. C, Title 111, § 13206(b)(1)(B), 116 Stat. 1906.)

HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES

Revision Notes and Legislative Reports

1952 Acts. This section is new and is companion to § 116.

The first two paragraphs provide for the correction of the inadvertent joining or nonjoining of a

person as a joint inventor. The third paragraph provides that a patent shall not be invalid for such

cause, and also provides that a court may order correction of a patent; the two sentences of this

© 2007 Thomson/West. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works.
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paragraphareindependent.

1982Acts. House Report No. 97-542, see 1982 U.S. Code Cong. and Adm. News, p. 765.

1999 Acts. Statement by President, see 1999 U.S. Code Cong. and Adm. News, p. 290.

2002 Acts. House Conference Report No. 107-685 and Statement by President, see 2002 U.S. Code

Cong. and Adm. News, p. 1120.

Amendments

2002 Amendments. Pub.L. 107-273, § 13206(b)(1)(B'k amended directory language of Pub.L.

106-113 [§ 4732(a)(10)(A)], requiring no change in text. See 1999 Amendments note under this

section.

1999 Amendments. Pub.L. 106-113 [§ 4732(a)(10)(A)], as amended by Pub.L. 107-273, §

13206(b)(1)(B), struck out "Commissioner" and inserted "Director" throughout the section.

1982 Amendments. Pub.L. 97-247, § 6(b), substituted "Correction of named inventor" for

"Misjoinder of inventor" as the section catchline and, in text, substituted "Wlaenever through error

a person is named in an issued patent as the inventor, or through error an inventor is not named in

an issued patent and such error arose without any deceptive intention on his part, the Commissioner

may, on application of all the parties and assignees, with proof of the facts and such other

requirements as may be imposed, issue a certificate correcting such error" for "Whenever a patent

is issued on the application of persons as joint inventors and it appears that one of such persons was

not in fact a joint inventor, and that he was included as a joint inventor by error and without any

deceptive intention, the Commissioner maY, on application of all the parties and assignees, with

proof of the facts and such other requirements as may be imposed, issue a certificate deleting the

name of the erroneously joined person from the patent", substituted "The error of omitting inventors

or naming persons who are not inventors shall not invalidate the patent in which such error occurred

it if can be corrected as provided in this section" for "Whenever a patent is issued and it appears that

a person was a joint inventor, but was omitted by error and without deceptive intention on his part,

the Commissioner may, on application of all the parties and assignees, with proof of the facts and

such other requirements as may be imposed, issue a certificate adding his name to the patent as a

joint inventor", and struck out provision that the misjoinder or nonjoinder of joint inventors not

invalidate a patent, if such error can be corrected as provided in this section.

Effective and Applicability Provisions

© 2007 Thomson/West. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works.
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35 U.S.C.A. § 256

1999 Acts. Amendment by Pub.L. 106-113 [§ 4732(a)(l 0)(A)], effective 4 months after the date of

enactment of this Act [Nov. 29, 1999, which is the date of enactment of Pub.L. 106-113, 113 Stat.

1501_ which in Div. B, § 1000(a)(9), enacted into law this Act as an Appendix], see Pub.L. 106-113

[§ 4731], set out as a note under section 1 of this title.

1982 Acts. Amendment by Pub.L. 97-247 effective six months after Aug. 27, 1982, see § 17(c) of

Pub.L. 97-247, set out as an Effective Date note under § 294 of this title.

CROSS REFERENCES

Application for patent by joint inventors, see 35 USCA § 116.

CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS

Correction of inventorship, see 37 CFR §§ 1.48, 1.324, set out in the Appendix.

LAW REVIEW COMMENTARIES

Ex parte patent practice and the rights of third parties. Russell E. Levine, Jay L. Alexander and

William E. Devitt, 45 Am.U.L.Rev. 1987 (1996).

LIBRARY REFERENCES

American Digest System

Patents _:_126.

Key Number System Topic No. 291.

Corpus Juris Secundum

CJS Patents § 134, Of Joint Invention.

C.__JSPatents § 210, Name of Patentee.

CJS Patents § 216, Correction of Named Inventor.

© 2007 Thomson/West. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works.
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37 C.F.R. § 1.324

C

Page 1

Effective: [See Text Amendments]

Code of Federal Regulations Currentness

Title 37. Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights

Chapter I. United States Patent and

Trademark Office, Department of

Commerce (Refs & Annos)

Subchapter A. General

Patents

Part 1. Rules of Practice in Patent

Cases (Refs & Annos)

Subpart B. National Processing
Provisions

__Correction of Errors in Patent

-, § 1.324 Correction of

inventorship in patent,

pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 256.

(a) Whenever through error a person is named in

an issued patent as the inventor, or through error

an inventor is not named in an issued patent and

such error arose without any deceptive intention

on his or her part, the Director, pursuant to 3__.55

U.S.C. 256, may, on application of all the parties

and assignees, or on order of a court before

which such matter is called in question, issue a

certificate naming only the actual inventor or

inventors. A petition to correct inventorship of

a patent involved in an interference must comply

with the requirements of this section and must

be accompanied by a motion under

41.121(a)(2) or _ 41.121(a)(3) of this title.

(b) Any request to correct inventorship of a

patent pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section

must be accompanied by:

(1) Where one or more persons are being

added, a statement from each person who is

being added as an inventor that the

inventorship error occurred without any

deceptive intention on his or her part;

(2) A statement from the current named

inventors who have not submitted a

statement under paragraph (b)(1) of this

section either agreeing to the change of

inventorship or stating that they have no

disagreement in regard to the requested

change;

(3) A statement from all assignees of the

parties submitting a statement under

paragraphs (b)(1) and (b)(2) of this section

agreeing to the change ofinventorship in the

patent, which statement must comply with

the requirements of _ 3.73_) of this chapter;
and

(4) The fee set forth in _.

(c) For correction of inventorship in an

application, see _ 1.48 and 1.497.

(d) In a contested case before the Board of

Patent Appeals and Interferences under part 41,

subpart D, of this title, a request for correction

of a patent must be in the form of a motion

under _ 41.121(a)(2) or § 41.121(a)(3) of this
title.

[24 FR 10332, Dec. 22, 1959, as amended at 48

FR 2713, Jan. 20, 1983; 49 FR 48454, Dec. 12,

1984; 50 FR 23123, May 31, 1985; 62 FR

© 2011 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
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53199, Oct. 10, 1997; 65 FR 54677, Sept. 8,

2000; 69 FR 50001, Aug. 12, 2004; 69 FR

56545, Sept. 21, 2004; 70 FR 3891, Jan. 27,

2005]

SOURCE: 24 FR 10332, Dec. 22, 1959; .60 FR

14518, March 17, 1995; 65 FR 14871, March

20, 2000; 65 FR 33455, May 24, 2000; 65 FR

50103, Aug. 16, 2000; 65 FR 56793, Sept. 20,

2000; 65 FR 70490., Nov. 24, 2000, unless
otherwise noted.

AUTHORITY: 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2), unless

otherwise noted.

37 C. F. R. § 1.324, 37 CFR § 1.324

Current through October 27, 2011; 76 FR 66844

© 2011 Thomson Reuters

END OF DOCUMENT

© 2011 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
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37 C.F.R. § 1.48 .

C

Effective: [See Text Amendments]

Code of Federal Regulations Currentness

Title 37. Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights

Chapter I. United States Patent and

Trademark Office, Department of

Commerce (Refs & Annos)

Subchapter A. General
Patents

Part 1. Rules of Practice in Patent

Cases (Refs & Annos)

Subpart B. National Processing
Provisions

__Who May Apply for a Patent

-* § 1.48 Correction of

inventorship in a patent

application, other than a

reissue application, pursuant

to 35 U.S.C. 116.

(a) Nonprovisional application after

oath/declaration filed. If the inventive entity is

set forth in error in an executed _. 1.63 oath or

declaration in a nonprovisional application, and

such error arose without any deceptive intention

on the part of the person named as an inventor in

error or on the part of the person who through

error was not named as an inventor, the

inventorship of the nonprovisional application

may be amended to name only the actual
inventor or inventors. Amendment of the

inventorship requires:

Page I

(1) A request to correct the inventorship that

sets forth the desired inventorship change;

(2) A statement from each person being

added as an inventor and from each person

being deleted as an inventor that the error in

inventorship occurred without deceptive

intention on his or her part;

(3) An oath or declaration by the actual

inventor or inventors as required by _ 1.63

or as permitted by 1_L_.42, 1.4____33or _ 1.47;

(4) The processing fee set forth in _;
and

(5) If an assignment has been executed by

any of the original named inventors, the

written consent of the assignee (see §

3.73(b_ of this chapter).

(b) Nonprovisional application--fewer inventors
due to amendment or cancellation of claims. If

the correct inventors are named in a

nonprovisional application, and the prosecution

of the nonprovisional application results in the
amendment or cancellation of claims so that

fewer than all of the currently named inventors

are the actual inventors of the invention being

claimed in the nonprovisional application, an

amendment must be filed requesting deletion of

the name or names of the person or persons who

are not inventors of the invention being claimed.

Amendment of the inventorship requires:

(1) A request, signed by a party set forth in.

§ 1.33(b), to correct the inventorship that
identifies the named inventor or inventors

being deleted and acknowledges that the

inventor's invention is no longer being

claimed in the nonprovisional application;

© 2011 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
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and

(2) The processing fee set forth in _.

(c) Nonprovisional application--inventors added

for claims to previously unclaimed subject

matter. Ifa nonprovisional application discloses

unclaimed subject matter by an inventor or

inventors not named in the application, the

application may be amended to add claims to the

subject matter and name the correct inventors for

the application. Amendment of the inventorship

requires:

inventors, the provisional application may be

amended to add the name or names of the

omitted inventor or inventors. Amendment of

the inventorship requires:

(1) A request, signed by a party set forth in

§ 1.33(b), to correct the inventorship that

identifies the inventor or inventors being

added and states that the inventorship error

occurred without deceptive intention on the

part of the omitted inventor or inventors; and

(2) The processing fee set forth in _.

(1) A request to correct the inventorship that

sets forth the desired inventorship change;

(2) A statement from each person being

added as an inventor that the addition is

necessitated by amendment of the claims

and that the inventorship error occurred

without deceptive intention on his or her

part;

(3) An oath or declaration by the actual

inventors as required by § 1.63 or as

permitted by __.L_, 1.43, or 1_L_.47;

(e) Provisional application--deleting the name or

names of the inventor or inventors. Ifa person or

persons were named as an inventor or inventors

in a provisional application through error

without any deceptive intention on the part of

such person or persons, an amendment may be

filed in the provisional application deleting the

name or names of the person or persons who

were erroneously named. Amendment of the

inventorship requires:

(1) A request to correct the inventorship that

sets forth the desired inventorship change;

(4) The processing fee set forth in _;

and

(5) If an assignment has been executed by

any of the original named inventors, the

written consent of the assignee (see §

3.73 b(_b_)of this chapter).

(d) Provisional application--adding omitted

inventors. If the name or names of an inventor or

inventors were omitted in a provisional

application through error without any deceptive

intention on the part of the omitted inventor or

(2) A statement by the person or persons

whose name or names are being deleted that

the inventorship error occurred without

deceptive intention on the part of such

person or persons;

(3) The processing fee set forth in _;
and

(4) If an assignment has been executed by

any of the original named inventors, the

written consent of the assignee (see §

3.73 b(_b.)of this chapter).

© 2011 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
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(f)(1) Nonprovisional application--filing

executed oath/declaration corrects inventorship.

If the correct inventor or inventors are not

named on filing a nonprovisional application

under § 1.53(b) without an executed oath or

declaration under _ by any of the inventors,
the first submission of an executed oath or

declaration under _ by any of the inventors

during the pendency of the application will act

to correct the earlier identification of

inventorship. See _§ 1.41 (a)(4) and 1.497 d(_and

for submission of an executed oath or

declaration to enter the national stage under 35

U.S.C. 371 naming an inventive entity different

from the inventive entity set forth in the

international stage.

1.324 for correction of inventorship in a patent.

(j) Correction ofinventorship in a contested case

before the Board of Patent Appeals and

Interferences. In a contested case under part 41,

subpart D, of this title, a request for correction

of an application must be in the form of a

motion under § 41.121(a)(2) of this title and

must comply with the requirements of this

section.

[48 FR 2709., Jan. 20, 1983; 49 FR 48452, Dec.

12, 1984; 50 FR 9379, March 7, 1985; 57 FR

56447, Nov. 30, 1992; 60 FR 20222, April 25,

1995; 62 FR 53185, Oct. 10, 1997; 65 FR

54663., Sept. 8, 2000; 67 FR 523, Jan. 4, 2002;

69 FR 49998, Aug. 12, 2004]

(2) Provisional application--filing cover

sheet corrects inventorship. If the correct

inventor or inventors are not named on filing

a provisional application without a cover

sheet under _ 1.51(c)(1), the later

submission of a cover sheet under

1.51(c)(1) during the pendency of the

application will act to correct the earlier

identification of inventorship.

SOURCE: 24 FR 10332, Dec. 22, 1959; 60 FR

14518, March 17, 1995; 65 FR 14871, March

20, 2000; 65 FR 33455., May 24, 2000; 65 FR

50103, Aug. 16, 2000; 65 FR 56793, Sept. 20,

2000; 65 FR 70490, Nov. 24, 2000, unless

otherwise noted.

AUTHORITY: 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2), unless

otherwise noted.

(g) Additional information may be required. The

Office may require such other information as

may be deemed appropriate under the particular

circumstances surrounding the correction of

inventorship.

(h) Reissue applications not covered. The

provisions of this section do not apply to reissue

applications. See §§ 1.171 and 1.175 for

correction of inventorship in a patent via a

reissue application.

37 C. F. R. § 1.48, 37 CFR § 1.48

Current through October 27,2011; 76 FR 66844

© 2011 Thomson Reuters

END OF DOCUMENT

(i) Correction of inventorship in patent. See __
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PROOF OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that Appellant's Brief was filed with the Court by federal

express; and that two true and correct copies of Appellant's Brief was served via

federal express on:

Lester Hewitt

Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld, LLP
1111 Louisiana, 44 th Floor

Houston, Texas 77002

Fax No. (713) 236-0822

ATTORNEY FOR APPELLEE, CHING-WU CHU

Brent C. Perry

Law Office ofBrent C. Perry
800 Commerce Street

Houston, Texas 77002

Fax No. (713) 237-0415

ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT,

RULING MENG

on April 12, 2012
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE

I certify that this brief complies with the type-volume limitations of FED. R.

ApP. P. 32(a)(7)(B) because:

1. Excluding the parts of the brief exempted by FED. R. APP. P.

32(a)(7)(B)(iii), the brief contains 12,339 words.

2. The brief complies with the typeface requirements of FED. R. APP. P.

32(a)(5) and the type style requirements of FED. R. ApP. P. 32(a)(6) because this brief

has been prepared in a proportionally spaced typeface (14 point Times New Roman

font) using WordPerfect Version X3.

3. If the Court so requests, the undersigned will provide an electronic

version of the brief and/or a copy of the word or line printout.

4. The undersigned understands that a material misrepresentation in this

certificate may result in the Court's striking th_ efand imposing sanctions against

thepersonsigningthebrief. _/_/[]

DECLARATION F JOE W. BEVERLY

William Jensen has authoriz ehalf.
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